


"I've owned a Saab. 
I've owned a Volvo. 
I've owned a BMw. 

But none of these cars has 
been as dependable or 

as reliable as the Cadillac 
that I own now." 

"I used to own a BMW. And ifl did not pil a 
bunch of wood in the ounkofth car during the 
wintertime, I used to get stu k. I got a li ttl tired 
of doing that-1 al 0 got tired of it not tarring 
in the wintertime. So I started 10 king for ome 
other cars. 

"I never really thought that 1 would own a 
Cadillac . .. but I went out and drove a coupl and 
I bough t-a Cadillac!" 

Bal'l ).J;UH Iric 
\lil1l1<:~( 11;\ ( :;\di llac ()\\'I1<:), 

n. 

The 1986 adillac F1eetwo d Brougham 
has reliability, dependabili ty, plus one m r thing Discover the sensible side. 

At your Twin iti adilla 
ANDERSON KEY 
CADILLAC CADILLAC 

Golden Valley Edina 

D al 
LONG 

CADILLAC 
R vill 

THESE CADILLAC DEALERS ARE PROUD TO SUPPORT THE U OF M GOLDEN GOPHERS 
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SOME OF OUR 
Its one thing to make your mark. Its quite another to 

cut a lasting swath through the conscience of an entire people. But 
wherever a hand is offered in friendship, or a voice speaks out for 
justice, the words will forever carry the hope of Hubert H. Humphrey, 
class of '39. 

Thousands of University of Minnesota alumni have made 
their marks in medicine, law, education, business, and the arts. 
Some have become internationally Imown; others have made their 

UVEFORmR. 
contributions more quietly. But whether they turned out to be Nobel 
laureates, politicians, movie stars, or football players, University of 
Minnesota graduates have made a big impact-not just on our 
community. but on our lives. 

The University of Minn taAlumniAssociation. Promoting 
th University and its graduat , ff ring rvi and informati n, and 
expanding both its opportuniti and its fraternity. Call 373-2466 and 
join. You'll be urprised at what you might find. 

ThE UNIVERSITY OF MINNESOTA ALUMNI AssocIATION 
fJCH AND EVERY ONE Of'WHOM W/IS BROUGlfT1UVOU BYTHE UNIVERSITY OF MINNrrofA 
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We've Got to Keep Meeting Like This 

The Minnesota Alumni Association was 
launched 82 years ago at its first annual 
meeting and banquet, which the Minne
sota Alumni Weekly predicted would be 
"no cut and dried affair," but something 
"entirely new in the way of jollification." 
It would be a "'smoker' without the 
smoke," with no end of "stunts that would 
bring down the house and put everyone 
in jolly good humor." The editor cau
tioned alumni, however, that more would 
be expected of them. 'The alumni are 
going to unite to 'do things' that need to 
be done ." 

This year, leaders of the Alumni Asso
ciation are hoping to return to the spirit 
of that first annual meeting. By inviting 
alumni back to campus to the University's 
new football complex, they hope that 
alumni will , to paraphrase the January 18, 
1904, edition of the Minnesota Alumni 
Weekly , forget that college days are far 
behind them, renew their youth, and 
recall the old days when they left the 
"varsity" with sheepskin in hand, thinking 
that the world would welcome them with 
open arms. 

This annual meeting won't be a time of 
conducting the business of the Alumni 
Association. That is taken care of during 
the year by an able and growing body of 
association members, friends, and volun
teers in chapter and constituent society 
meetings, executive committee and board 
meetings, citizens' panels, study groups, 
and task forces . Instead it is a time of 
celebrating the direction and accomplish
ments of the University-from "Commit
ment to Focus" to the Minnesota 
Campaign to raise $300 million in three 
years-of setting new association direc
tions and honoring the volunteers who 
have worked so hard throughout the year. 
As Penny Winton, outgoing president of 
the Alumni Association, said in the May I 
June issue of Minnesota, keynote speaker 
and Pulitzer Prize winner Art Buchwald is 
to be the association's present to its vol
unteers for a job well done. 

With this issue, Minnesota joins in the 
celebration of the annual meeting in a 
unique way. Minnesota has been designed 
to serve as a program for the annual 
meeting as well as an annual report of the 
affairs of the Alumni Association during 
the 1985-86 year . This annual meeting 
edition of Minnesota is being distributed 
to those attending the meeting, as well as 
being sent to our regular subscribers as an 
in ert in the July l August Minnesota. 

In this issue youll find a salute to the 
presidents and officers of the association's 
alumni chapters and constituent societies 
and a summary of their major program 
highlights. We introduce you to the new 
executive officers for 1986-87, and Mar
garet Sughrue Carlson reviews her first 
year as executive director of the associa
tion . But we take special pride in profiling 
two of the association's most outstanding 
volunteers, Charles Osborne and L. Ste
ven Goldstein, recipients of the Universi
ty's Alumni Service Award. 

At 35, Osborne has had a long history 
of involvement with the association as 
president, vice president, treasurer, and 
board member for five years. He was 
instrumental in turning the association 
into a modem business organization with 
strong financial, accounting, and budget
ing systems. He knows the association 
perhaps better than any other volunteer 
and is always willing to provide personal 
counsel and encouragement. He took the 
association into the public policy arena, 
and work on the University's advertising 
campaign began during his presidency . 
But that's not to say he's all business. As 
president, he took special pride in the 
formation of the University Student 
Alumni Association, with the goal of 
improving the student experience and pre
venting what might be called the new
graduate enthusiasm gap. 

L. Steven Goldstein, 34, played a pre
mier role in the creation of the associa
tion 's " Some of Our Graduates" 
advertising campaign for the University. 
Perhaps no other volunteer has been so 
successful in transferring his own profes
sional expertise, knowledge, and enthusi
asm to a volunteer project with such 
enonnous impact. He took on the Univer
sity as a new client and transformed a 
group of volunteers into a full-service 
advertising agency to address the Univer
sity's needs, tapping the expertise of mem
bers and nonmembers alike . 

Rarely has such a young alumnus been 
awarded the Alumni Service Award, let 
alone two such individuals in one year. 

Both Goldstein and Osborne represent 
a new generation of Alumni Association 
volunteers who are bridging the enthusi
asm gap and bringing their expertise to 
the University and association in a po i
tive, meaningful way. 

To capitalize on a good idea, "Some of 
our graduates are in a cIa by them
elve ." 
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MINNESOTA ALUMNI ASSOCIATION 

82nd Annual Meeting Program 
June 4, 1986 

University Football Complex 

Welcome and Introductions 

Nominating Report and Election 
of Officers 

Year-End Report to Membership 
and Alumni 

Dinner 

Presentation of the Alumni Service A ward to 
Charles Osborne, '75, and 
L. Steven Goldstein, '75 

Keynote Speech 

Passing of the Gavel 

Adjournment 
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Penny Winton, '74 
President, 1985-86 

Margaret Sughrue Carlson, '83 
Executive Director 

Entertainment by the Alumni 
Band 

Kenneth H . Keller 
President 
University of Minnesota 

Art Buchwald 
Syndicated Columnist 

Penny Winton 

Harvey Mackay, /54 
President 1986-87 



IND-
V' elcome to the mind of Art 
Buchwald, syndicated column
lSi and Pulitzer Prize winner. 

• "All right l" I shout. ''I'll 
gel along with whatever 
a vard you want to make. But 
when the insurance company 
has to sell its employees' golf 
course to pay for this case, it 
will be on the conscience of 
every person in this room ." 

• A phone handler yelled 
out, "A Texas Democrat has 
Just promised the Dallas Gar
den Club to cut taxes by $240 
billion." 

Everyone in the room 
looked at Finchley. He lit a 
cigarette and aid calmly, 
"Put me down for 250." 

We all stood on our chairs 
and cheered . It was the big
gest tax-cut promise made by 
a candidate in American polit
ical history . 

-----,,, ~ in language classes, but 
never showed up. He partied at 
night, slept during the day, 
finagled a job as an $&.a-week 
nightclub reporter for Variety, 

~ then moved on to the Paris 
g edition of the New York Herald 

Tribune as a columnist. 
As fodder for his column, 

Buchwald marched in a May 
Day parade in East Berlin, 
chased goats in Yugoslavia, 
traveled across the Soviet 
Union in a chauffeur-driven 
limousine, and covered a 
NATO conference that Presi
dent Dwight Eisenhower 
attended. The A TO event 
proved fateful. T here the 
Buchwaldian mind ran u p 
against the mind of a Wash
ington bureaucrat: Eisenhow
er's humorless press secretary, 
Jim Hagerty. Hagerty's antag
onism for Buchwald's humor 
made headlines, and Buch
wald made news in America. 

Art Buchwald 's mind 
didn't always work like this, 
of course . He was born in Mt. 
Vernon, New York, and his 
mother died when he was a 
baby. His father was a curtain 
manufacturer who was unable 
to keep the family together 
after his business failed . Buch
wald and his three ister 
spent a short time in New 
York' Hebrew Orphan Asy
lum; two of his sisters were 
adopted . Art a nd a sister 
moved from one foster home 
to another until his family 
was reunited when he was 
fifteen. Says Buchwald, his 
life was not that "bad a deal. 

The making of pundit Art Buchwald 
syndicated columnist Pulitzer Prize 

winner. bon vivant and raconteur - and 
Minnesota Alumni Association 

annual meeting keynote spe~er 

In 1962, lured by the com
ing of the Kennedys and 
prompted by the fact that "life 
was too good," the Buchwalds 
left Paris for Washington, 
D .C. Buchwald transferred 
his humor to political satire 
and came to be dubbed 
'Washington's resident court 
jester." He took on Presidents 
Kennedy, Johnson, and ixon 
(his favorite) , Ford and Carter 
("nobody was interested" ), 
and finally Ronald Reagan. 

The development of th e 
Buchwaldian mind-set was 
now complete. 

I wasn ' t starved . I was clothed. I always 
lived in a nice neighborhood in Queens." 

To deal with a sense of not belonging, 
however, Buchwald relied on his en e f 
humor . His chool year were rather 
undistinguished, except for his writing 
talent, which an English teacher and hi 
foster mother encouraged. At venteen , 
he quit school and joined the marine . 

B cause he was underage, h n ded a 
p rent's signatur to nlist. The ever
r sourceful Buchwald recruited a drunk in 

reensboro, North Carolina, to forge hi 
f ther' name. Nter s rving three years 
during World War II on an i land in th 
r acific , guarding what wa later t 
bee me a nuclear te ting site, Sergeant 
E chwald left the marine to enr II at th 

University of Southern California (USC), 
which had overlooked his lack of a high 
chool diploma . When the bureaucrats 

discovered the mistake, they allowed him 
to tay on a a special tudent- but would 
not grant him a degree. 

At US , Buchwald served as managing 
editor of Wampus, a humor magazine, 
and wrote a column for the Daily Trojan . 

It was at this point, officials speculate, 
that the Buchwald mind-set began to 
develop . 

Proving college tudents are the same 
everywher and anytime, Buchwald left 
USC after three years, with no degree, 
u ing a $250 veteran's bonu to buy 
himself a one-way ticket to Paris, France. 
There he enrolled at the Alliance Fran-

• I vowed when I started out in this 
business I would never be a reporter living 
on a pauper's salary all my life. I wanted 
a flashy car, beautiful girls ... . I knew 
I'd never make it with my imagination, so 
I started taking things out of the newspa
pers. First, it was petty items about the 
National Rifle Association, the Teamsters 
Union . . . . But then I got into grand 
larceny, stealing my ideas from Watergate, 
Jimmy Carter, and now Ronald Reagan's 
administration . . . . Once a guy goes down 
this road, there is no turning back. 

A mind, they say, is a terrible thing to 
lose. 

Excerpts from Laid Back in Washington, 
copyright © 19 1 by Art Buchwald. 
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harles Osborne has had a 
long and di stinguished 
tenure with the Minne
sota Alumni Association 
(MAA ). He joined the 
association after graduat
ing from the School of 
Management, served as 

treasurer for three years, as vice president 
in 1983-84, and as president in 1984-85 . 
This year he is the recipient of one of the 
University's highest honors: the Alumni 
Service Award. 

He says he doesn't plan to sink into the 
sunset but will continue his involvement 
wIth the association . 

Osborne is only 35 years old. 
During Osborne's presidency, the asso

dation experienced membership growth, 
launched a major institutional advertising 
campaign, expanded its outreach activities 
with prospective students, and began an 
effort to involve alumni in major issues of 
public policy. His strong background as a 
certified public accountant (CPA) and 
chief financial officer of Deluxe Check 
Printers, the largest check-printing corpo
ration in the United States, helped him to 
make a valuable contribution to the asso
dation as treasurer. 

Osborne, a resident of St . Anthony 
Village, Minnesota, eamed his bachelor's 
degree from the School of Management in 
1975, then went to work for Deloitte 
Haskins and Sells as a CPA and, later, as 
a tax manager. He and his wife, Victo
ria-a 1976 social work graduate from the 
University-then moved to Stillwater, 
Minnesota, where the CPA finn was 
located. After six years with that com
pany, Osborne accepted the vice presi
dency of finance at Deluxe Check 
Printers, and the Osbomes moved back 
to St. Anthony Village. 

Osborne's involvement in the MAA is 
like that of most of his activities: one of 
focused attention. He believes, as does the 
University's president , Kenneth H. Keller, 
that doing some things very well is better 
than doing all things fairly well . ''I've 
really been an admirer of President 
Keller," Osborne admits. 'What I really 
enjoy so much about Keller is that he 
thinks that you can't be all things to all 
people. I also would prefer that the Board 
of Regents and the University administra
tion select areas of academe in which 
excellence can be achieved and focus on 
those . I think the University has several 
colleges and institutions that alway have 
been at the top of their fields, and I'd like 
t see us pursue those . Perhaps we'll need 
t reconsider and reorganize the way we 
approach education in some of the other 
areas. In those colleges and tho e areas, 
t at is not a popular stance, but I think 
on Ken's part it is farsighted-and it 's 
necessary. " 

As the conversation continues , 

Charles Osborne, 
Minnesota Alumni 
Association past 
president and 

University Alumni 
Service Award 

winner, is a volunteer 
you can count on 

Osborne slides easily into the role of 
pragmatist, a role he played so success
fully during his tenure as MAA president. 
He addresses the association's mission as 
the conscience of the University: the asso
ciation should support the administration, 
he says, as long as the association believes 
that the Board of Regents' policies are 
wise . 

The University administration must 
carry out the policy of the Board of 
Regents, Osborne says. "But as an alum
nus, a citizen of the state of Minnesota, 
and a taxpayer, I can perhaps look at 
things differently and say, 0 , I don't 
agree with that position, and I would 
prefer that the University focus this 
way.' " 

Osborne has the ability to empathize 
with individuals and to see the larger 
picture. He is able, say his colleagues, to 
do what is prudent but at the same time 
bold. He mentions the controversy over 
playing Gopher football in the Hubert H. 
Humphrey Metrodome-one of the major 
issues during his admini tration and one 
that provided clear evidence of Osborn~'s 
sense of diplomacy . It marked the begin
ning of the association's current public 
policy direction. 

Says District Court Judge Diana Mur
phy, "There are different constituencies 
that have diverging opinions. One of the 
controversial is ues during a borne's term 
of office wa whether Gopher football 
should be moved from Memorial Stadium 
to the Metrodome. He handled the situa
tion in a very competent way. He ha a 
good sense of political realities, that you 
have to work with various group and 
individuals. " 

Osborne's sense of realism ha room 
f r new ideas, and that is why he is 

BY BJORN SLETTO 

credited with so many substantial achieve
ments during his presidency. In addition 
to the development of a University adver
tising campaign and the association's 
increased involvement in policy issues 
such as improved statistical polling of 
University alumni, Osborne set a goal for 
improvement of the University student 
experience and the attraction of younger 
people to the association. '1t seems to me 
there was some kind of pattern that 
evolved where people would graduate and 
leave the institution, and not have a great 
deal of contact with their alma mater until 
about ten years after graduation, when 
perhaps some nostalgia or need for recon
nection with the institution arose . We 
would like to see these people maintain 
their involvement immediately following 
graduation. We are now seeing a broader 
membership of younger people because of 
the role played by the newly established 
University Student Alumni Association." 

Many have cited Osborne's age as a 
major reason for the increasing number of 
younger members. At age 33, he was the 
youngest president in the association's 
history . 

"My age probably helped bring 
younger people into the association," says 
Osborne. '1 hope it encouraged younger 
members to join the leadership of the 
association. I think that's necessary. We 
have a huge graduate base to draw from, 
and we want to make sure everyone has 
an opportunity to be involved." 

Apart from his career , Osborne's fam
ily takes up a large part of his time. His 
son, Mark, is 7; Maria, 4; Catherine, 2. 
Osborne's family ; his memberships on the 
board of Boy Scouts in the Indianhead 
Council, the Minneapolis Chapter of the 
National Association of Accountants, and 
the Minnesota Society of Certified Public 
Accountants; his counseling on financial 
matters for his church in St. Anthony 
Village; and finally, his volunteer work 
for the MAA make for a full life. 

With a decade of University service to 
his credit, Osborne should be able to 
retire from the association in 40 or SO 
years with one of the mo t spectacular 
records in the association's history, says 
one board member. 

"0 borne brings special contributions 
to the University since he is so young," 
says Judge Murphy. "Some people along 
the way recognized hi intelligence and 
ability but were concerned that he , as 
not experienced enough. I wa alwa s a 
proponent of Osb me because I think he 
is a wise man. 

"Wisdom is general I something that 
follows from age. But with him it seems 
to have come naturally." 

Bj rn Sletto is a Minnesota intern and a 
student in the School of lournalism and 
Mass Communicatiot1 . 
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her bounding up the 
steep, winding stairs of 
an old mansion in south 
Minneapolis - the head
quarters of Carmichael
Lynch Advertising
and making a quick 
phone call , L. Steven 

Coldstein settles attentively at the round 
oak table in his third-floor office. He 
speaks quietly, sometimes hesitantly, and 
chooses his words carefuJJy . A senior vice 
president at age 34, Goldstein appears to 
be a man whose sheer enthusiasm can 
make people perform beyond their limits. 

His work for the Minnesota Alumni 
Association (MAA) proves it. Goldstein, 
'75, is the coordinator of a $225,000 
institutional advertising campaign aimed 
at boosting alumni pride in the University, 
thought to be the only major-image adver
tising campaign for a public university in 
the country . In spite of his accomplish
ments, Goldstein down plays his contribu
tions to the MAA . In fact , he says, he has 
done only one thing for the association: 
brought resources into the association for 
Its use . 

That contribution might seem small to 
Goldstein. But to MAA executive commit
tee members and members at large, and 
to University students and alumni , Gold
stein's two years of service as a catalyst 
for the association's newly conceived com
munications outreach venture was reason 
to award him the Alumni Service Award 
for 1985-86, an honor usuaJJy awarded to 
volunteers only after years of service to 
the association and the University . 

Goldstein, his wife, Mary-a 1972 Uni
versity political science graduate from St. 
Paul-and their three children, Willie, 5, 
Andrea, 19 months, and Nick, S months, 
live by Lake Calhoun, ten minutes from 
Goldstein's office. 

"My father-in-law, Tom Swain, was 
president a number of years ago," Gold
stein says, "and he suggested that I get 
involved in the University because he 
knew how I felt about it. " Goldstein 
joined the association but says that as a 
graduate, it took him "a number of years 
to find my connection with the University 
a satisfying one." 

As an undergraduate, Goldstein was a 
very active student . "When I wa at the 
University, 1 had very strong feeling 
about it. I was involved in student organ
izations and student government, so I had 
an e cellent perience that way. What 
really made the University special for me 
was the fact that I found a pocket where I 

uld cultivate friends who shared my 
i terests. Also, my involvement in Uni
ver ity governance all w d me to make a 
( ntribution while I wa a tudent. I 
f und that very fulfilling. " 

But Goldstein d esn't think hi bache
h r's degree in European history wa a 

L. Steven Goldstein, 
recipient of the Alumni 
Service Award, proved 

his talent for motivating 
a consortium of adver
tising professionals 
to do their best to 

communicate the best 
of the University in a 

major advertising 
• campaIgn 

waste of time. "Fortunately for me, the 
history degree required a great deal of 
writing-mostly essays-and that helped 
me in business planning. Also, a liberal 
arts background allows you to be more 
eclectic , and this job [at Carmichael
Lynch] certainly is eclectic. At one 
moment, 111 be building communications 
marketing plans for McDonald's ham
burgers, and the next minute I'll be help
ing Don Shelby and Pat Miles [WCCO
TV news anchors] to become better 
known. At one moment we'll be selling 
pickles, and at another moment well be 
developing new electronic products." 

Although Goldstein 's imaginative , 
practical ideas for the as ociation's long
awaited communication outreach venture 
were indispensable for the program's suc
cess, hi role as a catalyst-as a mover 
and a motivator-ha been his most 
important contribution to the association 
during the last two years. Says Jack 
Bolger, vice pre ident of Bolger Commu
nications and one of the covolunteer who 
helped plan the advertising campaign fea
turing distinguished alumni, "Steve Gold
stein ranks, in my opinion, among the 
most effective olunteers with \ hom I 
have ever been as ociated. He ha an 
uncanny ability to bring a meeting of 
volunteers to an action point. I have never 
seen anyb dy like that, and I have been 
involved in numerou organization. 

"He's just the be t. " 
"Once I was involved on the b ard [of 

the a ciation], I saw that memb r at 
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large don't really do much," says Gold
stein. "My interest was finding an area 
that I could concentrate on and make a 
contribution. The communications area 
naturally became that focus . Tom Hol
loran [former president of the MAAJ 
allowed me to set up a subcommittee of 
the organization called the communica
tions committee. Then we went into the 
business community and asked for volun
teers whose professional specialties were 
communications, broadly defined . We got 
somebody who was involved in market 
research, someone in publications, some
one in public relations, and someone in 
advertising. The purpose was to have an 
amalgam of all communication talents in 
a way that could meet the needs of the 
association. 

'1 think communications is the Univer
sity, is the association," he says. ''Every
thing the association does is cloaked in 
communications. Its role in generating 
members is a marketing communications 
function . Its role in recruiting for the 
University is a communications function . 
1 think everything is connected with com
munications. " 

Looking back at his efforts for the 
association, Goldstein acknowledges the 
positive impact that he and his fellow 
communications volunteers have made, 
but he also stresses that he has accrued 
benefits-on both a professional and a 
personal level. 'We recognized what an 
incredible alumni resource is out there 
waiting to be asked to make a contribu
tion to the University, in terms of time 
and e pertise. 1 think the biggest lesson 
was that people are v.'illing to donate 
printing and consulting services and di -
count media space-because there i a 
recognition, however latent, of how sig
nificant the Univer ity is for the Minne
sota community. 

'What's so impressive to me is that the 
as odation has such a high caliber of 
people involved, both on the staff and 
volunteer level, and that the a ociation's 
leadership has also been very supportive 
of the program recommendations that I 
and the communications committee ha e 
made. It just adds fuel to our interest to 
come up with ideas when in fact you can 
see the fruits of your effort gem and 
flouri h-that says that anything is p ssi
ble. And that ' one of the trengths of the 
organization. 

"1 think I have ju t begun my involve
ment," Goldstein say . "1 have ju t tacted 
to reall understand the complexities of 
the as ociati n and it mi ion, and how 

ma1.e a contribution. ow it's a 
f. What can we do? Hm far can 
How fast can \ e go .. 

---
Bj m Sletto is a Minnesota intern and a 
student in the School of Journalism and 
Mass Communication . 
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Leading the Minnesota Alumni Association in 1986-87 will be, from left, Kenneth "Chip" Glaser, treasurer; Harvey Mackay, president; Fred Friswold, vice 
president; L Steven Goldstein, secretary; and Penny Winton, past president. 
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The executive officers of the Minnesota Alumni 
Association forn) a high-powered high-energy 

leadership team that shares the goal of making the 
University one of the top five public 

higher-education institutions in the country 
BY BJORN SLETTO 

hey are the management team 
of the Minnesota Alumni 
Association (MAA), a corpo
ration of 32,500 stockholders 
in the University of Minne
sota . They manage a budget 
of $1.3 million and endow
ment funds of $4.1 million. 

They are the publishers of a magazine with 
one of the largest circulations in the state, 
and they motivate and direct 26 employees. 
They set the agenda for the future of Univer
sity alumni worldwide. 

They are the executive officers of the 
MAA: president , vice president-president 
elect, treasurer, secretary, and past president. 
They are charged with specific governing and 
programming resp nsibilities outlined in the 
association's constitution, but govern with 
the help of 6 members of the ecutive 
committee and a 66-member board of direc
tors. 

They are a team, and the team is about to 
change. 

With the passing of the president's gavel 
at the 82nd annual meeting of the Alumni 

Association, past president Charles Osborne, 
'75, leaves the team; Penny Winton, '74, 
becomes past president; Harvey Mackay, '54, 
becomes president; and L. Steven Goldstein, 
'75, joins the group as secretary. Completing 
the team are two executive officers from 
1985-86: Fred Friswold, '58, who will serve 
as vice president-president elect; and Kenneth 
"Chip" Glaser, '75, who will serve as treas
urer . 

"The thing that has been exciting to me is 
the growing conviction that volunteers can 
do useful things for the University," says 
Penny Winton, outgoing president. "This 
year we've established ourselves in new out
reach programming and public policy efforts 
so that the University administration has 
confidence in the a ociation as a vital and 
useful organization. The b ard of directors 
has done alumni p lls on the Universit 's 
holdings in companies d ing bu iness in 
South Africa and will do polls on ther i ues 
in the future, such a financial aid and 
athletics at the University . Thi informs the 
Board of Regents and the University admin
istration of our findings, and it als connect 
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alumni with the University. There are 
endless possibilities for the University to 
use this volunteer energy, and we hope to 
come up with more ways in which to 
involve alumni. [ hope this new advocacy 
role will attract new members . There is 
some evidence that alumni will join the 
association if pertinent things are happen
ing." 

For Glaser, president of Opportunity 
Capital and association treasurer, the cur
rent momentum of growth, vitality, and 
progressiveness are major reasons for his 
involvement. "The association is a stimu
lating and exciting group," he says. "I 
have had the good fortune to work with 
several civic and volunteer organizations, 
but this is the brightest collection of 
people I have ever been associated with . 

"I am not expecting any rewards from 
my involvement, " he adds. "I just have a 
very strong allegiance to the University . 
My mother, father, stepfather, brothers, 
sisters, and I all went to the University . In 
the family we have seventeen degrees 
from the University . My father, Kenneth 
Glaser, was the president of the associa
tion in 1967, and my stepfather, John 
Mooty, was president a few years ago . 
Because of this family tradition and my 
allegiance, it's been very easy for me to 
participate in the association." 

Friswold, president of Dain Bosworth, 
says that he didn't join the association for 
personal benefits , either. " [ just have 
strong feelings for a strong education 
system," he says. "The state of Minnesota 
and the people in the Midwest have 
always supported higher education, and I 
have caught some of that, too . [ feel some 
responsibility to keep up such a system. [ 
guess I feel like a farmer : when you have 
taken in the harvest, you need to replant 
some of the seeds. [ feel it's important to 
give something back to the University 
through the association. 

"My education at the University was 
very helpful to me," says Friswold. "Since 
I graduated in finance, I am one of those 
graduates who is able to actually apply 
his undergraduate studies to assist the 
association. [ have been directly involved 
in the association for five years as a board 
member. Subsequently I became the chair
person of the finance committee and treas
urer of the association. I have been asked 
to work with finances, since that is my 
area of expertise, but this year I will be 
vice president and can focus on the asso
ciation as a whole ." 

Goldstein, who is being awarded the 
University's Alumni Service Award at the 
annual meeting and who is profiled on 
page 10, is senior vice president of Carmi
chael-Lynch Advertising, and will be next 
year's secretary. He, too, says he expects 
to work closely with the president and 
looks forward to an exciting year . 
"Harvey Mackay [the new president] is a 
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shaker and mover," says Goldstein, "and 
it will be a very dynamic year." 

"[ look at the Minnesota Alumni Asso
ciation as another National Public Radio 
[NPR] : a lot of people listen, but few 
people join," says Mackay. Although he 
uses this analogy to describ the current 
state of the association, he looks forward 
to a future when this resemblance to NPR 
is history . Mackay is planning a year with 
a substantial increase in membership, as 
well as an increase in public policy activity 
on the MAA's part. 

"One of our top priorities is to substan
tially broaden our alumni support," says 
Mackay. "Of 250,000 University alumni, 
only 32,500 are dues-paying members of 
the association. In the last five years, we 
have had continued growth in the 10 
percent range .This steady growth encour
ages us to take an in-depth look at how 
we can attract 50,000 to 100,000 new 

1985-86 OFFICERS AND 
EXECUTIVE COMMIlTEE 

Penny Winton, President 
Wayzata, Minnesota 

Harvey Mackay, Vice President 
Minneapolis 
Chairman and Chief Executive 
Officer 
Mackay Envelope Company 

Fred Friswold, Secretary 
Minneapolis 
President 
Dain Bosworth 

Kenneth "Chip" Glaser, Treasurer 
Bloomington, Minnesota 
President 
Opportunity Capital 

Charles Osborne, Past President 
St. Paul 
Vice President of Finance 
Deluxe Check Printers 

John French 
Minneapolis 
Attorney 
Faegre and Benson 

L. Steven Goldstein 
Minneapolis 
Senior Vice President 
Carmichael-Lynch Advertising 

Jean LeVander King 
St. Paul 
Communications Consultant 
Communi-King 

Edward Landes 
Edina, Minnesota 
Vice President for Financial 
Development 
Minneapolis YMCA 

Carol Pine 
Minneapolis 
President 
Pine and Mundale 

Maryan Schall 
Minneapolis 
Organizational Consultant 

members. We hope to look at ev "y 

creative way to communicate the personal 
and professional benefits of membershir . 

'We had a comprehensive study done 
for the association a few years age,' 
Mackay continues. "It was interesting to 
note that alumni are heavily involved In 

continuing education and cultural and 
athletic events at the University . To 
attract new members, the Alumni Associ
ation needs to connect to the strong, 
continuing interests of these supportel'5. 

'We have an influential , sizable, and 
well-informed constituency within the 
association . As long as we have those 
assets, our second priority for next year 
will be to find out how to energize that 
force and organize it so that its voice can 
be heard at the Minnesota state legisla
ture. 

"The major contribution of the associ
ation, however, will be as the conscience 
of the University . The association is like a 
ship's rudder helping to steer a straight 
course. The MAA facilitates a flow of 
ideas at the University and often acts as a 
sounding board for University policy and 
programming . The association keeps 
alumni abreast of the activities at the 
University's five campuses while maintain
ing their interest and loyalty to the 'U. 
The MAA is the collective voice of the 
alumni ." 

Mackay is basing his convictions about 
the association's role on many years of 
involvement as an active alumnus. 

"As an alumnus, I have been active at 
the University at many different levels," 
he says, "because I feel the Univel'5ity 
dramatically increased the probability that 
I would become successful in busmess. 
Many times I have been able to network 
because of my acquaintances from the 
University . I am grateful that I had this 
opportunity. I feel it is a real privilege and 
an obligation to help my alma mater, 
which gave me a head start in my career. 

"Through my involvement, I certainly 
have increased my knowledge about the 
University . It is vast with an endless 
number of assets . I have continued taking 
courses, and it is a prerequisite for many 
of my employees to take extension classes. 
You don't go to school once for a lifetime 
- learning is a lifetime endeavor. 

"This is an exciting time at the Univer
sity, with new directors, our new presi· 
dent Ken Keller, and a capital fund drive 
headed by Curt Carlson, one of our most 
distinguished alumni. What could be more 
exciting than working toward the dream 
of making the University one of the top 
five public universities in the count . 7 
The executive committee certainly shares 
this dream: to make this one of the blst 
institutions in the land. 

"We are determined to reach our goa .. 

BMrn Sletto is a Minnesota intern. 



Donald· ke" layt n was one 1 the original even 
tronauts. H was also a University 01 1inn ta graduate. I 01 

'49, to be act. 
More important! , however. he i ju t ne f the' . graduat 

who tumed out t hav the right tuff. 
Thousands 1 niversity f Minnesota alumni have made 

their marks in medicine, law, edu tion, bu i , and the arts, 
me ha becom intemati nally known; th rs have mad their 

contributions more quietly. But whether they turned out t be Nobel 
laureat , politicians, movie tars, or football players, University of 
Miru a graduat ha made a big impact-not just on our 
community. but on our r . 

The Uni ity of M innesota Alumni Association. Promoting 
the University and its graduat , offering services and information. and 
expanding both its opportunities and its fratemi . Call 373-2466 and 
join. VI u'n be urprised at what you migi1t find. 
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IN 
REVIEW 

A salute to the people and programs 
of the Minnesota Alumni Association 

t the time that the Min
nesota Alumni Associa
tion (MAA) was formed 
and chartered at its first 
meeting in 1904, the 
alumni association of 
the University's College 
of Science, Literature, 

and Arts was already 30 years old . The 
MAA was formed as a "federation" of 
similar collegiate organizations in order to 
form a "comprehending organization 
which may voice the common needs of 
the University, and guard the common 
interests ." A federation , wrote William 
Watts Folwell, former University presi
dent, "is the American way of leaving 
local and minor interests to be cared for 
by those concerned, while uniting all to 
advance the common good." 

This unique arrangement is reflected 
today in the MAA's chapter program, 
serving alumni throughout the state and 
nation, and the constituent society pro-
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gram, serving alumni from individual col
leges or schools and a few special interest 
groups such as band alumni and men and 
women athletes. 

If you join the MAA today, you auto
matically become a member of your col
lege-affiliated alumni constituent society, 
of which there are currently 26. Constitu
ent societies, based in the Twin Cities, 
serve the needs of colleges and schools 
and their deans . Program activities 
include identification of potential alumni 
donors, educational and professional pro
grams, alumni communication, sponsor
ship of student scholarships , student 
recruitment efforts, recognition of out
standing alumni, faculty , and students, 
and career guidance programs. Each con
stituent society is governed by an elected 
board of directors and is responsible for 
working with its collegiate unit. 

The MAA's alumni chapter program 
serves alumni throughout the United 
States and in Minnesota communities out-

side the Twin Cities. The MAA has 
maintained alumni chapters since the 
1940s, but the chapters were dormant in 
the early 1970s and were reorganiZed in 
1979. There are currently six state chap
ters and eleven national chapters. 

These chapters support University 
projects, generate membership, and are 
also involved in raising funds for student 
scholarships, student recruitment efforts, 
identification of potential alumni donors, 
alumni communication, and support for 
University athletic events . 

New state and national chapters are 
formed when sufficient alumni leadership 
in an area has developed to maintain the 
program and a board of directors . 

Becoming a member of the Minne ota 
Alumni Association means more than 
receiving a member hip card and a maga
zine, says Chapter Program Director Peg 
Peterson. "It means supporting the ni
v rsity, your college or school, and m et
ing with your colleagues and friends." 



tate 
Chapters 

FARGO-MOORHEAD 

President 

Patrick Mulligan 
'57, BA, College of Liberal Arts 

Mulligan is president of Steve's Pack
age Store in Fargo, North Dakota. 

Officers 

Paul Sortland, vice president; Roger 
Gilles, secretary-treasurer. 

Board of Directors 

Dave Hummi, Brian Quigley, Howard 
Vegoe, John Korsmo, David Rostad . 

~ram Highlights 

University Medical School Dean David 
Brown addressed about 75 members at 
the chapter's annual meeting May 22, 
1986. 

LYON COUNTY 

President 
Willard Isfeld 
'40, BME, Institute of Technology 

lsfeld is retired and lives in Marshall. 
Minnesota , with his wife, Mary. For
merly he was director of the physical 
plant at Southwest State University in 
Marshall . 

Board of Directors 

Dick Ladwig, Susan Buh], J. Kenneth 
Myers, leland Raske , linda Berg, 
Donald Bot, Robert Schulte. 

~am Highlights 
University President Kenneth H. Keller 
and Board of Regents Chair Charles 
McGuiggan were guests at one of the 
Lyon County Alumni Chapter's most 
successful events. About 135 members 
and friends, including Robert Carouth
ers, president of Southwest State Uni
versity, and prospective students from 
the area attended the event. 

MARTIN COUNTY 

President 

Norma Paulson 
'52, BS, College of Education 

Paulson is vice president of Paulson, 
Inc. She is married to Richard Paulson, 
and they live in Fairmont, Minnesota. 

Officers 

Bruce Grabow, treasurer; Mary and 
Casper Hegdal , secretary ; Steve 
Gabrielson, vice president. 

Board Members 
Floyd Bellin, Jr. , Mary and Casper 
Hegdal, Judi Bernstein, Willis Ham
mond, P. Andrew Ruth, Bob and Lynn 
Mulso. 

~am Highlights 
One of the most successful Martin 
County Alumni Chapter events was 
the annual meeting ovember 14 , 
1985. The chapter hosted twelve high
ability students, and the program fea
tured Professor James Connolly, acting 
head of the department of rhetoric; 
University journalism student atalie 
Brobin; Minnesota Alumni Association 
Executive Director Margaret Sughrue 
Carlson; and the University's Brass 
Ensemble. The chapter has learned that 
five of the high-ability students present 
will be attending the University in' 
1986- 7. 

REDWOOD-RENVILLE COUNTIES 

President 

James Schug 
'71, BA, College of Liberal Arts 

Schug is welfare director of Redwood 
County Welfare in Redwood Falls , 
Minnesota. 

Officers 

Scott Nelson, vice president; ancy 
Estebo, secretary-treasurer. 

Board of Directors 

Mary Flinn, Greg Hammers, Maydra 
Maas, Warren Shepley. 

~am Highlights 
Twenty high-ability high school stu
dents were guests at the Redwood Falls 
Alumni Chapter's April 1, 1986, recep
tion at Donavon's in Redwood Falls . 
Guests at the reception included Uni
versity President Kenneth H. Keller, 
Regent Charles McGuiggan, and MAA 
Executive Director Margaret Sughrue 
Carlson. 

WADENA 

President 
Mary Sheeran 
'44, BBA, School of Business 

Officers 

Tom Paper, vice president; Jim Law
son, secretary; Merle Sherman, treas
urer 

Board of Directors 

Jeff Wensman, Kathy Harrison. 

~am Highlights 
The Wadena chapter alumni are work
ing to spread their enthu ia m for the 
University to area high school stu
dents-and alumni and friends in the 
entire northern half of the state. March 
31 the chapter hosted argaret ugh
rue Carlson, MAA e ecutive director 
who presented the slide show "Th~ 
State's Best Kept Secret," which high
light the Uni ersity's contribution to 
the state and nation . Seventy-five 
alumni and friends attended the event 
at the Pine Cone Country Oub. 
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WRIGHT COUNTY 

President 

Mary Wehmann 
'54, BA. College of Liberal Arts 

Wehmann is the owner and manager 
of four suntanning studios named Back 
Yard. 

Officer 

Carl Swenson, treasurer . 

Board of Directors 

Helvie Carlberg , Sheldon Brown , 
Edward Henk, Dale Johnson. 

~am Highlights 
Lou Branca , University admissions 
officer, and University students were 
guests at the Wright County Alumni 
Chapter's student recruitment reception 
April 22, 1986, at the Buffalo Country 
Club . Alumni personally called stu
dents, parents, and high school coun
selors , inviting them to the event. 
Nearly 100 people were in attendance. 

STUDENT RECRUITMENT 

Leaders 
Douglas Eayrs 
'77, BA. College of Liberal Arts 
Rochester, Minnesota 

Jay Hamann 
'58, BS, Institute of Technology 
'72, '73,Special Education Certificate, 
MBA. Graduate School 
Green Bay, Wisconsin 

Timothy Olcott 
'70, BA, College of Liberal Arts 
New Ulm, Minnesota 

Kevin Riordan 
'81, BA, College of Liberal Arts 
Wauwatosa, Wisconsin 
Eayrs, Hamann, Olcott, and Riordan 
coordinate the student recruitment 
efforts of 60 volunteers in Chicago, 
Illinois, 55 in Milwaukee, Wisconsin , 
45 in Green Bay, Wisconsin , and 180 
in Minnesota . Volunteers help organize 
student recruitment events and coordi
nate information with high school 
counselors. 
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National 
Chapters 

BOSTON 

President 

Jessie L. Hansen 
'60, BS, Medical School 
'73, MS, Graduate School 

Hansen is a senior scientist at Instru
mentation Laboratory in Lexington, 
Massachusetts . She has been active in 
the Boston chapter since 1981. From 
1977 to 1980 she served on the board 
of directors of the medical technology 
alumni group . 

Officers 

Robert Fagone, vice president; Jocelyn 
Hurd, secretary; Teresa Fox-Daeke, 
treasurer; Robert Peterson, Big Ten 
representative . 

Board of Directors 

Maurice Norton , Robert E. Arnot , 
Doris Bjorklund, Cecil Blair, Robert 
Gefvert, Arnold and Mary Lepisto, 
Walter and Flo Mode , Marguerite 
Murray, Patricia and Don Santo. 

~am Highlights 
November 2, 1985, the Boston chapter 
met at the Boston Museum of Fine Arts 
to hear Robert B. Arnot, medical editor 
of "CBS Morning News." Arnot is the 
son of board member Robert E. Arnot. 
The lecture luncheon was attended by 
35 members . 

CHICAGO 

President 
Jeffrey Schmitz 
'74, BA, College of Liberal Arts 

Schmitz is employed at ACLI Interna
tional in Chicago, Illinois . 

Officers 

Geoffrey Woie, vice president of non
athletic events; Terry Simmons, vice 
president of athletic events; Barbara 
Shine, secretary-treasurer. 

Board of Directors 

Karin Woie, Brad Noreen, Michael 
Lauesen, Irvin Rose, Larry Wagner, 
Marvin Juliar, Diane Gellersted, Mary 
Max Silk. 

~am Highlights 
University President Kenneth H. 
Keller, Vinnie Ceratto, head football 
recruiter for the Gophers, MAA Exec
utive Director Margaret Sughrue Carl
son, and the Minnesota Alumni Band 
were guests at the Chicago chapter's 
Gopher Gathering October 12, 1985, 
at Northwestern University. More than 
200 alumni and friends turned out to 
meet Keller and to celebrate the 
Gopher football victory over North
western in their homecoming game. 

DAYTON 

President 

Lynn Hokenson 
'44, BME, Institute of Technology 

Hokenson is a self-employed real estate 
agent. He and his wife, Shirley, live in 
Springfield, Ohio. 

Officers 
Peter Torvik, vice president; Michael 
Doty, treasurer; Joanne Ranta, secre
tary. 

Board of Directors 
Paul Lindquist, William Paulson, Rob
ert Wilson, Rudy Peterson, Wesley 
Johnson, Harold Reynolds . 

~am Highlights 
MAA Executive Director Margare t 
Sughrue Carlson updated the Day to 
Alumni Chapter on the University, 
recruitment, "Commitment to Focus,' 
and the MAA at the chapter's annual 
meeting April 26, 1986. "The State's 
Best Kept Secret," a slide show high
lighting University contributions , 
accompanied Carlson's speech. 



DENVER 

President 

Charles LeMaire 
'81, BA, College of Liberal Arts 

LeMaire is an account executive with 
Merrill Lynch Pierce Fenner and Smith. 
He and his wife, Mary Ann, live in 
Denver. 

Officers 

Patricia Ayd , vice president; Dana 
Rickli, treasurer; Lloyd Eastlund, sec
retary . 

Board Members 

Al Zachman , Diane Larson, Jack 
Feeny, Jim Aamott. 

~am Highlights 
Brooklyn's Sports Bar in Denver was 
the gathering place for Denver alumni 
and friends, who rallied to cheer on 
the Gopher football team and watch 
the televised homecoming game Octo
ber 26, 1985. As a gesture of goodwill , 
the chapter cosponsored the event with 
alumni of Ohio State, the Gopher's 
homecoming foes . We're not saying 
who won. 

DETROIT 

President 

Peggy Geraduzzi 
'61 , BS, College of Education 

Geraduzzi and her husband, David, 
live in Birmingham, Michigan. 

Officers 

Sue Ann Pirsch, first vice president; 
Marilyn Hayden, second vice presi
dent; Irene Williams, recording secre
tary; Penny Rupp , correspondence 
secretary; Shirley Kenning, treasurer; 
Blanche Clements, assistant treasurer. 

Board of Directors 

Betty Blenman, Lauretta Dean. 

~ram Highlights 

The Detroit Alumni Chapter is an all
women's club with ties (husband, chil
dren, degree) to the University . Each 
year the chapter holds a picnic at a 
member's home and invites their Uni
versi ty connections and c unterparts . 
Skits performed with eclectic props and 
Minnesota themes were videotaped 
and preview d before the cheering 
audience . 

NEW YORK 

President 

John Behonek 
'52, BS, College of Education 

Board of Directors 

Marilyn Chelstrom, James Devitt , 
Patrick Eckman, Wallace Fulton, Jane 
Goode, Robert Holzhacker, Patricia 
Irmen, William Kelty, Patricia O 'Brien, 
Tom Person, Gregory Pizzano, Robert 
Thorson, Roland Williams. 

Program Highlights 

University President Kenneth H. Keller 
went home to ew York to help the 

ew York Alumni Chapter celebrate 
his first year at a reception at the 
Harvard Club in Manhattan. Keller 
was accompanied by Regent Charles 
McGuiggan and MAA Executive Direc
tor Margaret Sughrue Carlson. Keller 
spoke to the group about the Universi
ty's future and updated them on his 
"Commitment to Focus" plan. Jack 
Behonek was named chapter president 
at the event. 

NORTH TEXAS 

President 

Kirsten Truesdell 
'80, BA, College of Liberal Arts 

Truesdell is married and lives in Farm
ers Branch, Texas. 

Officers 

Jane Galassi, secretary; Richard John
son, trea urer. 

Board of Directors 

Dick Kampa, Clifford Carlson, Anita 
Clarl-. Hall, Dick Miner, Bill Breitbarth. 

~am Highlights 

When the Minnesota T \'Vin played the 
Teas Rangers last sea on, the orth 
Te as Alumni Chapter was there 125 
trong. Members and friends turned 

out for a tailgate party at Arlington 
Stadium and picnicked on hotdogs, 
salads, beer, and pop, then sat together 
as a group in the stands. 

PHOENIX 

President 

Gary Volkenant 
'77, BS, School of Business 

Volkenant is manager of the Phoenix 
office of Deloitte Haskins and Sells. He 
is married to the former Paula Kem
met , '77, who is a medical insurance 
adviser with Security Group. 

Officers 

George Livermore, treasurer; Daniel 
Sheffield, vice president. 

Board of Directors 

Budd Peabody, Dan Ferguson, Warren 
Silver. 

Program Highlights 

University President Kenneth H. Keller 
was the guest speaker at the Phoenix 
chapter 's annual meeting at the 
Embassy Suites in Phoenix. Seventy
five members and friends attended the 
event. 
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SUN CITY 

President 

EmestRinke 
'36, '38, '42, BS, MS, Ph.D. , College 
of Agriculture Forestry, and Home 
Economics 

Rinke is married to the former Dorothy 
Burton, '36, and both are retired . 

Officers 

J. Robert Snyder, first vice president; 
Margaret Nordin, second vice presi
dent ; Margaret Kierland , secretary; 
Willis Shaw, treasurer; Helen Arnott, 
assistant treasurer; Herman Arnott , 
past president. 

~am Highlights 

The Sun City Alumni Chapter earned 
the distinction of hosting the largest 
chapter event in the history of the 
Minnesota Alumni Association . Febru
ary 6, 1986, 235 alumni and friends 
turned out to hear University President 
Kenneth H . Keller speak about the 
future of the University. Also attending 
as guests of the chapter were University 
Medical School Dean David Brown; 
John Ryan, development officer for the 
University of Minnesota Foundation; 
and Margaret Sughrue Carlson, execu
tive director of the Minnesota Alumni 
Association. Chapter member Helen 
Arnott was named Alumni Volunteer 
of 1985 for her dedicated service to the 
Sun City chapter, and Vivian Hewer 
received the Presidential Club Recog
nition Award for her membership in 
the President's Club and as a founder 
of the Heritage Society. 
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SUNCOAST 

President 

Donald Enzmann 
'46, BBA, University College 

Enzmann is president of Medee Enter
prises, Blairsville, Georgia . He and his 
wife, Muriel, live in Dunedin , Florida . 

Officers 

Jack DeFonso, vice president; Violet 
Woolfall, secretary; Muriel Enzmann, 
treasurer. 

Board of Directors 

Lewis Brown , Richard Hastings , 
Edward A. Johnson, W. N . MacKay, 
Gary Russell , Nann Whitney, Howard 
Kroll. 

Program Highlights 

Sharon Satterfield, director of the Uni
versity's program in human sexuality, 
drew a crowd to the Suncoast chapter's 
annual meeting at the Verandah in 
Tampa, Florida . The group welcomed 
two new members and raised money 
for student scholarships . 

WASHINGTON, D.C. 

President 

Deanna Peterson 
'64, BA, College of Liberal Arts 

Peterson is office manager and a legal 
secretary for Peterson, Engberg, and 
Peterson in Washington, D.C. She IS 

married to Neal Peterson, '52, and they 
live in Centreville, Virginia . 

Officers 

John McDonald, first president; Patri
cia Henkel, second vice president; Mar
jorie Immer, secretary; David Nelson, 
treasurer. 

Board of Directors 

Fred Dickens, Jr. , Debbie Jans, Irene 
Kovarik, Steve Miller, Kenneth Ogren, 
Nancy Esala, Steve Francisco, Sandra 
Shapiro . 

~ram Highlights 

The Washington, D .C. , Alumni Chap
ter received a private viewing of a 
major new exhibition, "After the Rev
olution : Everyday Life in America: 
1780-1800," at the Smithsonian institu
tion's National Museum of American 
History. History Museum Director 
Roger Kennedy, '52, spoke to those 
attending. Following a guided tour led 
by docents and staff specialists, a 
reception was held. 



Constituent 
l'ocieties 

AGRICUlTURE 

President 

Craig Sallstrom 
'75, '77, BS, MS, College of Agriculture 

Sallstrom is executive director of the 
Minnesota Plant Food and Chemicals 
Association in St. Paul . He has served 
on the Institute Advisory Council as a 
vice president and on the program 
planning committee of the Agriculture 
Constituency Society. He and his wife, 
Mary, and their three children live in 
St. Paul . 

Officers 
Neil Fruechte, vice president; Randy 
Gutzmann, secretary; Rollin Denrus
to un, treasurer. 

Board of Directors 

Eugene Anderson, Jean Annexstad, 
Ron Bushlack, Robert Munson, Doug
las Tiffany, Richard Walter, Duane A. 
Wilson. 

ALUMNAE 

President 

Marianne Anderson 
'57, BS, College of Home Economics 

Anderson is a financial planner at FSA 
of Minneapolis and is on the board of 
the Minnesota Women Entrepreneur 
Foundation . She and her husband, 
Lawrence, live in Minneapolis . 

Officers 

Cathy Milota, second vice president; 
Dorothy Anderson, secretary; Vera 
Likins, treasurer; Charlotte Davis, his
torian . 

Board of Directors 

Bette Abraham, Carol Bennett, Lorelei 
Bergman , Dorothy Dodge , Mary 
Doty, Carol Heen, Barbara Griswold 
Laederach, Nancy Landis, Cathy Mil
ota, Mary Tjosvold. 

~am Highlights 
The Center for Arts Criticism is dedi
cated to the concept of the critic as a 
mediator who helps artists and the 
public understand one another. Taking 
the role to heart, the Alumnae Society 
hosted Patrice Koelsh, director of the 
center, and a panel of artists and critics 
who helped explain the role of the 
center, the critic, and the artist in. 
Minnesota. Eighty alumni and friends 
attended the April 19, 1986, event at 
the Normandy Inn. Other members of 
the panel included Maria Cheng, dan
cer and choreographer; Unda Mack, 
editor of Architecture Minnesota ; vis
ual artist Nancy Randall; author and 
literary critic Jane Resh Thomas; and 
musicologist Carol Heen. 

President 

Connie Therens 
'75, B. Math, Institute of Technology 

Therens is a systems analyst at NCR 
Comten in Roseville, Minnesota. She 
lives in Shoreview, Minnesota. 

Officers 
Jon Nelson, president elect; Kathy 
Stoner, secretary-treasurer; Sue T rie
benbach Garwood, secretary-treasurer 
elect; John Brant, past president. 

Council Representatives 

Steve Christianson, Kim Koehnen, Rob 
Marx, Caroline Rosdahl, Julie Serber, 
Jeri Walseth . 

Program Highlights 

The Band Alumni Society is a high
performance group-especially in the 
summer and at homecoming time at 
the University . From mid to late sum
mer, members of the society give band 
concerts at Lake Harriet and in down
town Minneapolis and march in the 
Aquatennial and Minnesota State Fair 
parades. The events are special to band 
alumni because they are able to bring 
musicianship, spirit, and pride in the 
University to a larger audience, says 
event chair John Brant. The members 
also march in the homecoming parade 
and perform at Gopher football games. 
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BIOLOGICAL SCIENCES 

President 

David Eckholrn 
'73, BS, College of Biological Sciences 
'81, Ph .D., Graduate School 

Eckholm is director of management 
services for Land O'Lakes in Minneap
olis . He and his wife, Mary Ellen, live 
in St. Paul. Eckholm serves as the 
alumni representative to the St. Paul 
Campus Student Center Board of Gov
ernors . 

Officers 

Tim Walseth , vice president ; Dee 
McManus, secretary-treasurer; Jane 
Porterfield, past president. 

Board of Directors 

Patrick Byrne, Sandra Mackey, Kath
leen Parson , Sanford Pitzer , Carol 
Pletcher, Peter Snustad, Andrew Strei
fel. 

Program Highlights 

More than 1,000 alumni and friends 
filled Northrop Auditorium to hear 
Jane Goodall, noted expert on chim
panzee behavior, on May 6, 1986. The 
event was sponsored by the Bell 
Museum, the L. S. B. Leakey Founda
tion, and the College of Biological 
Sciences (CBS) Alumni Society . It 
capped off a day of events including a 
picnic, entertainment, special lectures, 
tours, and open houses in celebration 
of CBS's twentieth anniversary. 
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BLACK ALUMNI 

President 

Joseph Sizer 
'51, '57, BS, MS, College of Agriculture 

Sizer is director of the intergovernmen
tal division of the Minnesota State 
Planning Agency in St. Paul. He and 
his wife, Fronzena, live in Roseville, 
Minnesota . 

Officers 

Claudia Wallace-Gardner, first vice 
president; Walter Bowser, second vice 
president; Rebecca Green, secretary
treasurer. 

Board of Directors 

James Beard, Charles Crutchfield , 
Edward Duren, Jr. , Bernese Hendon, 
Donald "Bill " McMoore , Wenda 
Moore, Glenn Pull ens, Cassandra Rob
erson-Dudley, Marvin Taylor, Henry 
Willie Terrell . 

DENTISTRY 

President 

Willis Irons 
'60, '65, DDS, MSD, School of Den
tistry 

Irons is a self-employed periodontist. 
He and his wife, Betty, live in Duluth, 
Minnesota . He is past president of the 
Minnesota Dental Association . 

Officers 
Richard J. Anderson, vice president; 
Lawrence Irgens, secretary-treasurer; 
Oliver W. Johnson , past president . 

Board of Directors 
Clennan Anderson, Geoffrey Bentley, 
Patrick Cady , Ronald Evenson , 
Thomas G. Hanson, Norman Holte, 
Peter Kuipers, Charles Ostergren, Wil
lard Powell, Gerald Rosedahl, Shelley 
Townsend-Hansen, Richard Wright. 

EDUCATION 

President 

Brad Johnson 
'75, '81, BS, MED, College of Educa
tion 

Johnson is a teacher at Fred Moore 
Junior High School in Anoka , Minne
sota . He and his wife, Karen, live in 
New Brighton, Minnesota . 

Officers 

Gene Jereczek, vice president; Tom 
Young, secretary-treasurer. 

Board of Directors 

Robert Bennett, Charles Bruning, Glo
ria Kortmeyer, Yvonne Lueck, Arnold 
Ness, Susan Posten, Marion Smith, 
Kathy Thomas. 

Program Highlights 

Nearly 100 Education Alumni Society 
members and friends attended the sod
ety's first Spring Spectacular May 1, 
1986, at Wilson Learning Corp. in 
Eden Prairie, Minnesota . The program 
included tours of the compan y, 
founded by University graduate Larry 
Wilson; a speech by alumnus Jim L'Al
lier, director of research and develop
ment , Wilson Learning / Interactive 
Technologies Group; presentation of 
the Gordon M . A. Mork Outstanding 
Educator Award to Earl Benson, band 
director of Jefferson High School in 
Bloomington, Minnesota, and alumni 
scholarship awards to education stu
dents Cheryl Alcoya, Elizabeth Larson, 
and Mary Schaefle . 



FOREsmv 

President 

Thomas 5chnadt 
'75 , BS, College of Forestry 

Schnadt is territory sales manager for 
U.S. Plywood of Wilton, Connecticut. 

Officers 

Philip Splett, secretary-treasurer; Fred
erick Rengel , past president. 

Board of Directors 

Louanne Brooks, Bruce Fuller, Dan 
Haugen, Grady Mann, Brian McCann, 
Norman Moody, Bill Morrissey, John 
Peny, Wayne Sames, Randy Schwart
zoff, Richard Wriskey. 

~am Highlights 
Seventy Forestry Alumni Society mem
bers and friends turned out November 
14, 1985, to hear Richard Plochmann, 
professor of forest policy at the Univer
sity of Munich, Germany, speak on 
the conflict between forestry and hunt
ing in Central Europe. In addition, 
University College of Forestry Dean 
Richard Skok received a special award 
for dedicated service in achieving fund
ing for the Green Hall addition. 

GENERAL COLLEGE 

President 

Sharon Rein 
'77, BS, General College 

Rein is a principal financial worker for 
the Hennepin County Department of 
Economic Assistance, Adult / Medical 
Division, at Ramar Intake in Minneap
olis. She lives in St. Louis Park, Min
nesota . 

Officers 

Julie Bates, second vice president ; 
ancy Clough, secretary-treasurer. 

Board of Directors 

Geraldine Brooks, Gertrude Donaby, 
Daniel Glewwe, Catherine Harri , 
Dennis Trudeau. 

GOLD CLUB 

President 
Lee Ann Biersdorf 
'79, BS, Business Administration 

Biersdorf is a contract representative 
for Honeywell's Defense Systems Divi
sion in Minnetonka, Minnesota . She 
received a JD degree from William 
Mitchell College of Law in 1984 . 

Officers 

Anita Macias Howard, vice president; 
Cindy Kommers , secretary; JeNelle 
Johnson, treasurer; Chris Gentz, histo
rian . 

Board of Directors 
Carol Enke, Nancy Harris , Deb 
Hunter, Bernie Morris, Julie Rask . 

Program Highlights 

Publication of the Gold Book. a ten
year history of women's athletics at the 
University, was the major project of 
the Gold Club during 1985--86. The 
dub compiled, wrote, edited, and pub
lished the book in time for the women's 
intercollegiate athletic department's 
ten-year anniversary celebration. 

WeS.ill 
lIakeHouse 

In a day when personal service seems like a chapter 
from history, you 'lI be pleased with Allied 's genuine 
concern . Call us. We 'll make a helpful house call. 
right away. 

SeRGeR 
TRANSFER & STORAGE 

3720 Macalaster Drive. N.E., M inneapolis, MN 55421 .612·788 ·9393 
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HOME ECONOMICS 

President 

Maureen Meier 
'75, BA/ BS, College of Home Econom
ics 

Meier is a consumer response analyst 
at the Pillsbury Company in Minneap
olis. She is District 11 secretary of the 
Minnesota Home Economics Associa
tion and resides in Minneapolis. 

Officers 
Barbara Strand, president-elect; Hazel 
Berg, secretary. 

Board of Directors 
Nancy W. Anderson, Shirley Barber, 
Mary Bartz, Lucille Caldecott, JoAnne 
Collins, Glenda Cramer, Sara Innes, 
Rita Lambert, Barbara Strand, Ruth 
Wirt. 

INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS 

President 

Joseph Mucha 
'74, MAIR, School of Management 

Mucha is a group personnel director at 
General Mills in Minneapolis. He is a 
member of the Good Shepherd school 
board and of the Twin Cities Interna
tional Personnel Association. 

Officers 
Peter Obermeyer, first vice president; 
Donna D'Andrea, secretary-treasurer; 
Pete Peterson, past president. 

Board of Directors 
Cornell J. Anderson, Richard Conner, 
Russell Cunningham, Janet Hengvinet, 
Robert Knoch , Daniel Lesh , Mary 
Logeland, Roxanne McCabe Abbas, 
George Milkovich . 
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INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY 

President 

James Sutherland 
'61, BS, Institute of Technology 

Sutherland is president of Specrotech 
International in Minneapolis. He and 
his wife, Phyllis, live in Minneapolis . 

Officers 
John Kugler, first vice president; Oliver 
Ossanna, second vice president; Kris
tine Black, secretary. 

Board of Directors 

Allen Baldwin, Kelton Barr, Jon Chas
man , Curtis Green , Terrence Hun
trods, Thomas Rusch, Russell Susiin, 
Barbara Timm-Brock. 

Program Highlights 

Perhaps the most well-attended constit
uent society event held in 1985-86 was 
the Institute of Technology (IT) 
Alumni Society's Science and Technol
ogy Day October 25, 1985, at the 
Radisson South Hotel. More than 700 
alumni, friends, faculty , students, and 
business and industry leaders attended 
the day-long event and celebrated ITs 
50th anniversary. Guest speaker was 
Gifford Pinchot III, founder and presi
dent of Pinchot and Company and 
author of Intrapreneuring: Why You 
Don't Have to Leave the Corporation 
to Become an Entrepreneur. Johannes 
Coetzee, '56, Ph .D. , professor of chem
istry at the University of Pittsburgh, 
was awarded the University's Out
standing Achievement Award . 

JOURNALISM 

President 

Judy Zerby 
'78, BES, College of Liberal Arts 

Zerby is co-owner of Barron and 
Zerby, a marketing-public relations 
firm . She and her husband, Mike, live 
in Fridley, Minnesota, where she is a 
District 14 school board member. 

Officers 
Terrance Randolph , vice president ; 
Dennis Herzig, secretary-treasurer; 
Carol Pine, past president. 

Board of Directors 

Laura Anders, Louis Jalma, Lynn Lev
inson, Annette Meissner, Ellen Smith, 
Donald St. Dennis, Marshall T anick, 
Mike Zerby. 

~am Highlights 
Some of the area's top news decision 
makers were guests at the Journalism 
Alumni Society's annual dinner and 
awards presentation May 9, 1986. 
Panel members included John Finne
gan, senior vice president , St . Paul 
Pioneer Press Dispatch ; Scott Goodfel
low, news director, KSTP-TV; Rich 
Dietman, news director, KS]N; Tim 
McGuire, managing editor, Minneapo
lis Star and Tribune; and Mary Kyle, 
publisher and editor , Twin Cit ies 
Courier. The panel was moderated by 
Gary Gilson of WCCO-TV's public 
affairs unit. 

LAW 

President 

Patrick Lydon 



LI BERAL ARTS / UNIVERSITY 
COLLEGE 

President 

Scott WheJan 
76, BA, School of Journalism and 
Mass Communication 

Whelan is general manager of Midway 
ational Agency in St. Paul . He is 

director of the Individual Agents Asso
ciation of St. Paul and is membership 
chair of the Roseville Rotary Club . 

Officers 

Roxann Goertz, first vice president; 
Katherine Johnson, second vice presi
dent ; Bruce Thorpe, secretary; Jim 
Elert, past president . 

Board of Directors 

Mike Bilski, Mark Bergmann, Mike 
Eckerline, Perri Kauls, Patricia Lee
feldt, Janice Meyer, Mark Schroeder, 
Andre Zdrazil . 

Program Highlights 

More than 200 guests said good-bye to 
the Mt!tropolitan Opera May 29, 1986, 
as it made its farewell appearance at 
Northrop Auditorium. The group cele
brated at a preopera party sponsored 
by the College of Liberal Arts/ Univer
sity College Alumni Society. Guests 
toured backstage on Aida's ancient 
Egypt set, received a preview by Uni
versity professor Vern Sutton, director 
of the Opera Workshop, and attended 
the performance of A j·da. Special 
guests included 125 members of the 
President's Club. The event marked a 
special collaboration between the 
alumni society and the Minnesota 
Foundation. The program was one of 
the most innovative constituent society 
programs of the year . 

MCLUB 

President 

Robert Hildebrandt 
'69, BS 

Officers 

G. Martin Johnson , vice president ; 
Alan Shapiro, secretary; Len Levine, 
treasurer; Steven Eriks on, past pre i
dent. 

Board of Directors 

Hakan Almstrom, Darly Bunge, Jim 
Chapman, Ron Docken, Steve Eck
lund, Carl Eller, Bud Ericksen, Frank 
Harris, Peter Jocketty, John Kelly, Bob 

McNamara, Tim Oliver, Ed Olson, 
John Purves, Paul Ramseth , Gary 
Reierson , Charles Tuchfarber, Jeff 
Wright. 

Program Highlights 

The M Club Alumni Society raised 
more than $40,000 for the men's inter
collegiate athletic program, selling raf-

fie tickets by direct mail and at all 
men's fall sporting events . More than 
$25,000 worth of prizes were donated 
by local companies, including Wally 
McCarthy's Oldsmobile, Republic Air
lines, Radisson, Breezy Point, the Min
nesota orth Stars, Nate's Clothing, 
LaMaur, and Prime Development 
Corp. 
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MEDICAL 

President 

George Tam 
'SO, MD, Medical School 

Tani is an opthalmologist and clinical 
professor at the University and has a 
private practice in St. Paul. He is past 
president of the Mayo Eye Alumni. He 
and his wife, Yoshi, live in St. Paul. 

Officers 

Donald B. Swenson, vice president; 
Nadine Smi th , secretary-treasurer; 
Richard A. Carlson, past president 

Board of Directors 

Jan T. Adams, Joy K. Anderson, Gary 
Falk , Neal Gualt, Kristofer Hagen , 
Arnold Kaplan, Frank Lushine, Mar
garet Macrae, Karen Olness, Celeste 
Madrid Taylor, James Wheeler. 

~am Highlights 
To acquaint alumni with innovations 
in the Medical School, the Medical 
Alumni Society hosted "New Horizons 
in Minnesota Medicine" June 7, 1985. 
Featured speakers and their topics 
included David Knighton, assistant 
professor, department of surgery, 
'Wound Healing"; Paula Clayton, pro
fessor and head of the department of 
psychiatry, "Current Views on Causes 
and Management of Depression"; Paul 
Lange, professor, department of urol
ogic surgery, "Shockwave Lithotripsy"; 
Fritz Bach and Harry Kay, professors, 
department of laboratory medicine and 
pathology, "Advances in Immunol
ogy"; William Krivet, professor and 
head of the department of pediatrics, 
"Inborn Errors of Metabolism and 
Bone Marrow Transplantation"; and 
M . J. Murray, professor, department 
of medicine, "Medical Challenges in 
Third World Africa: Nutrition and 
Infectious Diseases." 
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MEDICAL TECHNOLOGY 

President 

Stella Cook 
'52, BS, Medical School 

Cook is a senior technologist at the 
University. She is a board member and 
past president of Minneapolis Bir
thright. She and her husband, Marvin, 
live in Golden Valley, Minnesota. 

Officers 

Kay Nelson Olson, vice president; Reg
gie Gausman, secretary; Joan Schmidt, 
past president. 

Board of Directors 

Bette Lee Keyes, Jean Linne, Kathleen 
Strickler Reimers , Lauren Resner , 
Karen Ringsrud, Eileen Rogers. 

MILITARY SCIENCE 

President 

Richard Firtko 
'56, BBA, School of Management 

Firtko is a manager at the IBM Job 
Training Center in Minneapolis. He is 
a colonel in the U.S. Army Reserve 
and a member of the Reserve Officers' 
Association. 

Officers 
Gary Talbot, second vice president; 
Roy Lundstrom, Jr., secretary; Mark 
Kohler, treasurer; Cameron Hinke, his
torian. 

Board of Directors 

Keith Davidson, Gary F1akne, Carl 
Ireland , David Stoppel, William 
Volna, Gerry Wallin . 

MORTUARY SCIENCE 

President 

Kay Sperry 
'70, AA, Mortuary Science 

Sperry is a mortician at the Albin 
Funeral Chapel in Minneapolis. She 
and her husband, Richard, live in Rich
field, Minnesota . 

Officers 

Jeff Goldstein, vice president . 

Board of Directors 
Everett Bam, Mark Canale, Donna 
Dvorak, Gary L. Larson, Morris Nil
sen, Pat Patton, Kenneth B. Peterson, 
Paul Rehkamp, Durin L. Smith. 

~am Highlights 
The Mortuary Science Alumni Society 
hosted one of the most successful reun
ions in its 78-year history in October 
of 1985. The reunion was held in 
conjunction with the l04th annual con
vention of the National Funeral Direc
tors Association (NFDA) In 

Minneapolis . More than 500 alumni, 
faculty, and friends attended the event, 
which featured H. Pat Mayes, presi
dent of the NFDA; Neil Vanslow, 
University vice president of health sci
ences; Thomas Glodek, president of 
the Minnesota Funeral Directors Asso
ciation; and Robert Slater, director of 
the University 's mortuary science 
department. Mr. and Mrs. H. Pat 
Mayes were honored for department 
support and achievement. In addition, 
awards were given to Adrian Tolz
mann, '57, who came the farthest 
(from Korea), and to F1avian White, 
'25, and Walter Leland, '31, the old t 
two graduates present. 



NURSE ANEsrnmSTS 

President 

Joanne Retcher 
'81, BSNA, Medical School 

Aetcher is a certified registered nurse 
anesthetist at Hennepin County Medi
cal Center. She is pursuing a master's 
degree in adult education at the Univer
sity and is the clinical coordinator for 
the Minneapolis School of Anesthesia. 

Officers 

Anna May Ames, vice president; Kath
ryn Strand, secretary-treasurer; Sandy 
Lovell, past president. 

Board of Directors 

Shirley Bell, Marvin Lang, Linda Peter
son, Kathy Robinson, Donna Jean 
Roering . 

NURSING 

President 
Marlene Wuethrich 
'78 BSN, School of Nursing 
'84, MS, Medical School 

Wuethrich is a neonatal nurse practi
tioner at St. Paul's Children's Hospital . 

Officers 

Beverly Ewert , vice president; Kay 
MacKenzie, secretary-treasurer. 

Board of Directors 
Rosalie Carlson, Debra Drew, Carly 
Engwall, Mary Hetler, Betsy Nett, Jane 
Persoon, Kay Tyberg, Lorraine Victor, 
Lynn Whiteman, Betty Yanda. 

PHARMACY 

President 

Thomas Gaylord 
'65, '75, BS, MS, College of Pharmacy 

Gaylord is assistant director of health 
care programs for the Minnesota 
Department of Human Services in St. 
Paul. He and his wife, Patricia, live in 
St. Paul . 

Officers 

Henry Blissenbach, vice president ; 
Dave Regal, secretary-treasurer. 

Board of Directors 

Terry Baldwin, William Doran, LuAnn 
Hake!, David Holmstrom , Howard 
Juni, Harry . Martin, Dave Regal, 
Russell Strom, Richard Stroncek, Herb 
Whittemore. 

Program Highlights 

Gilbert Banker presented highlights of 
his first year as dean of the College of 
Pharmacy at the Pharmacy Alumni 
Society's annual meeting May 3, 1986. 
He presented the college's response to 
"Commitment to Focus" and outlined 
its future goals. Members of the classes 
of 1936, 1961, and 1976 held reunions 
that coincided with the event. 

PUBLIC HEAL rn 

President 

Mary Lou Christensen 
'60, '76, BS , MPH, School of Public 
Health 

Christensen is director of the Ramsey 
County Public Health Nursing Service 
in St. Paul. 

Board of Directors 

Frances Anne Decker, Richard Auset, 
Harold Leppink , Johnelle Foley, 
Andrew Nelson, Leonard Schuman, 
Marsha Studer, Mary Kay Zagaria
Sammond. 

VETERINARY MEDICINE 

President 

David Gilgenbach 
'71, BAIBS, College of Agriculture 
'75, DVM, College of Veterinary Med
icine 

Gilgenbach is a veterinarian in private 
practice at the Elk River Veterinary 
Clinic in Elk River, Minnesota. He 
resides in Elk River. 

Officers 

Roland C. Olson, president-elect; Gary 
LefE, past president. 

Board of Directors 

Wayne Barcus, Paul Cox, Darrel Den
ison, Stanley Diesch, Barbara O'Leary, 
laVern Schugel, Betsy Thorson, David 
Wetherill . 

Program Highlights 

In order to acquaint veterinary medi
cine students and prospective students 
with alternative careers in the field of 
veterinary medicine, the Veterinary 
Medicine Alumni Society sponsored a 
four-night program featuring veterinar
ians with successful careers in various 
aspects of veterinary medicine. The 
veterinarians included Torn Hagerty, 
executive secretary of the Minnesota 
Board of Animal Health; Shirley John
ston, associate professor of the College 
of Veterinary Medicine; Peter Poss, 
vice president and general manager of 
the Earl B. Olson Farms and Jennie-O 
Foods; Jerry Spraw, small animal prac
titioner; Charles Casey, large animal 
practitioner and University regent ; 
Laverne Schugel, industrial veterinar
ian for Zin Pro ; Earl Thompson , 
retired practitioner and volunteer 
worker in developing nations; and 
Roland C. Olson, retired U. S. Air 
Force veterinarian and shelter director, 
Humane Society of Ramsey County. 
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Honor 
Roll 

BOARD OF DIRECTORS 

James Anderson 
San Diego, California 
Assistant Director, Community and 
Government Affairs 
Port of San Diego 

Roger Atwood 
Omaha, Nebraska 
Division Staff Manager 
Northwestern Bell 

James Brandt 
Minneapolis 
Director of Finance 
Dorsey and Whitney 

Mary Breidenstein 
Minneapolis 
President 
Student Alumni Association Board 

Paul Cartwright 
Sun City, Arizona 

Jack Chestnut 
Minneapolis 
Chestnut and Brooks, P.A. 

Ed Culbert, Jr. 
Duluth, Minnesota 
Duluth Insurance Service Agency 

Dale I. Erickson 
Minneapolis 
Dentist 

William Fine 
Minneapolis 
Attorney 
Fine Associates 

James Flynn 
Redwood Falls, Minnesota 

Douglas Gregor 
Rochester, Minnesota 
City Attorney's Office 

Jessie L. Hansen 
Lexington, Massachusetts 
Senior Scientist 
Instrumentation Laboratory 

Ron Handberg 
Minneapolis 
General Manager 
WCCO Television 

Jean Jackish 
Red Wing, Minnesota 

Archie Johnson-
Roswell, Georgia 

Hal M. Johnson 
Palm Beach Gardens, Florida 
Director of Development 
Diocese of Palm Beach 

Robert Odegard 
Minneapolis 
Alumni and Development 
University of Minnesota 
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Deanna Peterson 
Washington, D.C. 
Legal Secretary 
Peterson, Engberg, and Peterson 

Brian Quigley 
Fargo, North Dakota 
Shamrock Communications 

Stephen Roszell 
Minneapolis 
Associate Vice President Alumni and 
Development 
University of Minnesota 

Mary Max Silk 
Chicago, Illinois 

Lonnie Sutton 
Redwood Falls, Minnesota 
Station Manager 
Asgrow Seed Company 

Robert Tiffany 
Abilene, Texas 
Life Insurance Executive 
Equitable Life Assurance Company 

Erwin T omash 
Los Angeles, California 
Chairman, Executive Committee 
Data Products Corporation 

Richard Tschudy 
Minneapolis 
President 
Investment Advisers 

Linus Tumbleson 
Redmond, Washington 
Assistant Vice President 
Land Management 
Glacier Park Company 

Michael Unger 
Minneapolis 
Attorney 
Hvass, Weisman, and King 

Penny Winton 
Wayzata, Minnesota 

Presidents of the association's 26 
constituent societies also serve on the 
board of directors. They are listed in 
the beginning of this section. 
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Finance Committee 
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Travel Committee 
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Richard Oliver 
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There's lots to do 
this summer at the 

BELL MUSEUM 
Touch and ee Room· Exhibit 
Live Animal . Field Trip . 
Live Theatre . Bookshop 

~ 
\ th & Uru\'er ity Ave . .E. 
Mlnneapolc; 

3'3·2<1 23 through Ma) 
6 24 · \ 2 after June 1 

OCTOBER 11 & 12 

HOMECOMING '86 
Pep Rally, Bonfire, Royalty 
Coronation, Parade, Pancake 
Feast , 5K Race, The Big Game 
and much more. See you on 
Campus! 

Quality ervice 
for Oz er 1-1 Years 

2 00 ni\'t:rsity "e. .E. 
linneapolis, I 55414 
612) .331 -6000 

Toll Free Re ervatlon (800) 368 00 
In Irglnla (800) S 2-2200 

Welcome to 

The Gold 
Country Report 

A new publication edited for 
Golden Gopher Football Fans 

A subSCription includes 17 Issues 

• The pre-season special issue 
featuring a profile of new coach 
Gutekunst, player depth charts, a 
preview of the big ten race, evalua
tIOn of the freshman recu its, and 
much more. 

• 11 weekly issues featuring game 
previews and reviews, indepth 
statistics, analyses of each 
opponent, player profiles, injury 
reports, and much more. 

• 5 off-season issues includ ing 
the season review issue and the 
recruiting report 

Send $14.75 check or money order 
TO: The Gold Country Report 

P.O. Box 10838 
Minneapolis, MN 55440 

Name ____________________ _ 

Address _________________ _ 

Phone# _________________ _ 

~------------------~ 

MARC 
WElliNGTON 

COMPANIES, INC. 
CwrentI!l Seeks 

• Engineers: EElMFJCE 

• Product Managers 

• Data Processlng 

• Marl<et Research 

• Banldnw'FlnancelC~ 
• Retail Merchandlslng 

Professionals 

Marc Wellington Companies, Inc. 
10009 Beard Avenue South, Suile 100 
BlOOmington, Minnesota 55431 
(612) 830-1559 
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EXECUT.IVE DIRECTOR 

Notes from a Freshman Year 

If I had kept a record of my first year as 
executive director, it would tell you how 
many tens of thousands of miles I've 
traveled, how many hundreds of events 
I've attended, and how many thousands 
of alumni and other friends I've met. It 
would include descriptions of a student 
recruitment meeting in Wadena, Minne
sota; a Minnesota transplant party in 
Omaha, Nebraska; an alumni board meet
ing at the College of Pharmacy; an orien
tation luncheon for top freshmen scholars 
and their parents; a welcome to alumni at 
Dentistry Day . ... I could mention liter
ally hundreds of highlights . 

You have heard me proclaim that we 
are in renaissance times at the University. 
Our institution is the object of renewed 
vigor and interest, and our organization 
has an important sense of direction . We 
have a new University president with an 
ambitious plan. We have a new, volun
teer-guided public affairs program and an 
innovative advertising campaign . We 
have more members and more volunteers 
working together on new projects, doing 
more for their alma mater than ever 
before. 

I don't claim credit for all of this 
progress, but I can't think of a more 
appropriate way to summarize this past 
year. The University and the association 
have set their courses, side by side, to 
move forward and become among the 
best in the country. I'm confident that 
with your support, we will get there . 

Let me tell you why. First, the presi
dent of your University is a leader. I'm 
convinced that President Keller will do 
everything he possibly can to make the 
University a more prestigious academic 
institution, a more valuable public 
resource, and a more contemporary, 
responsive enterprise that will deservedly 
make us proud. President Keller knows 
what it means to set a goal. to make that 
goal real for other people, and to devote 
all of his energy toward achieving it. 

Both in our first year, President Keller 
and I have traveled across the country in 
our introductory tour to visit many 
alumni, and we attended dozens of local 
meetings together. Although I'm not by 
nature inclined to share a spotlight with 
anyone, shadowing the president was a 
terrific experience. His commitment to the 
University and to you, its alumni, is 
thoroughly sincere. He listens, he cares, 
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and his enthusiasm, quiet but strong, is 
contagious. You may not agre with all 
he's done and said, but President Keller's 
leadership is a positive force for the Uni
versity . His endorsement of and support 
for the association make us stronger. 

The association's vision is provided by 
its volunteer leaders, and in this regard I 
must applaud the efforts of Penny Win
ton, national president. She has been the 
hands-on manager of our volunteer com
mittees . Her astute guidance and insight
fulness are surpassed only by such 
dedication that she often matched my 
demanding schedule hour for hour. 

Even with the new president and our 
association volunteer leaders, we couldn't 
and wouldn't be where we are today 
without you . The enduring strength of the 
Alumni Association is people; each and 
every member collectively makes us a 
viable organization. Believe me, there is 
power in people-and especially people if) 
numbers. 

I've had the good fortune this year to 
meet about 10 percent of our members . I 
couldn't possibly describe a typical alum
nus. Diversity is truly our benchmark. 
We are of all ages, occupations, interests, 
and cultural and ethnic backgrounds . 
Where some organizations would disinte
grate from such diversity, our association 
thrives on its inclusivity . We are the 
organization for all people- alumni and 
nonalumni-who support the University 
of Minnesota . That identity binds us 
together and will enable us to grow in the 
future . Our potential. with more than 
250,000 living alumni , is tremendous . 

Lastly, your association is action-ori
ented . We don't just exist; we accomplish 
meaningful tasks . Action is what gives 
meaning to your continued connection 
with the University . Alumni, the people 
who have firsthand knowledge , have 
always been the University's best advo
cates. The Alumni Association is provid
ing structures for this advocacy: programs 
that turn advocacy into action into 
results . 

Our growing student recruitment pro
gram has involved more than 250 alumni 
volunteers this year. We've held dozens of 
receptions for prospective students and 
their parents and sent information to 
Minnesota students who rank in the top 
10 percent of their class. Alumni have 
spread the word that the University is 

Margaret Sughrue Carlson is executive oirector of the 
Minnesota Alumni Association. 

granting $1 ,000 merit scholarships to each 
and every Minnesota high school student 
who graduates in the top 5 percent of the 
class . 

Helping attract students who can best 
take advantage of and benefit most from 
all the University has to offer is an effort 
that can mean more to the life of the 
University than any other. Students will 
determine the future . The University 
depends on them; the Alumni AssodatJon 
depends on them, too. 

In other ways, our public affair pro
gram also gives alumni opportuniti to 
have an impact on the University. Its 
objective is to monitor issues and policies 
relevant to the University, collect alumni 
opinions, and establish ways to e press 
concerns and provide advice to the presi
dent and other decision makers . This 
year, we reported to the regents what 
alumni think about investing and divest
ing University funds in companies doing 
business in South Africa . We issued an 
advisory report to the legislature that 
recommends ways to improve the process 
by which University regents are selected. 
We provided a statement of concern about 
the importance of academic performance 
for student athletes to the president's task 
force on athletics, and we conducted a 
poll of alumni attitudes toward and 
knowledge of merit and need-based finan
cial aid . 

To the credit of past and current asso
ciation leaders and volunteers, the Alumni 
Association is becoming more active. e 
have grown sound and strong enough in 
the past to e pand our role for the future. 
The pieces of our puzzle are coming 
together: leaders, visions, power, and 
potential. We are in renaissance tim s, 
and with your help, we'll shape an all
new HU," 



THE GOLD RUSH CONTINUES 
.,A •• 6 '", ~ I<-~ 
~- ~",~. 

19851ndependence 
Bowl Champions 

The Gopher Gold Rush, 
Minnesota's climb to 
football prominence, is 
nght on schedule. You 
can feel the excitement
and the pride! 

Nearly a half million fans 
jammed the Metrodome 
in 1985 to celebrate the 
Gophers ' momentum. 
Those same fans 
shattered two Metrodome 
attendance records. 
They showed their 
support wi th the colors 
they wore. And they 
made an impact on each 
game with their noise and 

enthusiasm. Opposing coaches don't 
like to come here anymore. 

This Gopher bunch is a veteran outfit 
that returns 39 lettermen, 17 starters, 
and 25 redsh irts from last year's seven 
win season. It is a hungry team under 

The Golden 
Gophers are Back! 

the aggressive leadership 
of Head Coach John 

Gutekunst. It is a team 
that can w in-and w in 

big ! 

College football , Golden 
Gopher Style, cannot be 

matched for color and 
excitement. We have 

more than maroon-clad 
muscle on this team. The 
spectacular University of 

Minnesota Marching 
Band is part of it. The 

Cheerleaders are part of 
it. The Danceline is part 

of it. And you are part 
of it. 

Order Football Season Tickets th is year. Season Ticket sale closes JULY 31 . Ind ividua l game tickets (if ava ilable) on sale AUGUST 1 . 

r--------------------------~---------- ------- ------- ---, 

I SINGLE GAME APPLICATION SINGLE GAME APPLICATION 
I University of M innesota University of Minnesota 
I 1986 OUT·OF-TOWN FOOTBALL 1986 HOME FOOTBALL 
I 
I PLEASE PRINT PLEASE PRINT 
I 
I Name: Name. 
I 
I Address: Address: 
I 
I City & State: ZIP' City & State: Zip ;...· ___ _ 

I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 

Sept. 20 At Oklahoma 
Oct. 4 At Purdue 
Oct. 25 At Ohio State 
Nov. 8 At Wisconsin 
Nov. 15 At Michigan 

Number 

limit 4 

Service & Handling 
Williams Fund 

Price Amount 
515.00 
514.00 
517 .00 
514.00 
516.00 

51 .00 

I I TOTAL Payable to U. of Minn. 

"15.00 Amount 

Sept. 13 Bowling Green No: 
Sept. 27 U of P?ciflc No: 
Oct. 11 Northwestern No: 
Oct. 18 Indiana No: 
Nov. 1 Mich igan State No: 
Nov. 22 Iowa lLlmlt 4 , If available) No. 

Serv ice & Handling $1 .00 
Williams Fund 

TOTAL Payment to U. of Minn. 
I I 
:- - -------------- -------- ---------1----------- - -- -- ----~ 
I 0 MasterCard 0 Visa I II 

I ATHLETIC TICKET OFFICE i Account # E plration Date Mo Yr~ I BIERMAN FIELD ATHLETIC BLDG. II 
I I UNIVERSITY OF MINNESOTA I 
I Signature Phone _ I 516 15TH AVENUE S.E. 
I All credit card orders must be signed I MINNEAPOLIS MINNESOTA 55455 I 
L I - _ ______ __ ____ _ _ _ __ _ __ _ _ _____________ _ _____ _ _ _ ________ I 
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SOME OF OUR GRADUATES 
SERVED WITH GRANT. 

Every on in a whil it happens. A ca I of play r is 
ass mbled whose chara lers b om real. Th ir tori important. For 
most of us, Lou Grant was a Monday nighl ritual. 

For Linda Kel 'ey, il was a joum y from th class of '68, 
t th class of nelwork television. 

Thousands of Univer ity of Minn ota alumni hav mad 
lh ir marks in m did n , law, ducation, busin S5, and U1e art . 
Some have be ome internationally known: oth rs have made U1 ir 
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SOME OF OUR GRADUATESW'DE 
THE EVENING NEWS. 

It bt'gan on the rooftops of London with the correspond nts 
ending the war ba k home. In th succeeding years, they brought 

us the facts, the tories, gave us t11 results, gave us their opinions 
as they made the evening n ws a daily ritual: Murrow, Cronkite, 
and- {rom th class of '35- Eric Sevareid. 

Thousands of Univer ity of Minn ota alumni have mad 
their marks in medicine, law, ducation, bu in ss, and the arts. 
Some have b ome intemati nally known; others have mad th ir 
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IN fOe US 

In Search of Excellence 

In 1982 Thomas Peters and Robert Water
man, Jr., wrote In Search of Excellence 
and created a slogan that came to symbol
ize a decade-the decade of the rise and 
fall and rise again of American business. 

From 1976 to 1986, we watched as 
unprecedented numbers of women joined 
the work force . We dressed for success, 
mentored with relish, and nearly deified 
the MBA. We Itved through the gasoline 
crisis, watched Japanese cars overtake 
giants GM, Ford, and Chrysler, and saw 
the breakup of AT&T and the shake-up 
of the computer industry. 

When Peters and Waterman came on 
the scene, our spirits were sagging from 
Japanese management triumphs . The 
authors went in search of excellence in 
American business and found it. In the 
process, pop psychology gurus found keys 
to excellence in every nook and cranny
and excellence became another trendy 
buzzword. 

This issue of Minnesota is about the 
search for excellence at the University of 
Minnesota. We began planning the issue 
shortly after University President Kenneth 
H. Keller impressed the University and 
state by proposing, in "Commitment to 
Focus," to concentrate the University's 
business on what it does best and to work 
to make the University one of the top five 
public higher-education institutions in the 
country. In the aftennath of his plan, 
commitment, focus, and excellence 
became the buzzwords of the University . 

We are suffering, said one campus 
observer, from an epidemic of excellence. 

So how do we express the search for 
excellence and what is important, even. 
noble, about it without referring to com
mitment, focus , search, and excellence . 

We went to students, faculty , adminis
trators, and University history books for 
the answers. 

At the Institute of Child Development, 
a department that has been a leader in the 
child p ychology field for more than 60 
years, we found that its first administra
tors set the tone for the department for 
years to come. We found that the depart
ment has high expectation . There i a 
range of perspectives and a breadth of 

cellence within the department faculty , 
yet they are supportive of colleague , 
foster a sen e of belonging, and offer 
feedback t each other. Even though the 
department's focus is on research, it offers 
service to t e community and is aware of 
its place within the community. Likewi e, 

it interacts with other departments, and 
students have the opportunity to contrib
ute in meaningful and significant ways. 
Finally, we found that built into the 
culture and ethics of the department is the 
belief, as director W. Andrew Collins puts 
it, that "we human beings can change the 
way we live." 

As we went from story to story, from 
department to department, the same ideas 
were repeated again and again, sometimes 
in the same words. 

Challenging existing ways of doing 
things and valuing innovation were char
acteristics shared by the Sea Grant Pro
gram, the Hubert H. Humphrey Institute 
of Public Affairs, the Strategic Manage
ment Research Center (SMRC), and asso
ciate professors Serge Rudaz and Bud 
Markhart. Markhart and associate profes
sor James Van Alstine were said to "delib
erately search for connections." 

Associate professor Eric Sheppard was 
credited with having strengths in more 
than one area, as were Markhart and 
assistant professors Carol Klee and ancy 
Ascher. And at the Humphrey Institute 
and SMRC, researchers and practitioners 
were united to bridge the gap between 
theory and practice. Students are the most 
important product at Sea Grant and at 
the Humphrey Institute. 

The concepts of interdepartmental 
cooperation, professionalism, the ability 
to ask critical questions , reframe the 
issues, relate to the community, create 
opportunity, share the credit, give feed
back, criticize effectively, and have some 
fun were expressed over and over again. 

In his opinion column on page 7, 
President Keller writes that " we are 
depending on individuals to define excel
lence." That's what we have done in this 
issue. 

Perhaps a young student at the Hum
phrey Institute expressed it best: ' ou 
have to challenge yourself to be excellent 
at anything. I like where 1 live, I like our 
government, but it could be better . I can 
make a difference. As it is challenged, it 
will become better and more respon ible." 

We have decided to use the words 
commitment and focus and to title this 
issue 'm Search of Excellence at the Uni
versity" becau e that's what it is. The 
questioning of cellence and how you 
achieve it, as well a the searm for and 
challenge of excellence, are as important 
a being excellent. We h pe you will enjo 
our search. 
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For generations, Minnesotans have made substantialfinancial contributions to the 

University oj Minnesota. 

Those contributions have been noted in many ways. They've been noted in the 

academic excellence oj the University. They've been noted in the lives oj the students touched 

by the University. And they've been permanently noted on the walls oj Northrop 

Auditorium. 

Take aJew moments to wander the Hall oj Honor in theJoyer oj Northrop. Read the 

stories oj this select group oj people who have built and continue to build this University. 

But the story isn't finished. There's space in the 

Hall oj Honor Jor your story. To Jind out more, 

call or write the University oj Minnesota 

Foundation. Contributing today to insure the 

promise oj tomorrow. 
UNIVERSITY OF MINNESOTA FOUNDATION 

120 Morrill Hall Minneapolis. MN 55455 (61 2) 373-9934 



Reason to Be 

When I sat down to take advantage of 
Minnesota's offer to write my own col
umn for this issue, it struck me that my 
entire career as a university president has 
been devoted to explaining "Commitment 
to Focus" and the University of Minneso
ta's interpretation of "excellence." 

I've discussed "Commitment to Focus" 
and "excellence" with just about every 
conceivable Minnesota audience . I've 
learned firsthand that those terms evoke 
just about every conceivable interpreta
tion, especially when people try to read 
between the lines to find out what the 
University (or Ken Keller) is really trying 
to do. The search for hidden meanings 
and hidden agendas will, no doubt, con
tinue as long as the issues are considered 
important, but on balance, the issues are 
fundamental and well worth the scrutiny 
and debate . 

Translating "Commitment to Focus" 
into action steps is complex and tirne
consuming, but the basic rationale is 
straightforward. This University can and 
should achieve a higher level of excellence, 
and the timing is right. The strategy for 
making the improvements is to reduce our 
size while retaining our level of public 
financial support; to trade quantity for 
quality; to assert and expect faculty, stu
dents, and staff to meet high standards of 
performance; and to concentrate-to 
focus-on fewer activities, carrying them 
out with much more attention to careful 
and realistic planning. In all of this, we 
must keep in mind our obligation and 
purpose, responding to the needs of the 
people of this region by doing those things 
we do best. At the individual level. where, 
after all , the real work of a university 
must be carried out and evaluated, the 
key to it all is the attitude that says "I win 
do my work as well as it can possibly be 
done-by me or anybody else." It's that 
simple. 

I have the pleasure of seeing that 
attitude every morning when I park my 
car in the Northrop Garage. Cliff Smith, 
who makes sure that everything runs 
.moothIy there, is one of tho e people 
who simply start with the idea that they 
will do it right. I know that the Alumni 

ssociation featured Cliff a few years ago 
i its "U People Make a Difference" fea
lure, and almost every visitor who has 
parked there reaffirms that message. 

Marvin Marshak is another example of 

the commitment to excellence and the 
willingness to take the extra steps. Profes
sor Marshak heads the proton decay lab
oratory located 2,000 feet underground at 
the Soudan mine. I won't even try to 
describe this very basic research effort, 
but I can say that Minnesota's lab at 
Soudan involves some of the best physi
cists and physics research in the world . 
This is excellence in the research world, 
but Professor Marshak hasn't stopped 
there. When he first developed that labo
ratory, he had the common sense to know 
that people in the community would won
der what was going on, imagining all 
kinds of threatening possibilities if nobody 
took the time to explain the project. He 
went out into the community, sensitive to 
the people's right to know, and explained 
his project . 

One of my favorite examples of stu
dent excellence was illustrated a few years 
ago in a legislative hearing. A committee 
was hearing from University students, one 
of whom was Lana Malmsheimer, a grad
uate student in American studies. One of 
the legislators made a comment about 
limited job opportunities in that field and 
asked, 'What are you going to do if 
there's only one job opening in the coun
try when you graduate?" Malmsheimer 
replied, without the slightest delay, 'Til 
get it." After thousands of intervening 
hours of testimony, some legislators still 
remember that answer. I don't know, in 
fact, if there was only one job opening 
that year; I do know that Lana Malm
sheimer is teaching American studies in a" 
college in Pennsylvania today. 

All these examples of excellence were 
here before "Commitment to Focus" was 
put on paper. Some were here before 
Malcolm Moos made speeches about the 
"Margin of Excellence" and Peter Magrath 
established the "President's Fund for Excel
lence." If I 10 ked hard enough, I could 
probably find that every University of 
Minnesota president has tried to define 
and foster excellence, and in the final 
analysis , I'd guess that the e cellence 
delivered-by faculty , staff , and stu
dents-has always come from those indi
viduals who were simply committed to 
doing the best possible job, regardless of 
the favorite phrases of their presidents . 

What, then, does "Commitment to 
Focus" have to do with excellence in the 
University's present and future activities? 

Kenneth H. Keller IS president of the University of 
Minnesota. 

In as few words as possible, "Commit
ment to Focus" is aimed at developing an 
attitude of institutional excellence that 
builds on the individual model . We want 
a whole University that believes in excel
lence, whether it's in efforts to help the 
rural economy or in developing technol
ogy for artificial organs. In teaching, 
learning, research, and service, the key is 
doing the best possible job. "Commitment 
to Focus" is nothing more than a plan that 
recognizes the jobs we can and should do 
best, concentrating more on those jobs 
and limiting the lower-priority activities 
that all too often undercut all but the 
most heroic commitments to excellence. 

We still depend on individuals to 
deliver e cellence; that won' t change . 
What has to change is the impulse of the 
University to be all things to all people
to spread University activities too thinly 
and to serve more people than our mis
sions and our capabilities should allow. 
That's why the University does not fear 
the demographic trends that promise a 
smaller student body. If we can sustain a 
reasonable teaching budget while enroll
ments drop, we can do a better job of 
teaching-in and out of the classroom
and we can attract the quality of students, 
staff, and faculty that will enhance our 
research and service efforts as well . In the 
long run, focusing our efforts well enough 
to attain greater excellence-to earn an 
even better national and international rep
utation-will have the kind of far-reach
ing payoffs that Minnesota's taxpayers 
and the University's alumni and friends 
have every right to expect. 

As a land-grant institution, the Univer
sity was founded and still exists for the 
public betterment. Getting better, doing our 
jobs better, and carrying out a tougher 
evaluation of what we're trying to do and 
how well we're doing it is the best way of 
living up to our public responsibilities. 
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The University is stn'ving to be one of the 
top five public higher -education institutions in the country. 

How will we know when we're there? 

By Mathews Hollinshead 

In America we rate and rank everything 
from cars and microwaves to corporations 
and cities. But rating and ranking schools 
and colleges is somehow different. Educa
tion isn't a tangible product; universities 
don't have profit-and-Ioss statements, and 
their quality assessment has to reflect a lot 
more than fiscal condition. University of 
Minnesota President Kenneth H . Keller 
has said that the University's goal is to be 
among the top five public universities in 
the country . How will we know when we 
get there, and where are we now? 

The University receives as much atten
tion for the excellence of individual 
departments as it does for its quality as a 
whole. The departments of geography, 
chemical engineering, econornics, political 
science, psychology, and mechanical engi
neering all rank at or near the top nation
ally in their fie lds. In 1984 the National 
Council on Family Relations rated the 
University's department of fami ly social 
science far and away the best in the 
country . 

The University as a whole is generally 
acknowledged as a leading research uni
versity nationally and worldwide. The last 
major national survey, The Jones-Lindzey 
Report in 1982, which polled 5,000 faculty 
members at 228 colleges and universities 
across the country, put Minnesota's pres-
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tige at seventeenth among public and 
private colleges and universities in the 
country. Of the sixteen schools ahead of 
it, only six are public universities : Califor
nia / Berkeley, UCLA, Michigan, Wi con
sin, Illinois, and Texas. 

Three other national rankings of col
leges and universities have taken place in 
the past 30 years, all based on faculty 
opinion polls: in 1957 the Keniston Report 
ranked Minnesota ninth overall; in 1964 
the Cartter Report placed the University 
fourteenth ; and a follow-up study in 1969 
by Roose-Andersen put the University at 
seventeenth . 

The four polls and the reports gener
ated from them focused on graduate 
departments exclusively . Professional 
schools have their own rating and ranking 
surveys. Minnesota 's Medical School 
ranks second or third, and Minnesota's 
Law School is one of the top ten public 
law schools nationwide, along with Cali
fornia / Berkeley and Michigan . The 
School of Journalism and Mass Commu
nication has been ranked first in the 
nation; the School of Architecture until 
last year ranked in the top three nation
ally. The School of Forestry has been 
ranked among the top three nationally . 

Minnesota appears in the top twenty 
nationally in various purely ta ti stica l 



r ings that affect quality, including D. 
S Webster's 1982 A ssessment of Research
Doctorate Programs in the United States, 
v.hich ranks Minnesota fourth nationally 
in overall research and development 
expenditures per year; studies by the 
National Center for Education Statistics, 
which in 1982 ranked Minnesota seven
teenth in average faculty salary, thirteenth 
in nonresearch per student voluntary sup
port , and twentieth in verbal and math 
SAT median scores for undergraduate 
students; and the Council for Financial 
Aid to Education's (CFAE) annual total 
voluntary support report, which ranked 
Minnesota sixth in 1980, third in 1984, 
and seventeenth (because medical fellow
ships were disqualified) in 1985. 

Minnesota has always ranked among 
the top 50 research universities in the 
United States as defined by the Carnegie 
classification of American colleges and 
universities , the National Center for 
Higher Education Management Systems, 
and other organizations. 

Colleges and universities are naturally 
inclined to measure themselves against 
SImilar "peers"; Minnesota keeps track of 
its own position vis-a-vis the other Big 
Ten universities in statistical categories 
such as expenditures per student (fifth in 
1982-83), support expenditures per ranked 
faculty member (seventh in 1982-83), and 
equipment expenditures per student (also 
seventh in 1982-83). Another important 
statistical measurement of quality is 
undergraduate to graduate student ratios 
(Minnesota , 4.5 to 1; Berkeley, 2 to 1); 
President Keller has made this measure
ment a central criterion for assessing prog
ress in his "Commitment to Focus" plan. 

Yet another primary measurement of 
progress in improving quality will be the 
number of new endowed positions created 
as a result of the Minnesota Campaign 
announced April 3. In three years the 
campaign is expected to raise a total of 
$300 million, with most of that money 
earmarked for the establishment of 100 or 
more new endowed faculty positions . 
Minnesota now has 17; by contra t, the 
University of Te as-a nati nal leader in 
endowed faculty positions-has 130. But 
e dowed chairs, like reputational surveys 
and statistical comparisons, are an impre
cise yardstick: some school count p si
t'ons that have nly temp rary 
endowment ; the level of endowment 
i come available per year varie widely 
mong endow d po iti ns counted a uch 

1:-y different schools. 
Undergraduate programs have only 

lately received the attention of quality 
assessment experts and scholars because 
they emphasize teaching, which is much 
more difficult to measure and quantify 
than the research productivity or prestige 
of graduate departments and professional 
schools. 

Clearly, a lot of rating and ranking of 
various parts of universities goes on, but 
finding credible rankings of whole institu
tions is difficult. 'The rank of any univer
sity in the academic pecking order is really 
an abs traction ," writes Yale 's Roger 
Geiger about reputational surveys. '1t is a 
somewhat artificial aggregation of the 
prestige of individual departments, which 
are in tum aggregations of the prestige of 
individual scholars." 

Geiger has written several papers and 
one book, American Research Un iversities 
in the Twentieth Century, on the charac
ter of higher education in America today. 
Despite his bleak assessment, Geiger says 
that ratings and rankings, "when done 
well get at some aspects of reality . If 
you're going to make qualitative distinc
tions, it 's pretty easy if you're talking 
about the top five or six." But the ratings 
curve is a bell curve; the vast majority of 
institutions fall in the middle somewhere, 
and in that range the distinctions, says 
Geiger, become so fine as to call their 
value into question. 

Governrnent at various levels collects 
voluminous data on higher education, but 
usually for its own specific purposes. 
Various handbooks and guides are avail
able for college applicants; a few of these 
publications rank institutions or claim to 
serve academic or managerial ends. Fac
ulty, policymakers, administrators, do
nors, and students each have their oW1\ 
reasons for rankings, but their criteria 
may be quite different. 

Much debate exi ts 0 er ranking meth
ods. Quality assessment of colleges and 
univer ities has traditionally been "repu
tational, " through the aforementioned 
opinion surveys, or "input , resource
ba ed," using stati tical analysis. Critics of 
the reputational appr ach say it is impre
cise and biased. Critics of the input, 
resource-ba ed model say it ignores sub
jective factors and doesn't measure actual 
performance of a department, college, or 
university. 

A third appr ach, the "output-ba ed" 
or " tudent assessment" appr ach, ha 
been gaining upp rters recently a a 
means of checking the effectivene of 
undergraduate education, but it d e not 
produce rankings among in titution . 

Probably because they are the most 
understandable form of assessment for 
laypeople, reputational opinion surveys 
most often form the basis of an institu
tion's image of where it stands. The 1982 
Jones-Linclzey Report was news to the 
New Yo rk Times. But doctoral program 
prestige does not a whole picture make; 
the University's other two major missions 
besides research-education and service
must be considered as well . 

Probably the most thorough discussion 
of rating and ranking is made in a 1980 
study called "A Question of Quality: The 
Higher Education Ratings Game," spon
sored by the Washington-based American 
Association for Higher Education . Its 
authors, Judith Lawrence and Kenneth 
Green of UCLA's Higher Education 
Research Institute, surveyed the field and 
found it strewn with hazards. 

Reputational studies, they found , suffer 
from three distinct kinds of "rater bias": 
the "halo effect," a tendency to invest 
individual departments with the perceived 
prestige of their parent schools; fre
quently, dated opinions of those ques
tioned ; and the " alumni effect ," the 
natural inclination of survey respondents 
to tout their own alma maters. 

Beyond that , wrote Lawrence and 
Green, the scholarship productivity that 
becomes the central criterion in many 
reputational studies means that 'large. 
orthodo departments are rewarded for 
their rigidity and their devotion to schol
arship, while the teaching function and 
undergraduate education are generally 
ignored." 

In 1976, research by the Council of 
Graduate Schools and the Educational 
Testing Service produced an interesting 
dichotomy: among other conclu ions, ur
veyors found that research (scholarly) 
productivity and educational experience 
were, in a sense, apples and oranges when 
it came to judging institutions. Since dif
ferent attributes were necessary for each, 
the same in titution might rank. very high 
in one and very low in another. 

According to the study, "Such [peer 
ratings} data are useful in drawing our 
attention back to what the rating are
peers' judgment of the quality of the 
departments' faculty, based largely on 
scholarly publications. They say little r 
nothing about the qualit of in truction, 
the degree of civility or humaneness. the 
degree to which scholarly e citement i 
nurtured by student-faculty interaction , 
and 0 n . In short, the peer-rating are 
not ratings of overall doctoral program 
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quality but, rather, ratings of the faculty 
employed in these programs, reflecting 
primarily their research records ." The 
study's conclusion notes that those who 
use reputational peer-ratings have often 
interpreted them as being more than they 
are, even though no such claim has ever 
been made that they are. 

The documents that set forth President 
Keller's "Commitment to Focus" plan, and 
the language he has used to elaborate 
upon it, place heavy emphasis on ranking. 
Reaching the "top five" has become a 
central goal of the University . 

Mary Corcoran, professor of educa
tional policy and administration in the 
College of Education, thinks that the nat
ural temptation among University admin
istrators is to simplify ratings . " I 
personally do not like to talk about [insti
tutional quality] this way," says Cor
coran, "but the way 1 look at things 
involves a level of qualification that, if 
you're trying to get an idea across to the 
general public, may not work. " Corcoran 
points out that Keller (like many college 
presidents) comes from a research back
ground, where rankings are the lense 
through which institutional quality is 
judged. 

Speaking before an alumni audience in 
1985, President Keller said he came to 
Minnesota because of its reputation in his 
field, and that otherwise he knew little 
about the state or the University . The 
University's outstanding reputation in a 
single specialized graduate field is what 
eventually provided the University with 
its twelfth president. 

Keller defends the usefulness of rank
ings, to a point. "I would not characterize 
[various rating methods] as measuring 
primarily graduate research . 1 think it is 
fair to say that what they measure is the 
quality of faculty ," says Keller. And 
because scholarship is "the most impor
tant measure" of rating faculty quality, 
Keller says that is not a drawback. 

Although research and scholarship
based surveys don ' t directly measure 
undergraduate and service quality of a 
university, they are not nearly as unre
lated as observers sometimes claim. "Gen
erally, the excitement of being engaged in 
research comes through in an individual's 
teaching and improves its quality greatly," 
says Keller. "Moreover, teachers who are 
not engaged in scholarly activity lose both 
their relevance and their spark over the 
course of years." 

But couldn't teaching and service qual
ity be measured at least as objectively as 
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research and scholarship? California State 
Uni versity IN orth ridge professo r Jack 
Gourman, who has published eight of his 
Gourman Reports since 1967, claims in 
one of his introductions "to evaluate the 
total structure, direction , and perfor
mance of each academic department and 
nondepartmental areas of colleges and 
universities." 

Gourman's critics, led by University of 
Pennsylvania assistant professor of higher 
education David Webster, have made 
convincing arguments discrediting his 
work, but the attention his ratings get 
seems to reflect a need for the kind of 
information he claims to provide. 

In 1983 Education Secretary Clarence 
Bell appointed seven scholars to study the 
conditions of excellence in higher educa
tion . The group examined current and 
past research on the effectiveness of 
undergraduate higher education and made 
recommendations for improvement. 

The group rejected outright both the 
reputational model of quality assessment 
and the so-called resource-based model
the approach that tries to rate quality by 
describing how many books are in the 
library, what the student-faculty ratio is
as irrelevant to undergraduate assessment. 
"If you're trying to improve the under
graduate education you offer to your 
students," says Clifford Adelman of the 
U.S . Education Department's Office of 
Research, "it makes little sense to rate 
yourself against another college or univer
sity, because your students are different. " 

In its final report , the study group 
recommended that schools make it very 
clear what is expected of students and that 
progress requirements for students be for
mulated on a college or university-wide 
basis, in writing. The report further rec
ommends that students be periodically 
tested and measured against the expecta
tions laid down for them. The implica
tion, at least for undergraduate programs, 
is that a college or university should rate 
itself by how these assessments tum out. 

Adelman says that such "output-based" 
assessment is now the hottest topic in 
higher education, and "we made it that 
way ." According to Adelman, seventeen 
states have recently passed legislation 
addressing the question of assessing higher 
education performance by such standards. 
To date, North Dakota is the only mid
western state with a land-grant university 
to pass this legislation . 

No doubt as output-based assessment 
increases in popularity, attempts will be 
made to collate the results into ran kings 

of undergraduate programs. That has not 
happened yet, however. 

Until that time, and until the third 
element of the University's mission-com
munity service-becomes a focus in t'-le 
excellence debate, reputational surve} s, 
primarily of graduate and research pro
grams in specific departments , and 
resource-based measurements may con
tinue as the primary assessment basis for 
college and university standing. 

Even though the University's goals are 
being articulated to the public in terms of 
rankings, President Keller says attaching 
too much importance to their preosion is 
a mistake. "In aiming to be among the top 
five public institutions, we chose a rank
ing that we knew we did not now have 
but that we felt we could achieve. While 
one can always argue about what the top 
five public institutions may be, we will 
know-when we have made the improve
ments-that we are considered a legitJ
mate candidate. It is less important that 
everyone agree on the group than it is for 
everyone to recognize that the Univer ity 
has made the kind of significant improve
ment it set out to make and that the result 
is evident in the quality of individual 
programs, the attractiveness of our grad
uates, and in the effect we have on the 
economic development of the state and 
region," says Keller. 

Even if output-based undergraduate 
assessment is added to other rating sys
tems, the only real test of a university will 
still be one that has nothing to do with 
ranking: the feeling about the institution 
that each individual has, whether he or 
she is a student , faculty member, admin
istrator, alumnus, or supporter. 

As Minnesota Campaign chair Curt 
Carlson put it , in announcing his family's 
recent $25 million gift to the University, 
"I know enough about collegiate rankings 
to know that there is no absolutely scien
tific means for determining such things. 
The real measure of a university comes 
down ultimately to the impact that that 
university has upon individuals-from the 
child who needs a kidney, to the farmer 
who needs help with production or man
agement, to the business that need help 
with new technology. To this Depr ssion
era freshman who needed a chance to b~ 
educated, Minnesota will always ra k 
even higher than the top five ." 

Mathews Hollinshead is associate direct,'r 
of alumni communicatiolls and editor " f 
the Minnesota Foundation 's Quarterly 
Report. 



E}I Cbuck E Hda 
& Dre-w Darling 

University 

Mastering your destiny and Express Bus 52C: 
the story of two students in an era of competition 

elcome to the Univer-· 
sity of Minnesota. 
Welcome to one of the 
largest metropolitan 
campuses in the coun
try. Welcome to Min
neapolis. Welcome to 
St. Paul. Welcome to 
Morri . Crookston . 
Duluth. Waseca. Wel

come to the Guthrie Theatre. Welcome to 
the Cabooze. Welcome to Fir t Avenue. 
Welcome to Wilson. Welc me to Day
ton's, to Target. Welcome to MTC. Wel
come to Lot C-Sl. Welcome to 
Dinky town. To Territorial Hall . Welcome 
to Biology 1001. Meet y ill adviser. Sign 
here. Welcome to Financial Aid. Welcome 
to the Mall. M rrill Hall . Hello, Profe or 
Hampl. God-bye, Walter Heller. 

Sometimes we forget what it' like to 

be a student in a major metropolitan area. 
Sometimes we forget what it's like to 
negotiate twin cities and a state that are 
giant educational workshops in market
ing, health care, advertising, computers, 
genetics, agriculture, government, fast food. 

Sometimes we forget what it's lile to 
have a clean slate, a blue ky of option 
to take, careers to make, what to become. 
Some of the option have already been 
narrowed: mone , interests, pa t experi
ence, rules con pired to make it seem that 
the paths are fewer. But never again will 
the sky be as blue, the tum a ea y. 

It takes a long time t bring ~ cellence 
to maturity . omebody wise wr te that in 
the first century B.C. Sometimes we forget 
that. Sometimes we forget to be cheered 
by student \ h are willing t make the 
tart. S me tim we forget that students 

are a uni reason t be. 
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With a 3.9 
grade point 

average) 
she's trying 

for a perfect 4.0 

By Drew Darling 

Rosamond Dolid wears her chestnut hair 
in a French braid with a tousled pompa
dour falling over her forehead. At a little 
over five feet and 100 pounds, she could 
be called petite . But not sheltered. 

She went through her parents' divorce 
at age five and their custody dispute at 
ten, and was fifteen when her stepmother 
walked out. In the sixth grade at Marshall 
University High, she entered an advanced 
program with a high school curriculum. 
She skipped eighth grade, transferred to 
South High School, spent her senior year 
as a foreign exchange student in Paris, 
made the National Honor Society, and 
graduated with a 3.8 grade point average 
(CPA). 

Entering the final quarter of her first 
year at the University in the Institute of 
Technology's honors program, she took 
advanced courses in calculus, physics, 
geology, and chemistry, and carried a 3.9 
CPA. 

The University is looking for more 
students like "Roz" Dolid. Her high school 
record well exceeds the four years of 
English, three of math and science, and 
two of social studies and a foreign lan
guage that are proposed as increased 
entrance requirements for undergraduates. 
For high school graduates who began their 
senior year in the top 5 percent of their 
class, the University is even offering to 
deduct $1,000 from students' first-year 
tuition . 

Daughter of University mathematics 
professor William Dolid, Roz was familiar 
with the pace and work load of an honors 
program, and she already knew her way 
around the University . At Marshall, she 
regularly skipped classes and cut through 
campus to Coffman Union, where she 
sought refuge from the tedium of a school 
routine . She hit the books once in a while, 
bu t for the most part little or no effort 
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was required for her to earn A's and B's. 
Dolid is anything but bored these days . 

The University's honors program is set up 
to challenge gifted students, says Lesley 
Cafarelli, honors director in the College 
of Liberal Arts . 'We don't try to heap 
work on them. But we want to help them 
be more creative and to take on more 
responsibility for participating and con
tributing to their own education and for 
meeting their graduation requirements in 
a unique way." 

Roz may have been prepared for the 
advanced pace and expanded curriculum 
of the honors program, but the hours 
passed in Coffman Union left her a little 
rusty, and it took her a while to gain her 
stride. She knew she'd scored badly on 
her first-quarter midterm in physics, but 
she wasn't prepared to see it handed back 
with a big red 49 percent scribbled 
through her name. She put the jolt to 
good use, however; by winter quarter she 
was studying long hours every night. The 
day before her physics final, she studied 
for seventeen hours straight-from just 
after lunch until dawn. After a short nap 
while the rest of the city was just waking 
up, she completed her three-hour exam in 
45 minutes. That exam came back with 
the midterm grade reversed : 94 percent. 

The University wasn ' t Dolid 's first 
choice of schools, but Harvard University 
said no, and Wellesley College was out of 
the question when financial aid there 
didn't materialize. But she's happy at the 
University, she says, and has no plans of 
transferring . The work load of three 
classes and two labs is "hard-there's no 
question about that," but she enjoys the 
anonymity of a large student body on an 
urban campus. She's much too competi
tive for a school where everyone studies 
an honors-level curriculum. Striving to be 
first among the 80 students in the honors 
program is enough. In an honors-level 
college, she says, she'd have several thou
sand to stay ahead of. 

In high school, Roz used to run track 
and cross-country and play basketball . 
She used to dance and has been studying 
piano since age nine . "I don't have time 
for any of that now, and I really miss it. I 
haven't sat down at the piano and really 
played anything in weeks. " 

During spring quarter, Roz almost 
threw in the towel . The weather was too 
nice for studying, and boyfriends made 
studying even more difficult. When a few 
test scores came back much too low, she 
all but decided she'd had enough, feeling 
no longer up to the sacrifice or the mate
rial . In seeking her friends ' reactions to 
her plans, she must have been convincing 
because they all seemed to sympathize 
and agree with her. She hadn't convinced 
herself, however, and continued seeking 
advice until she found someone to talk 
her out of quitting: Walter Johnson, her 

physics professor. Soon she was ag l in 
unequivocal about her place in the hon·)rs 
program. Hard work that brings A' is 
definitely worth it, she says. And ,he 
knows she can do it-it's just that SPl ng 
quarter is the most difficult time to fo ll JW 
her plan . 

In the fall, as sophomores, Dolid nd 
her classmates will begin a third-ytar 
physics program integrated with chemis
try and other fields from the honors 
curriculum. Yet the sophomores won't be 
held to junior-level grading standards. 
'We will still be graded as all other 
sophomores doing second-year phYSICS 
The extra information is provided for us, 
but we aren' t penalized if we don't pick it 
up," she explains. 

The central thrust of the Universi ty's 
honors program is its broad scope and 
interdisciplinary approach. "Our honors 
students tend to have been very good at 
everything in high school and are often 
afraid of choosing a specialization in col
lege that will cut them off from other 
areas they enjoy," says honors director 
Cafarelli . She calls it the "tyranny of the 
major": the tendency to build too many 
specialized degree requirements into aca
demic fields, leaving too few electives for 
students to pursue interdisciplinary studies 
and outside interests . The trend is espe
cially pronounced in engineering, she 
says, where influential industries are call
ing for increasingly specialized students 

"But when high-ability students go into 
engineering, for example, they do not 
become technicians," says Cafarelli. "They 
become managers and department heads. 
The emphasis at the undergraduate level 
needs to be in communication skills and 
the ability to work in groups, in develop
ing an independent responsibility for 
designing and carrying out projects . And 
these skills are generally not learned in 
specialized fields ." 

Dolid is an instant and glib conversa
tionalist and is currently considering going 
into fields as diverse as geo- or civil 
engineering, poverty or environmental 
law. If it weren't for the undergraduate 
honors program, Dolid might find herseU 
in an academic course that fits her like a 
straitjacket . 

Dolid's test scores and grades indicate 
her high intelligence, but in some respects 
her university education is just like that of 
thousands of others . At nineteen, her 
work resume includes a two-week stint as 
a phone receptionist and employment in 
fast-food service at Taco Bell and Pe 's 
Pizza; soon she may be working as a 
parking lot attendant. 

For now, she says, the job would 
perfect. "At least I could get a lot 
homework done ." 

Drew Darling is a University News S( r
vice writer. 
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Driving 

For Paula Magnuson 
the University 
was exciting) 

then terrifying) 
then a manageable 
wealth of options 

By Chuck Benda 

It's Friday night in Litchfield, Minnesota, 
population 6,000-give or take a few . The 
sun, a flattened orange orb, is just setting, 
but cool air, ripe with the smell of grow
ing plants and damp earth, is already 
rushing into town, erasing the sharp tang 
of hot blacktop and dry cement. 

Here, 70 miles west of the Twin Cities, 
the Friday night ritual is much the same 
as it is for teenagers everywhere: cruising 
Main Street. Instead of '57 Chevies and 
the customized hot rods of the movies, 
you're more likely to see dusty Ford 
station wagons and family-sized Buicks. 
But inside the cars, the people are the 
same: high school students and recent 
graduates, anxious, laughing, full of 
energy, looking for something to fill the 
seemingly endless succession of Friday 
nights in a small town. For others, some
thing is missing. 

Paula Magnuson, currently a senior in 
speech/communications at the University 
of Minnesota , was one of the others. Four 
years ago, she spent many of her summer 
nights in a car with her friends, driving 
up and down Main Street in Litchfield. "I 
was the type of person who knew there 
was something out there for me-some
thing I couldn't find in Litchfield," Paula 
says. "It was a terrific place to grow up 
in, but it got boring. I wanted to be where 
the action was ." 

And for Paula , the action was 70 miles 
to the east. "Even as a child, going to the 
Cities to go shopping was exciting," Paula 
says. 

Most of her relatives, many of them 
farmers of Swedish descent, live near 
Litchfield . A grandparent and one aunt 
still spoke Swedish when Paula was grow
ing up . Neither of her parents had gone 
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to college. But dreams were taking shape 
in Paula's head, many of them focused on 
"the Cities." 

"I always thought I'd go to college," 
Paula says. "My parents wanted me to . 
And I had dreams of becoming a TV 
newscaster . " 

When her older brother, Steve, 
enrolled as an electrical engineering stu
dent at the University of Minnesota, Pau
la's fate was sealed. His reports of life at 
"the big university" were too much for 
Paula to resist. "When he came home to 
Litchfield from the University, the excite
ment seemed to be a part of him." 

He also told her that he would some
times walk around the campus for a whole 
day and never see anyone he knew . 

"That scared me," Paula says. "In 
Litchfield, every grocery store aisle you 
walk down, you see someone you know. 
But it excited me, too . I knew I'd get a 
chance to really be myself." 

In some ways, the desire to find a place 
where she could be herself-a place she 
could gain some independence and have 
some fun "where the action was" -had 
more to do with her choosing the Univer
sity than any notions of getting the best 
education possible or a diploma that 
would guarantee her a job when she got 
out. But the University's reputation was 
not lost to her. "You couldn't turn on the 
TV news at home without hearing about 
the University. It was always the U of M 
psychology department released this study 
or the U of M Hospital discovered this 
drug or performed another transplant. I 
knew it was where I wanted to go ." 

The lure of the city and the University 
lost its luster during Paula's junior year in 
high school. Her mother died of cancer, 
and for a time, Paula thought that staying 
at home with her father would be easier 
than leaving. But her father wanted none 
of that idea. When the time came, Paula 
left Litchfield, her home, her family . In 
September of 1982 she moved into Cen
tennial Hall, a dormitory on the Minne
apolis campus. She began to discover 
what life was really like at "the big 
university ." 

"I hated it!" Paula says, laughing at 
herself now that time has given her a 
different perspective . " I was over
whelmed . I was lonely. Thank God my 
brother was there . I was always on the 
phone, talking to him ." 

Paula quickly made friends with other 
freshmen on her floor in Centennial Hall. 
('We had one thing in common," she 
says. 'We were all scared.") But the 
University presented her with plenty of 
other challenges to keep her off balance." 

Her high school dream of becoming a 
TV newscaster faded quickly . The 
required coursework didn't appeal to her. 
As an average to slightly above-average 
student, she didn't see herself capable of 
or interested in competing in highly tech-

nical fields as her brother was doing a a 
major in electrical engineering. And < Ie 
had little interest in following her fat ' r 
into the business world . By her SOpl _ 
more year, the questions in her mi 1d 
numbered far more than the answers. 

"I lost confidence in myself," Pa la 
says. "It seemed like everyone else h id 
their acts together. I didn't look at he 
University as such a great place to go to 
school then . I thought of switching t a 
smaller school. I even thought of movl'1g 
back home to live with Dad. I figured I 
could get a job as a waitress or some
thing." 

Almost everything had gone sour
except her friends, including some made 
during that first scary week in the dormi
tory . Her friends supported her and some
times challenged her to reach a lIttle 
further. And Paula challenged herself. 

"I stopped waiting for people to hand 
me things on a platter. When I was a 
freshman, I looked at professors as these 
wonderful , profound creatures, standing 
there lecturing to me. I gradually realized 
that they were a lot like me, and that 
maybe they wanted to talk to me just as 
much as I wanted to talk to them." 

Paula took it upon herself to go to the 
professors-to visit them during office 
hours, to set up conferences. She discov
ered that they were more than willing to 
give her their time and advice. 

Some of the classes that Paula took 
early at the University focused on pubhc 
speaking and leadership. She enjoyed the 
classes and, in her junior year, switched 
her major from journalism to speech com
munications. She still didn't know what 
career she wanted, but she regained con
fidence in herself and the University. 

During spring quarter 1986 Paula was 
an intern at the United Way. She assisted 
the coordinator of a program designed to 
promote volunteerism among young peo
ple . The internship was almost as 
demanding as a full-time job and pre
vented her from finishing the courses she 
needs to graduate, so she will return filII 
quarter, hoping to graduate in December. 
The internship was an unpaid position, 
but Paula regards the work as worth the 
effort. 

The internship led to a paid full-time 
temporary position with the United Way. 
Paula will take over the management of 
the volunteerism program and run it until 
she returns to school in the fall. 

Paula also underscores the importance 
of other, less serious extracurricular activ
ities. A varsity softball player in high 
school, she has continued to play softball 
throughout her years at the University. 
She plays with a mi ed team of men and 
women, all of whom have played togeth 'r 
since their fre hman year . 

"Most of us have gone our separ e 
ways since then," she says. 'We've g tt n 
more serious, d cided on careers, 



e 'ery once in a while we get together and 
s and talk. It takes us back to a very 
SIl€cial time. "On Memorial Day week
e ld, we're all going to a cabin near 
[ etroit Lakes. It'll be sort of a retreat, our 
vm ion of The Big Chill weekend." 

Paula finds that her work has been an 
L. portant extracurricular activity and is 
proud that, barring unforeseen circum
stances, she will graduate in December 
with a debt of only $780. And that is 
without any significant financial assistance 
from her father. 

She managed to save about $1,000 
before she started at the University and 
was awarded a $1,000 scholarship in high 
school. Through student employment, she 
got a job in the financial aid department. 
The money she earned there was a small 
part of the reward . The knowledge she 
gained was invaluable . By knowing what 
kinds of aid were available and how to 
apply, she managed to secure enough 
grants to fill in the gaps she couldn 't fill 
with her earnings. And she learned how 
to work with people. 

"I saw students cry," she says, "and I 
had students swear at me. It was very 
hard at first , but I tried to work with 
them . I'd tell them, 'Listen, I'm a student, 
too. I know where you're coming from . 
So let's figure out if we can do something 
to straighten this out.' " 

With her time at the University draw
ing to a close, Paula has no regrets about 
her choice to stay on. "It's a place of 
endless opportunity . You can join any 
kind of organization, take almost any 
class . Sometimes I got tired of the red 
tape, frustrated with the size of this place. 
But 1 realized it was just toughening me 
up . I hate it when people say, Waitll you 
get out in the real world .' What is going 
to school at the University if it's not the 
real world?" 

Moving from Litchfield to the city has 
been a big adjustment for Paula-an 
adjustment that wasn 't made without 
shedding a few tears . Even now, the place 
where the action is sometimes gets to be 
too much. 

"Sometimes I just have to go home for 
the weekend, to get away from it all. I 
still ask myself the big questions, like 
Who am 17 and Where am I going?" she 
says . "But I don't sit on those questions 
too long. I just want to graduate for now. 
I see that as a big accomplishment. 

"After I graduate, I want to find a job 
I fit , not mold myself to a job. If you 
believe in yourself, I think you can sell 
yourself as the right person for a job. 

"It's important to me to be happy, to 
be contented. I'm not going t worry 
a out money. I ju t want to find a job 
that I'll feel like going to at eight o'clock 
in the morning." 

Chuck Benda is the fonner editor of 
~ Hnnesota arrd is a free-lance writ r, 
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SOME OF OUR GRADUATES 
TURNED OUT TO BE SPACE CADETS. 

Donald "Deke" layton was n f th original ven 
astronauts. H was also a Univ rsity of Minn ta graduate. la of 
'49, 10 be exa L 

More importanUy, howev r, h is ju Ion f the 'U' gradual 
who lumed out to have th righl luff. 

Thousands of University of Minn sola alumni have mad 
th ir marks in medicine, law, education, busin ss, and th arts. 

m hav be orne internationally known; others hav mad th ir 

ThE UNIVERSITY OF MINNESOTA ALUMNI ASSOCIATION 
EtoCH AND EVERY ONE OF WHOM WAS BROUGllTmmU BYTlIE UNIVEllSiTYOF MINNfSCITA 



For 61 years, 
the University's 

Institute of Child 
Development 

has been a leader 
in the field of 

child psychology
an achievement 
accomplished by 

developing a 
culture that pro· 

motes and thrives 
on excellence 

BY PAUL DIENHART 

The 
Making 
ofa 

Department 
MEGAN GUNNAR had five job offers in 
1979 when she finished her psychology 
doctorate at Stanford. She was sought 
after because of her experience in the new 
field of psychobiology-the investigation 
of how hormones, for example, affect an 
inclividual's behavior. 

"As soon as 1 got to this place," 
Gunnar says from her office in the Insti
tute of Child Development, "I knew this 
was where 1 wanted to be. This was the 
job 1 was hoping and praying for. 1 
wanted either a really good place that was. 
comfortable with being good and clidn' t 
eat assistant professors for breakfast, or a 
second-level scho I that was satisfied with 
being second level. When 1 got here, of 
course 1 preferred the first level over the 
second level. This was it, what 1 had been 
looking for all along." 

The institute has been at the top of the 
child psychology field for the past 25 
years . Ever since it wa founded in 1925, 
it has been recognized for the cellence 
of its profe rs and tudents. When Uni
versity Pre ident Kenneth H. Keller offers 

ample f departments that have the 
kind of high quality he want to achieve 
thr ugh ut the University, the In titute of 
Child Developmen t is alway on the list. 

For one thing, the institute passes the 
"walking through the airport test." That, 
j kes William Gardner, dean of the C 1-

lege of Education, is the number of times 
a dean hears a faculty member's name 
dropped in an airport . '1t inclicates the 
contacts you have," Gardner says. "And 
one of the things people always seem to 
know about Minnesota is the institute and 
the quality of its research ." 

Other signs are apparent. "Hardly a 
year goes by but some member of the 
institute's faculty gets nominated for a 
teaching award," Gardner says. The most 
prestigious journal in child psychology, 
Child Development, is eclited at the insti
tute. Faculty and former tudents of the 
institute get more than their fair share of 
professional awards. 

o ratings are available for child psy
chology programs. Instead, people look at 
inclicators such as the number of times a 
department's research is cited by other 
researchers, an inclication that research is 
setting the pace and directing the inquiry 
of a whole field . ot only is the in titute's 
citation record among the best anywhere, 
people are still citing work that appeared 
30, 40, even 50 years ago . 

hen W . Andrew C llins, pre ent 
clirector of the in titute, finished graduate 
chool in 1971, he already knew many of 

the institute' faculty and Ph.D. graduates 
without ever having met them . Theirs 
were the names in the t tb ks and the 
research paper footnotes . C llins grew up 
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in Alabama and went to school in Califor
nia, but wanted to work in Minnesota 
"primarily because it is irresistible when 
you're asked to come to the best unit of 
its kind in the country, " he says with a 
faint southern accent. 

Why is Minnesota possibly the best 
place in the nation for faculty and stu
dents interested in child development 
research? What elements make up a great 
department? At least in the institute's case, 
it seems to come down to the right people 
being involved in the right organization at 
the right times . 

True, the beginning was rather 
chancy . Who would have 
expected a Des Moines, Iowa, 
matron-Cora Bussey Hillis

to found the field of child development 
research? Hillis wasn't a psychologist, but 
she was a good lobbyist. She convinced 
the Iowa legislature to fund the Child 
Welfare Research Station by arguing that 
if the state could help farmers raise better 
corn, it could help parents raise better 
children. The Iowa model was propagated 
by the Rockefeller Memorial, which pro
vided the funds to start a similar research 
effort at Minnesota in 1925. 

The first two people hired at the new 
institute set the tone for the next 30 years . 
They were director John E. Anderson and 
researcher par excellence Florence Good
enough. By all accounts, they were very 
different people. Yet they both set high 
standards by their personal example . 
'Their values were clear in everything 
they did," says Professor Emerita Mildred 
Templin, who worked under both Ander
son and Goodenough . 

Anderson was a naysayer- a critic 
who demanded that faculty and students 
prove to him the worthiness of their 
research. "But he was always able to 
criticize the work without criticizing the 
person," says Templin . "We have been 
able to do that as long as I've been here ." 

Goodenough, a superb and exacting 
researcher, expected no less from her 
students . While cleaning out a file , Tem
plin found a letter Goodenough had writ
ten to a student who had finally had her 
much-revised thesis accepted. "I know I've 
been hard on you," Goodenough wrote, 
'but I didn't want you to make a puff 
when I knew you could make a bang." 

Templin still relishes the line. "That's 
what I mean," she says. "They were hard 
people, and yet not ." 

From the start, the institute gained a 
national reputation for its research , but 
by the 1950s quality dropped noticeably. 
Goodenough and Anderson had retired; 
the whole field of child development was 
in doldrums, casting about for new 
research directions . The institute was in 
danger of sliding to second-rate status. 

Then came the institute's third director, 
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Harold Stevenson. (Stevenson, now at 
Michigan, recently made national head
lines with his study of the math skills of 
Japanese children .) Stevenson decided the 
institute must, to use a familiar word , 
focus on what it did best: research and 
teaching. The institute still had "exten
sion" functions left over from the agricul
ture research station model. It produced a 
weekly television show, for example, and 
ran a clinic for children with behavioral 
problems. 

Rather than directly helping parents 
and children, Stevenson said, the institute 
should do the research that allows profes
sionals to give better advice and help . 
Ignoring the first rule of organizations, 
Protect Thy Functions, Stevenson elimi
nated the extension efforts. 

Seeing colleagues depart is never easy, 
but people at the institute pulled together 
because of Stevenson's vision of what the 
place could be. During the next ten years, 
it was to become undisputably the top 
place in the nation for developmental 
child psychology. 

One of the first people Stevenson hired 
was Willard Hartup, who would succeed 
Stevenson as director. "It was a lot of fun 
to help put together a faculty," Hartup 
recalls . 'They came from all over. One of 
our guiding principles was to assemble a 
group of people who were working on a 
variety of topics , using a variety of 
approaches . The commitment to breadth 
was taken quite seriously . The range of 
perspectives among colleagues is one of 
the things I've always liked about this 
place ." 

When the Rockefeller Memorial started 
the institute, it was careful to set up an 
independent organization . The fear was 
that the institute might be absorbed by a 
big department - psychology, for exam
ple- and the mission of the place would 
get lost. 

For more than twenty years, the 
institute was freestanding . It 
has since chosen to affiliate 
with the College of Education 

and functions as a department of the 
college. But it is largely autonomous. Its 
small size- currently it has only fourteen 
faculty members- allows for a remark
ably democratic decision-making process. 

"Assistant professors have as much 
voice here as full professors," says Har
tup, one of the most senior professors on 
the staff. His office is next door to Megan 
Gunnar's, one of the most junior mem
bers . Although there is a 30-year differ
ence in their ages and their research 
interests are fairly separate, they've col
laborated on one study . "I consult with 
her probably five times a day on one 
thing or another, " Hartup says. "That is 
just common here ." 

When Gunnar had her job interview, 

she was especially struck by "the decer "'I 
of the place." Even with their differ 1t 
interests, the faculty members seerr ·d 
united , she says. "I didn't get the s ' .e 
that I got at a few other places, tha t 1e 
faculty was divided into factions " ,d 
camps." 

w hen Gunnar arrived )n 
campus, her colleagl. S 

did everything they could 
to help her succeed. HM

tup invited her to collaborate on a projed, 
and she was given a fairly light teaching 
load to help her get her research efforts 
started. "People were willing to give me 
not only their course syllabi if I was gOIng 

to be teaching, but their course notes," 
she says. 'When I was writing grants, 
people were willing to read them and even 
give me copies of their grants to use as 
models . That's extremely helpful when 
you're trying to write your first grant. 

"Another thing that was helpful IS that 
the faculty does a review every year for 
all the assistant professors. From the first 
year, there was discussion of how I was 
doing on teaching and publications. Clear 
feedback ." 

Another colleague, AI Yonas, thinks 
the institute is the ideal size because 
"people can look each other in the eye 
across a table and make decisions ." But, 
Yonas cautions, such independence back
fires if a faculty loses touch with the rest 
of the University and with professionals 
in the community . " When you have 
departments this small, you need another 
structure to bring people with common 
interests together." Yonas works with Wil
liam B. Thompson, a University computer 
scientist exploring infant perception . How 
do we learn how to see? By what proc 
do infants learn concepts like "closer," 
"farther away ," " three-dimensiona l' 7 
Thompson believes the same concepts can 
be useful for his work on robot vision. 
How do you program a computer "to 
see" ? Infants provide the most basic 
human system for testing the process. 

By necessity , Gunnar works with 
Medical School researchers on her hormo
nal studies. The biology of individual 
behavior is a new area for the institute, 
and she needs more feedback than her 
institute colleagues can provide . Her 
research on infants at University Hospi tal 
who are undergoing stresses like weighing, 
blood sampling, and circumcision, t ts 
infants' saliva for the h rmone cortisol. 
The hormone helps the body re p nd to 
stress by getting sugar into th blo d-

Child 's play is work at the Institute of Child OevelJp
ment. Faculty members pictured from top, clockWise, 
are Megan Gunnar, William Charlesworth, Ann Pick, 
Shirley Moore, Herbert Pick, Jr., June Tapp, James 
Morgan, AI Yonas, W. Andrew Collins, and L. A an 
Sroufe. Not pictured are Leonard Breslow, WIII1fd 
Hartup, Michael Maratsos, and Mildred Templin. 
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stream. 
The institute partidpates in two centers 

that provide a more formal basis for inter
disciplinary give-and-take: the Center for 
Research in Human Learning, based in the 
psychology department, and the Center for 
Early Education and Development, which 
brings together faculty from medidne, edu
cation, and home economics. At the Center 
for Early Education and Development, the 
Bush Foundation provides a fellowship pro
gram for bringing community practitioners 
to campus, where they attend seminars, 
work with researchers, and take new knowl
edge back to their jobs. 

At any major university, the 
litany of "research, teaching, 
and service" is used to describe 
its mission. In the best depart

ments, the three elements seem to come 
together naturally . Although the institute 
formally eliminated its extension function 
to concentrate on research, service and 
involvement in the community still occur. 
"Service is something that just happens," 
Yonas says. 

From its start in 1925, the institute has 
run the laboratory Nursery School. In 
addition to serving 100 children a year: it 
trains teachers of young children and 
provides a living lab for research studies
some 22 were conducted at the school last 
year. The school, which has a curriculum 
based on discovery and guided explora
tion, has a long waiting list and randomly 
selects its students. 

Research, teaching, and service also 
come together at the institute's University 
Child Care Center, which helps serve the 
day-care needs of families of University 
employees. During the past year, research
ers conducted projects on curiosity, mem
ory, motor responses, sodalization, and 
conflict resolution. Student teachers get 
training, and children get some of the 
highest-quality day care anywhere. 

Good research on child development is 
bound to have applications in the com
munity. But does good research necessar
ily mean good teaching? "Good-quality 
teaching is essential," says director Col
lins , who has won three University 
awards for his teaching. Before a faculty 
member is granted tenure in the institute, 
students are surveyed to help determine 
the individual's ability for teaching, advis
ing, collaborating with students on 
research, and providing mentorship . 

"I don't think you could find a place 
anywhere that is considered number one 
in its field where high-quality teaching 
isn ' t just as available as high-quality 
research," says Hartup . 

Good departments are recognized as 
much by their students' accomplishments 
as by faculty research. A list of the 
institute's alumni reads like a Who 's Who 
of child development. 'We get students 
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from all over the country, and they are 
some of the best students in psychology 
you can find anywhere, " Hartup says. 
'When professionals visit this place, they 
go away absolutely gaga about the quality 
of the students-and it's been that way 
for 25 years." 

Few University departments offer 
undergraduates more research opportuni
ties than the institute. Research involving 
infants is often labor intensive, and fac
ulty welcome undergraduate help . "It isn't 
like high-tech stuff where you need a 
Ph.D. before they let you use the cyclo
tron," says AI YO(las, who relies on 
student help for his infant perception 
experiments. "Frequently, undergraduates 
who work with me doing senior projects 
or research for their honors thesis end up 
with publishable research . And we help 
them publish it." 

Last year there were 195 undergraduate 
majors in child psychology. To help give 
students more personal attention, the 
institute has set up a peer advising office. 
Each student has a faculty adviser, but the 
peer office, staffed by undergraduate vol
unteers , provides walk-in service for 
everyday problems. 

Teaching is considered important 
enough that it is a formal part of gradu
ate-student training at the institute. All 
graduate students are required to teach a 
section of an introductory course in devel
opmental psychology to undergraduate 
volunteers, who prefer the small group 
setting to hearing the regular faculty lec
ture in a huge hall . A faculty member 
helps each graduate student plan lectures 
and provides feedback on technique. 

What kind of price tag comes with an 
excellent department? What's the invest
ment? 

The institute's total budget is about $2 
million a year, of which the University 
pays 56 percent. The professors raise 38 
percent of it by winning federal grants. 
The remaining 6 percent comes from pri
vate sources, endowment interest, and 
Graduate School research funds . 

Salaries? The institute is competitive 
but can't claim to lure faculty with high 
salaries. In spite of "raids" by other uni
versities that are often able to offer more 
money, the institute has kept its quality. 

Facilities? The institute's laboratories 
have aged badly. Research space is at a 
premium. Housed in one of the oldest 
buildings on campus, the institute raised 
its own money for an addition. The only 
state money was for an elevator shaft-a 
requirement of OSHA. 

Research funds? No state monies go to 
institute research . Faculty compete for 
federal grants to fund research. 

"If you compare us to other units 
around the country, I would say that we 
are underfunded by the state," Hartup 
says. "The only way the state can be said 
to fund us generously is that there are 

more child psychologists here than a' y 
great university needs. 

'Well, why keep them here? You k£ p 
them because what they're prodUd 'g, 
their output, justifies it. " 

More than 75 individuals, not includ
ing undergraduates, are doing schola Iy 
work at the institute. last year they gave 
65 presentations at professional conf f

ences, had 39 papers published, and h ld 
another 41 papers accepted for publica
tion . Yet numbers of papers, when used 
to evaluate faculty and students, aren't 
nearly as important as the impact of he 
work. "The department has always clearly 
communicated that faculty are expected 
to do important research here, " Yonas 
says. 

T he expectation is that faculty 
will forge new directions In 

research. A former graduate 
student, now a clinical psychol

ogist in the Twin Cities, once described 
the result to Yonas: "ThIS is the place 
where trends in the field start. Somebody 
here gets an interest in something-five 
years later there will be a new area of 
study in that interest. What you guys are 
doing here ends up leading the field ." 

It's no accident, Hartup believes, that 
the institute thrived in the Midwest. "Chil
dren, as an object of scientific study, 
haven't always appealed to some of the 
older, more conservative institutions in 
the country," he says. "But it fits with the 
Midwest's idea that we human beings can 
change the way we live. We can study 
values and behavior because they 're 
important if we want to change the way 
we live. If we want to improve our 
society, we need better information about 
what human beings are like. How do you 
get better information? Well, you use the 
methods of science." 

Ethics, like quality work and a belief 
in the validity of the enterprise, get passed 
along. Talented faculty and students are 
encouraged to reach their potential . 

"We've had institutions come in and 
say they're going to buy professors from 
the institute-and they've done that, " says 
education dean Gardner. 'What shows 
you're really good is if you can reach 
down to your junior ranks and find 
someone who will become as good as or 
better than the person who left . If you see 
the loss of an individual as a cataclysm, 
an eruption of Mount Vesuvius that buries 
you, then you probably weren't as good 
as you thought you were. But if you see 
it as an opportunity to bring along some
one who is going to be better than the 
person who left, that's an indication of a 
class act. 

"That's the way the institute works." 

Paul Dienhart is editor of the alum Ii 
edition of Update . 
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summary of some 

_'esearch milestones of the 
stitute of Child Development 

_975: Bad Guys Wear Black Hats 

By the late 19605, the first TV generation 
had begun to enter the adult world . It was 
the time of hippies and protests, of drop
ping out and tuning in . A lot of people 
wondered if tuning into television was 
responsible for some of the kids' aliena
tion. Studying the effects of television on 
children became a hot research topic. W. 
Andrew Collins, present director of the 
institute, was one of the early researchers 
who studied the impact of TV on children . 
He and his students explored how children 
of different ages understood typical pro
grams. They found , for example, that 
seven-year-olds pick up fewer plot details 
and are less likely to recognize "bad guys" 
than eleven-year-olds. Furthermore, the 
younger children were more likely to 
mistake "bad guys" for "good guys" and 
unitate their actions. When Collins pro
vided reminders of program clues that 
indicate that the character is bad, the 
seven-year-olds reacted much like the 
eleven-year-olds. 

1969: How Johnny Remembers 

Almost all children have heard their par
ents say, "But I've told you 100 times. 
Why can't you remember?" In the late 
1960s, John Flavell, then a professor at 
the institute, discovered why children 
have memory clifficulties. 

One tool for memory is a mnemonic
a word, symbol, rhyme, or other short
hand device we use in remembering. Flav
ell discovered that young children are still 
learning the trick of using mnemonics. 
When he asked seven-year-olds to remem
ber a series of pictures, they typically 
mouthed silently the names of the objects 
m the pictures ("flag," "pipe," "ball"), but 
four-year-olds did not. By the time chil
dren reach age ten they no longer have to 
mouth the names, but silently use the 
names to remember the objects. 

Flavell found that when adults 
reminded the children to repeat the names 

f the pictured objects , their recall 
Improved. 

His research demonstrated for the first 
lime that memory development consists 
largely of a regular improvement in the 
lbility to spontaneously produce the 

ords or symbols that help us remember . 

1957: Language and Sound 

[he mystery of how we learn language 

has intrigued people for centuries. Any 
research done since the mid-19SOs on 
children's language development is likely 
to cite the work of Mildred Templin, 
professor emerita in the institute. 

Carefully selecting hundreds of chil
dren for a perfect age distribution, Tem
plin followed their articula tion 
development from ages three to five . The 
result was the most extensive study ever 
produced of the articulation, sound dis
crimination , sentence structure, and 
vocabulary of normal children. These 
norms have provided a benchmark for 
researchers and speech clinicians through
out the world . 

The Templin-Darley Tests for evaluat
ing children's sound discrimination and 
articulation, which Templin developed in 
collaboration with Fredric Darley, have 
been widely used for more than 40 years . 

In the late 1940s and early 1950s, the 
institute was responsible for developing 
many tests and normative studies. "People 
used to call us the Institute of Forms and 
Norms," Templin recalls. 

1930: Anger in Young Children 
Florence Goodenough ("Goody" to her 
colleagues and students) was one of the 
first faculty members appointed to the 
institute. She did pioneering research on 
how emotions, particularly anger, develop 
in children. After more than 50 years, her 
work continues to influence research. 

Using the unusual method of asking 
mothers to keep diaries describing their 
children's angry outbursts, Goodenough 
discovered that by age one, children 
clearly experience anger, but in an unfo
cused way. The onset of language greatly 
changes the nature of the displays . Even 
so , outbursts among preschoolers are 
shorter and unaccompanied by the "after 
reactions" that linger among older chil
dren when the initial flash of anger has 
passed. Most important, Goodenough's 
work indicated ways for parents to deal 
with their children's anger . Reasoning 
with the child, for example, was found tb 
be ineHective in ending an angry outburst 
but was likely to help decrease future 
bouts of anger. 

1961: The Great Predictor 

Now it is generally accepted that a child's 
ability to get along with other children is 
a better indicator of future mental health 
than measures like intelligence or school 
achievement. Studies by institute profes
sor Merrill Roff in the 1950s and 19605 
were among the first to reveal this rela
tionship. 

Roff studied a large group of individu
als who, during their elementary school 
years, had been referred to community 
agencies for treatment of behavior prob
lems. Some of the children were relatively 
well liked and had good social skills . 
Others were disliked by their peers. RoEf 

followed these individuals through records 
from schools, the armed services, and 
mental health agencies. He found that the 
group with poor peer relations as children 
had more conduct problems, emotional 
disorders, unstable work histories, and 
other emotional difficulties in early adult
hood. A child experiencing rejection and 
failure in relationships with other children 
can often look forward to unhappiness as 
an adult. 

1979: Friendship 

Willard Hartup, currently a professor in 
the institute , has devoted more than 
twenty years to examining the quality of 
friendship in children. A child without 
friends is likely to have problems with 
emotional and social development. 

Friendship involves a special relation
ship. Friends are more talkative, emotion
ally expressive, and active in exploring the 
world than nonfriends . Conflicts among 
friends are as frequent as conflicts among 
nonfriends but are more likely to involve 
compromise and negotiation. 

Hartup has found that friendships dif
fer according to the ages of children. An 
intriguing finding is that shy youngsters 
become more outgoing and socially active 
after becoming friendly with a younger 
child. 

1986: Why Me? 
Some people grow up to be secure, empa
thetic, well-adjusted adults. Others strug
gle all their lives with insecurities that 
may make them abrasive bullies or oblig
ing victims in their relationships with 
people. Why? What makes me me? 

L. Alan Sroufe is one of the nation's 
leading advocates of the importance of 
the early relationship between parents and 
child-the first years of life-in defining 
the self. For more than ten years he has 
tracked the development of a large sample 
of children. He's made uncannily correct 
forecasts of the future behavior of these 
children based on parent-child relation
ships during the first two years. When 
completed, the study will have data on 
the development of these children's per
sonalities from birth to adulthood. 

For example, why are some children 
hyperactive? Sroufe found little relation
ship between fussy, active infants and 
later hyperactivity. But if parental care 
was "intrusive," that is, if parents showed 
little sensitivity to their baby's mood teas
ing an upset child-a childhood of hyper
activity became more likely. 

Sroufe's research goes against the grain 
of the currently popular view that we're 
all programmed by molecules in our 
brains to have certain personalities. We 
are not born to be failures or successes 
good or bad people, Sroufe's work indi~ 
cates. Parents may have a greater oppor
tunity than they ever thought possible to 
influence their children's lives. 
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Time Line 1851 1863 18 , 

Research by Sharon Grimes. Marcy 
Sherriff. and Alia Yunis. Design by 
Barbara Redmond Design. 
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1851: The Minnesota legisla
ture and Territorial Gover
nor Alexander Ramsey 
reserve land for the creation 
of a university and elect a 
board of regen ts, seven 
years before Minnesota 
became a state. 

1851: School opens with an 
enrollment of twenty stu
dents with tuition rates of 
$4, $5, and $6 a quarter. 

1858: The University's first 
building, Old Mai n, opens, 
but poor economic condi
tions and the impending 
Civil War close the school 
six months later. O ld Main 
becomes a refuge for squat
ters, turkeys, and wood 
split ters and is considered 
fo r use as an insane asylum. 

1863: John Sargent Pill bury, 
proprietor of a hardware 
store who will become the 
University's first major ben
efactor , is appointed a 
regent and subsequently 
elected to the state senate, 
assuming clear duty to res
cue the University . 

1867: Aft r selling more than 
15,000 acres of land and 
absolving itself of all debts, 
the University reopens with 
one student enrolled . 
Attendance grows to 30 and 
reaches 72 by year-end , 
including 16 women . 

1868: At Pillsbury's urging, 
the University is reorganized 
to incorporate land-gra nt 
funds , with the condition 
that an agricultural coli ge 
and experimental farm be 
established. 

1869: Will iam Watts Folwell 
is elected president and pro
fe or of mathematics; the 
faculty number eight. 

1870: Enrollment increa ~ 
300 ; all students at e 
chapel and five classes 
morning, with af(ernol)n4 
left for work and study 
University's one buildin, 
no ventilation , no 
room , and the most 
mentary laboratory 
ties. 

1875: A special lecture 
for farmers is int 
doe not become 
until the early 188Ds 
instruction i condensed 
a four-wee\... ssion . 

1880: The first ma 
degree is awarded. 



1881: The University 
.cquires Old Bass Farm on 
Como Road as a site for 
improved agricultural edu
cation, establishing the St. 
Paul campus. Pr ident Fol
well proposes to abandon 
the present campus and 
move the University to Lake 
Minnetonka . Professor WiI

Pike creates the first 
nigh t cI asses. 

are 

The first Ph . D . is 
.a~v"nrlprl · the first Gopher is 

and the Sch I f 
i established, 

of its kind in the 

1889: When the legislature 
considers a resolution to sep
arate the state university and 
agricultural college, John S. 
Pillsbury , then governor , 
pledges from his personal 
resources the money to build 
a comprehensive cience 
hall , asking for assurance 
that the University will 
remain a single institution 
and beginning the tradition 
of private support. 

1890: Enrollment urpasses 
1,000, and seven buildings 
are in u e . 

1891: Pr ident Northrop 
defends a move to make the 
agricultural pr gram c edu
cati nal. 

1894: Summer school opens 
with courses in agriculture 
and home economics for 
women. Poet and play
wright Arthur Upson enrolls 
as a student; although he 
does not complete his degree 
requirements, he is awarded 
a degree after publication of 
a volume of poetry . He 
returns to the University in 
1906 to teach English . 

1 95 : With the financial 
assistance of James J. Hill, 
the orthwest Experiment 
Station is established at 
Crookston; enrollment is 
2,171; John S. Pillsbury is 
made a regent for life. 

1897: The legislature decides 
to admit women to full 
courses of study on equal 
terms with men . Central 
heating and electric light 
plants are installed on the 
St. Paul campus. 

1 98: Cheerleading is 
founded on the University 
campus. 

1900: The Minnesota Daily 
i established, and the statue 
of John . Pillsbury is un
veiled . Theophilu Halker, a 
dairy researcher, writes 
Experimellt Station Bulletin 
#67, a pocket-sized manual of 
feeding standards for dairy 
cows. Because of his research, 
he comes to be regarded as 
the father of the creamery 
movemer,t. Henry William , 
during the first of his 22 ears 
a coach, leads the f tball 
team to an undefeated season 
and a tie for the champi n
ship with Iowa. In William ' 
first six sea n , Minnesota 
wins all but 7 of its 70 games, 
3 ending in ties. 

1901: A former regent, John 
Giffillan, gives the Univer
sity a 550,000 trust fund to 
be used for loans or grants 
for deserving students. 

1902: Emil Oberhoffer comes 
to teach music at the Univer
sity, and subsequently, as 
the first conductor, helps to 
establish the 1inneapolis 
Symphony Orchestra (fore
runner to the Minnesota 
Orchestra) . 

1904: Old ain i destro ed 
b fire . The Minne ota 
Alumni Ass dation i incor
p rated a graduates realize 
their responsibility for the 
University' welfar . 
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1905 . 1911 1914 19]flr; 
1905: The Graduate School 
is organized. As a memorial 
to her husband , Mrs . Elliot 
gives the University 
$114,000 to establish a hos
pital , the first university 
facility combining teaching, 
research, and public service. 

1907: Alumni mount a cam
paign before the legislature 
and secure an increase of 
$105,000 for raising faculty 
salaries nearly 30 percent. A 
field station for the School 
of Forestry is established in 
Itasca State Park. 

1909: The School of Nursing 
is established, the first in the 
nation to be located on a 
university campus . 
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1911: George Edgar Vincent 
becomes president and gives 
the University its first formal 
budget, after the treasurer 
claims that en route to the 
bank , he was robbed of 
$14,000 of the University's 
money. The football team, 
with a record of 7-0, claims 
the Midwest championship. 

1913: The General Extension 
Division is created, offering 
night classes and correspond
ence courses and sponsoring 
lectures and entertainment. 

1914: Edmund Morris Mor
gan , a Duluth attorney , 
joins the Law School faculty 
and introduces a course in 
the practice of law, the first 
of its kind to be offered by 
any American institution . 

1914: Elmer Edgar Stoll, to 
become recognized interna
tionally as the greatest of 
living Shakespeare scholars, 
joins the English faculty and 
teaches at the University for 
30 years. 

1917: Psychologi st Ka! 
Lashly comes to teach 
Minnesota, where he 
and publishes a ser 
research papers on np,n;""",., 
Ism that form the 
his significant 
to the field. 

1918: UniverSity Pre~1 
Marion Burton promotes 
"Comprehensive Buddl 
Program" that eventually 
develops Northrop Mall and 
the buildings surrounding It. 

1919: The College of Educa 
tion is selected as th 
res arch station for the 
eral Bureau of Education 
its model teacher training 
and certification requirement 
programs. 

1920: A $2 milli n campaign 
among alumni is laun hed 
to build an auditorium lnd 
stadium. 



I • 

; 1922 1930 1937 1941 
1922: The University's work 
on the Red Wing electrifica
tion project establishes the 
firs t rural electrical line in 
the c0untry, setting a pat
tern for expanding electrical 
service to farmers and 
Improving rural living con
ditions. 

1922: As a memorial to her 
husband, Mrs . George 
Chase Christian gives the 
UniversIty $250,000 to build 
and equip a hospital for the 
study and treatment of can
cer. 

1923: Wilham Eu tis , a 
leader in business and politi
cal affairs, makes the fir t of 
a senes of gifts to the Uni
versity to help care for 
handicapped children . His 
con tributions will e ceed 
S1.5 million. 

1924: The University receives 
a $350,000 gift from the 
estate of William Murphy, 
publisher of the Minneapolis 
Tribune, for the creation of 
a school of journalism. By 
the time Murphy Hall was 
built and the school started 
in 1942, the contributed 
endowment had nearly dou
bled. The school grew 
qUIckly both in quality and 
number of students, winning 
full accreditation in 1949. 

19 29: Northrop Mem rial 
Auditorium open , still 
today a center for cultural 
activity for the Twin Citi s, 
spon ring the "Nutcracker 
Fantasy," N rthr p Dance 
Series, and a wid variety f 
other p rf rmances. 

1930: University College 
opens for unusual and supe
rior students who wish to 
pursue nontraditional curri
cula . 

1932: Bernie Bierman, cap
tain and halfback of the 
1915 football team, returns 
to the University to coach 
the Gophers through their 
golden years, winning six 
conference titles and four 
national championships in 
eight seasons. 

1933: The University creates 
a student aid plan, the first 
effort of its kind in the 
United States . 

1936: To answer a need for 
further professional educa
tion, a center for continuing 
study is created and becomes 
immediately succe sful , 
enrolling 400 men and 
women during its first four 
months . 

1937: The first calf in the 
country born through artifi
cial insemination is delivered 
on the St. Paul campus. 

1939: Ernest Lawrence, a 
1923 graduate , wins the 

obel Prize in physics for 
developing the cyclotron 
and conducting research on 
atomic structures and trans
mutation . 

1940: Physics professor 
Alfred ier establishes that 
U-235 is responsible for slow 
fj ion in uranium, identify
ing parts of the element nec
essary for creating the first 
nuclear bomb. 

1941: rman Borlaug, win
ner f the obel Peace Prize, 
graduates from the College 
of For try . 

1941: Bruce Srruth, captain 
of the football team, wins 
the all-American Heisman 
Trophy. 

1946: St . Anthony Falls 
Hydraulic Laboratory is 
founded , establishing the 
University as a world leader 
in water resources and 
hydraulics research. 

1949: eal Amundson 
becomes head of the depart
ment of chemical engineer
ing and materials science, 
leading it to top ranking in 
the country. 

1954: The world first open
heart urgery i performed 
b Dr. C. a1t n Ullehei at 
the University ' ariet 
Club Heart Ho pita!. 
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1954: Nutritionist Jane Lei
chsenring wins the presti
gious Borden Award for her 
work in fundamental studies 
in nutrition and experimen
tal foods . 

1955: University alumni Har
r ison Salisbury , Moscow 
correspondent for the New 
York Times, and Eric Sevar
eid, correspondent and ana
lyst for CBS, receive the 
O utsta nding Achievement 
Award for distinguished 
alumni. 

1956: Walter Brattain , '27, 
a nd faculty members win 
the Nobel Prize in physics 
for inventing the transistor . 
W. B. Shockley and John 
Bardeen receive a second 
Nobel Prize in 1972; a total 
of twelve prizes have been 
awarded to University 
alumni or faculty members. 

1958: C. Walton Lillehei asks 
Medtronic to design a bat
tery-operated pacemaker for 
the heart. 
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1958: The University 
acquires the first 160 acres 
of today's 630-acre Minne
sota Landscape Arboretum, 
a public learning and dem
onstration area and horticul
tural laboratory . 

1961 : Melvin Calvin , '35 , 
wins the Nobel Prize in 
chemistry for his work in 
determining the chemical 
reactions that occur when a 
plant assimilates carbon 
dioxide. 

1962: Minnesota wins the 
Rose Bowl 21-3 over UCLA. 

1962: A group of University 
alumni and friends meet to 
create the University of Min
nesota Foundation, a non
profit corporation dedicated 
to generating private sup
port for the University . 

1963: University Theatre 
Director Frank "Doc" Whit
ing persuades Sir Tyrone 
Guthrie to locate his reper
tory company in the Twin 
Citie . 

1965: The Board of Regents 
establishes the title Regents' 
Professor to recognize the 
University's most outstand
ing faculty members, and 
alumni and friends establi h 
a Foundation endowment 
fund to grant stipends to the 
awardees . 

1966: The University bestows 
an honorary degree on 
alumnus Hubert Humphrey . 

1970: Era wheat is developed 
at the University, a highly 
successful variety that 
returns $266 million to the 
Minnesota economy during 
the next decade. 

1975: Music professor Dorr 
inick Argento wins th 
Pulitzer Prize for hiS son 
cycle "From the Diary 0 

Virginia Woolf." 

1976: John Cowles, Sr pr~ 
ident and chair of the bOdr 
of the Minneapolis Star an 
Tribune, presents a 52 mil 
lion gift to the School of 
Journalism and Mass Com 
munication to create th 
Minnesota Journalism Cen 
ter , an endowed facult 
chair in journalism, and 
mid-career fellowship pro 
gram in media management 

1977: University graduate an 
astronaut Donald "Deke' 
Slayton IS the dockmg mndul 
pilot for the Apollo-Soyu
mi ion. 

1977: The one-thousandt 
kidney transplant is per 
formed at University Hospita 
and Oinic, today the world' 
foremost organ tran plan 
center. 

1977: The Hubert H. Hum 
phrey Institute for Publi 
Affairs is created, drawin 
the attention and support 0 

individuals, organizations 
and governments world 
wide . 

1978: More barley i devel 
op d, to becom one f th 
m st widely grown vaneti 
in the United States . 



1979: The University receives 
537.8 million in private sup
port more than any other 
pu blic uni vers ity in the 
country . 

1979: The Microelectronics 
and Informatio n Sciences 
Center IS founded to pro
mote collaborative research , 
education, and technology 
tra nsfer between Industry 
and the Univer ity. Found
Ing partners include Control 
Data Corporation , Honey
well Sperry, and 3M. 

1980: The Uni vers ity is 
selected as the home for the 
Charles Babbage Institute 
for the History of lnfonna
tion Processing, the world 's 
first archives of the comput
ing industry . 

1980: "Matrix," a weekly tel
evision program featur ing 
facult y and student pro
grams, is introduced and 
runs for five years. 

1981 : The first artificial pan
creas, an implantable infu
si n pump devel ped b 
Uni ersity faculty , i u ed 
by a diab tic. 

1982: The Distinguished 
Carlson Lecture Series is 
launched to bring world 
leaders to the University 
campus for public discussion 
of political, social, and eco
nomic ideas; visiting digni
taries include Barry 
Goldwater, Jeane Kirkpa
trick, Coretta Scott King, 
lihan Sadat, Jimmy Carter, 
and Andrew Young. 

1983: The Civil and Mineral 
Engineering Building wins 
the Outstanding Achieve
ment Award from the 
American Society of Civil 
Engineers for its innovative 
"earth scraper" design . 

1984: Kenneth H. Keller i 
appointed interim president 
and develops a vi ionary 
plan called "Commitment to 
Focu " to guide the Univer-
ity toward the goal of 

becoming one of the top five 
public univer ities in the 
country . 

1985: The legislature releases 
the Permanent University 
Fund to the University, a 
S65 million endowment that 
when matched by .private 
gifts will help to establish 
100 or more endowed fac
ulty professorsh ips and 
chairs . 

1986: The Un iversity 
announces the Minnesota 
Campaign , a three-year 
effort to seek 5300 million in 
private gifts to help the Uni
versity excel in teaching , 
research, and public service. 
Alumnus Curtis L. Carlson 
agrees to chair the campaign 
and contributes S2S million 
on behalf of the Carlson 
family. 
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The art of teaching and 
research) according to six 
young and gifted faculty 
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THE STRENGTH OF A UNIVER
sity is in its faculty, and the future 
of a university is in its young 
faculty. As the University of Min
nesota works to become one of the 
top five public universities in the 
country, much of its success will 
depend on the achievements of the 
young men and women now on its 
faculty and those who will be hired 
in the next few years. 

Six faculty members under 40 
years of age were chosen for pro
files. All were recommended by 
their deans or colleagues, and all 
have accomplishments beyond the 
ordinary. 

Nancy Ascher, 37, a caring doc
tor and skillful transplant surgeon, 
is saving lives now and directing 
research to make liver transplants 
even more successful. Serge Rudaz, 
31, has been honored for his 
research on one of the frontiers of 
theoretical physics. Eric Sheppard, 
3S, is challenging some of the tra
ditional ideas in economic geog
raphy and gaining an international 
reputation. Bud Markhart , 34, 
combines his knowledge of plant 
physiology, the computer, and 
genetics to become a leader in his 
department and field. Carol K1ee, 
32, is helping the University make 
the transition to proficiency-based 
foreign language requirements, and 
helping develop one of the most 
innovative language teaching and 
testing programs in the nation . 
James Van Alstine, 37, an award
winning teacher on the Morris 
campus, is sought for his expertise 
on the dangers of a proposed 
nuclear disposal site in western 
Minnesota. 

As outstanding as these six are, 
they are far from being the only 
ones who could have been cho
sen. Dozens of other young fac
ulty were also recommended . 

Research conducted by faculty 
members such as these may offer 
answers to the problems of th 
21st century. The students they 
teach may become leaders in Min
nesota and throughout the world . 
And the prestige they gain for 
their work will contribute to th 
University's own reputation for 
excellence. 



l 

"You have to 
teach it back. 
You can talk 
about adding a 
small brick to 

knowledge, 
and that's 
important, but 
it's only a 
conversation 
with 100 people 
around the 

erge Rudaz 
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Serge 

Rudaz 
By Maureen Smith 

More than most people, even at a univer
sity, a theoretical physicist is someone 
whose job is to think. 

A mind-stretching hour with Serge 
Rudaz is enough to glimpse how good he 
is at thinking. More concrete evidence can 
be found in the awards he has already 
won. At 31 the youngest among the 
young faculty featured in these articles, 
Rudaz is energetic, intense, and quick. 

In 1984 Rudaz won the Presidential 
Young Investigator Award, given by the 
National Science Foundation to outstand
ing young scientists across the country . 
Last year he won the Herzber Medal from 
the Canadian Association of Physicists for 
achievement by a physicist under 38 . 

"He's extremely bright and knowledge
able and has very broad interests. He's 
working on one of the frontiers of phys
ics," says his colleague Stephen Gasiorow
icz, who is writing a book with Rudaz on 
particle physics. 

Elementary particle physics seeks to 
describe the four presently known forces : 
electromagnetic force , the strong force 
that binds the nuclei of atoms, the weak 
nuclear force that is responsible for radio
active decay, and gravity . Rudaz is one of 
the physicists seeking a unified theory to 
combine all four-an immense intellectual 
challenge . "I try to reserve a few hours a 
day where I will just read or think undis
turbed, " he says. "You may not have an 
idea for weeks . You try to find leads, you 
just let your mind wander. Once you have 
an idea, you sit down and pull everything 
together, do calculations." 

In itself, a good idea is not enough for 
a physicist. "Physics is an experimental 
science," Rudaz says. 'We look for theo
ries that are compelling, if not beautiful, 
but also that can be tested . That's what 
distinguishes physics from pure specula
tion ." 

Experimental work in particle physics 
is conducted mostly with accelerators, in 
which protons or atomic nuclei are 
smashed against various targets and split 
into more elementary particles. The most 
elementary particle, the building block of 
other particles, is the quark. Three quarks 
make a proton; a quark and an antiquark 
make a meson. "There are never free 
quarks, and there is no way you can ever 
give enough energy to liberate them," 
Rudaz says. "But we do believe that 
quarks exist, because we can do all sorts 
of experiments that confirm their exist
ence." 

A number of particles that had been 
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predicted for years were found when a 
new accelerator was built at the European 
particle physics research center (CERN) in 
Geneva . "That was a great triumph," says 
Rudaz, who came from CERN to the 
University in the fall of 1981. 

No accelerator can ever be built big 
enough or generate energy great enough 
to test some of the unified theories, but in 
one instant in time, when the universe 
was created with a big bang, those high 
energies were achieved. One path of the 
particle physicists is to "trace the universe 
backwards to the merest fraction of a 
second and, in a sense, postdict," Rudaz 
says. "The universe is not an experiment 
that's repeatable ." 

An example of how theoretical physi
cists lead the way is the search for the 
solution to antimatter. 'We all know 
antimatter exists . We produce it in the 
lab, we store it , we do experiments with 
it," Rudaz says . "But all we see around us 
is matter. We know the moon is not 
antimatter, because astronauts landed on 
it and nothing terrible happened. We 
know the sun isn't antimatter, or the stars 
in our galaxy. We are fairly confident that 
there is no antimatter anywhere to be 
seen." 

The explanation, predicted by theorists 
and then confirmed in the 1970s, is that at 
the beginning of time, a definite mecha
nism produced an asymmetry of matter 
and antimatter . "Early on there was a 
little more matter than antimatter, and 
then all the antimatter annihilated. The 
tiny bit extra of matter is what survives," 
Rudaz says. "This is an instance where 
particle physics gave the insights ." 

One mark of top faculty is the way 
they combine research and teaching. The 
opportunity to do both is what drew 
Rudaz to Minnesota in 1981 when he had 
other job offers . He now spends about 
half of his time on each. After developing 
a graduate course, he taught his first 
undergraduate course this year. 

"1 got into physics because I was inter
ested in finding out about the structure of 
matter, but you cannot just do that," he 
says. "You have to teach it back. 

"You can talk about adding a small 
brick to the edifice of knowledge, and 
that's important, but it's only a conversa
tion with 100 people around the world 
who have the same interest. What's really 
worthwhile is to communicate what you 
know to students. " 

Quarks and cosmic collisions are a long 
way from everyday musings, but good 
work in theoretical physics takes some
thing akin to common sense, says fellow 
physicist Gasiorowicz. "That's an impor
tant quality that he has, that the good 
people in the field have to have ." 

Maureen Smith is the editor of the fac
ulty/ staff edition of Update . 

Carol 

Klee 
By Pamela LaVigne 

The office is odd . Were it an apartment, 
it would be described as "garden level." A 
light switch starts the clock, but it's turned 
off because the second hand scrapes mer
cilessly . Muffled explosions from the 
plumbing in the women's room on the 
other side of the wall punctuate every 
conversation. 

But Carol K1ee isn't complaining. Her 
eyes, ears, and energy are tuned else
where . K1ee (rhymes with key) directs 
undergraduate language instruction in 
Spanish and Portuguese. The position had 
been vacant for three years when she to k 
it over in the fall of 1985. 

'What has impressed all of us here i 
her enormous degree of professionalism 
for someone who's really only in h r 
second year in the tenure track," say. 
department chair Connie Sullivan . "Ev 
during the interview, she surprised us witl 
her easy collegiality and tremendous gras 

of the field ." 
Knowing a language involves four 

component skills, Klee explains: listening, 
speaking, reading, and writing. Gone are 
the days when studying a foreign language 
meant practicing drills as a class. Today 
the emphasis is on using language func
tionally . Questions and e ercises are 
designed for students ' indiv idual 
responses, "so they're actually using the 
structure to express their own experience," 
Klee says. 

The University has made another 
change in foreign language classes: stu
dents entering the College of Liberal Arts 
(CLA) in the fall of 1986, and thereafter, 
must demonstrate their proficiency in each 
of the four skills to fulfill graduation 
requirements. The switch to proficiency
based requirements is what attracted her 
to Minnesota, K1ee says. "It is an incredi
bly innovative program. It will focus 
attention on Minnes ta as a center for 
innovation in language teaching and test
ing." The Univer ity of Pennsylvania is 
the only other university to have compe
tency testing in s me foreign languages as 
a graduation requirement. 

"Our goal in CLA is to have students 
finish their BA degree with enough profi
ciency so that they can survive in the 

native country," Klee says. 'We're really 
going to be accountable, and our T As 
[teaching assistants] are go ing to be 
accountable. It puts more pressure on the 
program and on us to perform." 

Showing teaching assistants how to 
develop students' proficiency in each skill 
area is Klee's top responsibility. She began 
by teaching a week-long workshop for all 
TAs before fall quarter. For TAs who 
were new in the fall of 1984 and 1985, she 
also taught a fall-quarter graduate course 
in teaching methods and theories of sec
ond-language acquisition. She observed 
every T A in the classroom and also video
taped those in the methods class while 
they taught a short lesson. 

Since some of her graduate student 
T As had already been teaching as long a 
three years, they might have resisted her 
training sessions. Not so. "She's done 
beautifully with it," says Sullivan. "The 
whole department has noticed that we 
don 't have problems." 

"She's the one who has totally put this 
teaching for proficiency on its feet ," says 
T A and Ph.D. candidate Pat Corcoran. 
"She started at zero and it's a 100 or 1,000 
percent change, and it's working. It's 
almost a revolution in our department a 
far as teaching goes." 

"It is an 
incredibly 
innovative 
program. It will 
focus attention 
on Minne ota as 
a center for 
innovation in 
language 
teaching and 
testing." 
Carol Klee 
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Even the critiques get high marks from 
the students. Says TA Joanne Peltonen: 
"If she does have a criticism, she tries to 
give it so that you don't shrink." 

'What she does is pick out your best 
point and then presents that. She just 
helps tremendously," says Corcoran. 

This summer KJee will teach a seminar 
in Spain for the Ortega y Gasset Founda
tion. The focus of the seminar will be 
foreign language testing and will include a 
description of the testing program devel
oped at the University . In addition, KJee 
will codirect a project with a Spanish 
linguist to develop language tests for the 
Spanish government . 

KJee's expertise has landed her on two 
special committees: one to design profi
ciency tests for the University's new lan
guage standards; the other, funded by 
Project Woksape, to develop interactive 
computer programs for developing read
ing skills . Both groups meet once a week, 
and in both she works with education 
professor Dale Lange, a specialist in for
eign language curriculum and instruction 
on the Twin Cities campus. KJee was 
"drafted" for these assignments, he says, 
because she is one of roughly 50 people 
nationally who are trained and licensed to 
give an "oral interview" to test spoken 
language skill. 

"I see a lot of enthusiasm [from Carol] 
for this work," says Lange. "I think it's 
remarkable that she continues to function 
with a very heavy load, and function very 
well." She uses her expertise "to inform 
others, to help others think." 

KJee's curiosity about languages began 
in her family . Her mother's parents grew 
up speaking Italian and worked exten
sively helping other Italian immigrants get 
settled in this country. Her father's parents 
spoke German at home. "r always regret
ted, given this rich linguistic heritage, that 
r could never learn those languages [in 
school]," she says. 

The closest she could get was Spanish, 
which she started taking in second grade 
and kept up through high school and 
college. She completed undergraduate 
work at the College of Wooster in Ohio, 
where Pablo Valencia, "a master teacher 
of languages and linguistics," pointed her 
toward the University of Texas at Austin 
for graduate work. There she earned a 
master 's degree in Spanish and Latin 
American literature and switched to His
panic linguistics for doctoral study. 

KJee's research focuses on sociolinguis
tics: how people use language in society . 
Bilingualism especially interests her-why 
people maintain a second language in the 
home, for example, in face of a dominant 
language elsewhere in the community. She 
completed fieldwork for her Ph .D. thesis 
in a small border town in the Rio Grande 
Valley of Texas where she recorded bilin
gual six- to eight-year-old kids as they 
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spoke at home, in school, and on the 
playground. Then she analyzed the lan
guage usage of high and low achievers in 
each of these environments. 

Outside the classroom, she found few 
differences, but in class she found one: 
high achievers seemed to catch on more 
quickly than low achievers to the rules of 
"classroom discourse ." KJee also noticed 
that when playing with peers, girls used 
more English than boys. To find out why, 
she returned the following summer to 
study language use in the community as a 
whole. Women, she found , spoke English 
much more than men . 

Taking into account the social and 
economic situation of the community 
helped explain this linguistic pattern. 

In the late 1960s, 450 agricultural jobs 
were lost to machinery. At roughly the 
same time, many low-level white-collar 
and clerical jobs opened up as a result of 
federal and state antipoverty programs. 
Although both men and women had 
worked in the fields, the new jobs went 
primarily to women. Speaking English 
helped them deal with the public and 
advance on the job. "It seems that changes 
in the economy of the area have caused 
shifts in language use," KJee concludes. 

Last summer she began fieldwork in 
Cuzco , Peru . Spanish and Quechua , 
widely understood though spoken mostly 
in the mountain regions, are co-official 
languages in Peru, yet they don't receive 
equal treatment . Cuzco has no bilingual 
schools, for instance. "Quechua is really 
the language of home and community," 
says KJee . As people have come to the 
cities, especially Lima, looking for work, 
they have had to learn Spanish as adults . 
Having to become bilingual under these 
circumstances makes the situation "a nat
ural language lab." Her work there was 
originally funded under a prestigious 
Tinker Field grant, given for study of any 
topic in a Latin American country. KJee 
will continue the work this summer with 
Graduate School funding . 

'What I find interesting about my 
research is that while it deals primarily 
with theoretical issues, it also has practical 
applications. Studying how Spanish is 
acquired and used in a community has 
implications for language teaching and 
planning by government and schools. I 
try to generate the kind of enthusiasm I 
have for these issues in both graduates 
and undergraduate students." 

If imitation is the sincerest form of 
flattery, she's succeeding. "I think our 
school got a real gem in Carol KJee, " says 
graduate student Corcoran . "A lot of us 
are thinking of going into education now 
because of her example." 

Pamela LaVigne is a University Relations 
writer and associate editor of the faculty/ 
staff edition of Update. 

Bud 

Markhart 
By Pamela LaVigne 

Bud Markhart didn't even like school at 
first. He much preferred exploring the 
abandoned apple orchard and wo ds 
behind his parents' house in western Mas
sachusetts . But several stellar teachers cap
tured his attention and turned him on to 
the deep pleasure of discovering new 
knowledge. Today the former stream fol
lower and polliwog catcher is a professor 
and plant physiologist in the horticulture 
department on the St. Paul campus. And, 
colleagues and students alike attest, he is 
well on his way to becoming a stellar 
teacher himself . 

"He has got to be one of our most 
enthusiastic faculty in terms of his 
approach to both teaching and research," 
says department head James Bartz. "Peo
ple like Bud raise the whole level of 
science in the department." 

After picking up double majors in 
biology and sociology from Gettysburg 
College in Pennsylvania, Markhart earned 
master's and doctoral degrees in botany 
from Duke University . He was awarded a 
prestigious Alexander von Humboldt Fel
lowship for postdoctoral research in West 
Germany and joined the Minnesota fac
ulty in 1980. 

Markhart is fond of pointing out that 
plants, unlike animals, can't run and hide 
when the environment changes- they 
have to stand there and take it. He 
"watches" how plants respond to environ
mental stress by using computers in ingen
ious ways. 

In one line of research , a computer 
controls the root environment of a plant 
and simultaneously monitors the water 
and nutrients the root system is absorbing. 
Recently Markhart has begun studying 
how changing environmental conditions 
affect stomates, the tiny leaf pores that 
control water loss and carbon dioxide 
intake for the plant. Using green beans 
primarily, he attaches a probe to the 
leaf-a soft pad below, a square of Plex
iglas above. The probe is attached to a 
transducer, which measures minute 
changes in pressure on the leaf surface and 
transmits the data to a computer. 

Markhart was amazed to di cover h 
much the plants respond. After several 
days of a light! dark cycle, the stomate' 
show signs of anticipating the dark turn . 
They respond when people open the doo , 
of the growth chamb r. "Sensitivity get 
built into them," he says. "r have a whol( 
different feel about how dynamic the 
structures are." 



"Getting the 
students to 
think is what's 
so important. 
The temptation 
is to show off. 
But that doesn't 
do the students 
too much 
good. ' 
Bud Markbart 
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'The true uniqueness of his research," 
Bartz says, "is combining a very strong 
knowledge of plant-water relations with 
the computer and with genetics ." The 
quality of the work is recognized nation
ally, Bartz says, and this year Markhart 
has received three invitations to present 
talks on his research at major symposia
an unusual number for a still relatively 
junior faculty member. 

What Markhart learns in the lab shows 
up directly in the classroom. For graduate 
students in the Plant Physiology Program, 
he teaches a core course called Water, 
Minerals, and Translocation. In his home 
department , he teaches environmental 
physiology and another course on using 
computers in horticulture . 

"He takes his teaching commitments 
very seriously, " says horticulture profes
sor John Carter. "He has a well-defined 
philosophy of education , which he 
expounds in our faculty meetings and 
brings to bear in his classes . He presents 
an absolutely outstanding seminar." 

Thank Ralph Cavalier, his first plant 
physiology instructor, for that, Markhart 
says. As Cavalier's undergraduate teach
ing assistant (T A), he observed and 
absorbed his mentor's energetic style and 
contagious enthusiasm . "If somebody's 
going to learn something, they've got to 
be awake," Cavalier would say. 

One eye-opener Markhart developed 
while he was a graduate student T A for 
an introductory biology class. The evolu
tion labs were "a real yawner," he says, 
so he devised an exercise that changed the 
class from just watching a reproducing 
population into becoming one. 

Students each get two gene cards. They 
"mate" by flipping coins; students 
exchange cards and become the offspring. 
Going through five or six generations like 
this takes about ten minutes. Then Mark
hart writes on the board all the combina
tions that come up, illustrating genetic 
theory by comparing what actually hap
pens in the class population with what 
theory would predict. The exercise and 
variations are still in use at Duke. 

"Getting the students to think is what's 
so important," Markhart says. That hap
pens not by telling them but 'by asking 
them questions they need to answer . The 
temptation is to show off. But that doesn't 
do the students too much good ." He 
wants students to experience real-life sci
ence, where everything doesn't tum out 
right the first time for researchers . 

"He'lJ stand up for what he believes 
in," says Carter. "He is really tough on an 
oral exam. If a student doesn't know his 
stuff, he']] go right to the heart of the 
matter and ask the hard question." 

Yet students flock to him and confide 
in him, says Carter. "One strength basic 
to his whole being is that he's a very 
compassionate individual and is able to 

show that very quickly in dealing with 
people . He develops a sense of trust. 
Students in his classes realize very quickly 
that he's out to get them to learn." 

Markhart's approach-encouraging 
and critical-is consciously chosen. "I 
realized very early on that I wasn't a 
superbrain," he says. That didn't mean he 
couldn't be creative. His way would be to 
correlate and combine, to put known 
things together in as-yet-untried ways . He 
decided to "try to learn as many different 
things as possible and keep looking for 
links between them." 

Deliberately searching for connections 
has had enormous impact in the depart
ment . "He is our department leader in 
adapting the computer to education," says 
Bartz. "He is a charm in that he is one 
who loves innovation. He is the antithesis 
of 'I did it this way for the last twenty 
years-why change now?' " 

Emily Hoover, assistant professor of 
fruit science, is one faculty member who's 
followed Markhart's lead. The two are 
collaborating on "Strawberry Farm," a 
computer-assisted exercise for Hoover's 
small-fruits production class. She's been 
impressed with Markhart's ability to inte
grate a variety of fields . "He knows what 
to ask me as content expert and what to 
ask the programmer. That's a marvelous 
strength." 

Markhart's openness to new ideas 
stands out in the department, and not just 
in research collaborations. "He appreciates 
interaction and comments from others," 
Hoover says. "He seeks out other people's 
opinions to see if he's on the right track. 
He's really willing to listen, to play the 
devil's advocate ." 

He has also created opportunities for 
discussion where none existed before-a 
journal club that meets every Tuesday at 
noon, for example. "Out of all the things 
I go to, it's probably the best thing all 
week," says graduate student Mama Eric
son. Participants thoroughly discuss 
everything about a published scientific 
article, from the research design to the 
clarity of the writing. 

Markhart also started an informal Fri
day afternoon seminar, "kind of like a 
TGIF club, but it's more than that," says 
Carter. People from different labs allover 
the building attend, and the topic can be 
anything from untangling a snag in 
research to tackling a more philosophical 
issue. 

'What I respect about him a lot, " says 
Ericson, "is that if he doesn't know some
thing, he's not afraid to say so. He's not 
afraid to ask questions, whether it's a 
student or a professor emeritus he's talk
ing to, and that really encourages me to 
do the same." 

Perhaps that's the best example an 
outstanding teacher and researcher could 
set. 

Nancy 

Ascher 
By Maureell //IiI/) 

Nancy Ascher's patients know she is a 
brilliant surgeon and researcher, but what 
they talk about most is how much she 
cares. 

'The caring just never stops," says 
Carol Kanneberg, who had a liver trans
plant two years ago. "She's always doing 
over and above, and it 's all for the good 
of the patients." 

Last summer Kanneberg and another 
patient of Ascher's were working on ren
ovation of the Potter's House, a home 
near University Hospital for families of 
transplant patients, when Ascher stopped 
by. "Nancy Ascher, because she is so 
incredibly dedicated to her family of 
patients, made a commitment to put in a 
number of hours," Kanneberg says. "You 
know what her time means, and her 
surgeon's hands, but she was sanding and 
pounding. She put in her hours ." 

Peg Starcevich, whose transplant was 
a year ago in June, tells of an incident 
that made a big impression on her family . 
"My daughters were at the University 
taking finals, and she even called the 
professors so that they could take their 
exams later on . She knew they couldn't 
be studying when 1 was in surgery." 

Continuing patient care is one of the 
things Ascher likes best about her job . 
"People think of surgeons as doctors who 
don ' t have continuing contact with 
patients, but in the transplant program, 
we do," she says. 'Tm like a family 
practitioner doc . I think it's wonderful. " 

As Ascher sees it, her job has it all : the 
emotional connection with patients, the 
Intellectual challenge of research , the 
hands-on work of surgery. She picked her 
specialty when she was in medical school 
at the University of Michigan, looking for 
work that could capture and keep her 
interest for life . Organ transplantation and 
transplant immunology struck her as the 
perfect choice. "Not only could I do 
something with my hands, which I like to 
do, but my brain would be tickled," she 
says. 

After graduating from Michigan, 

Ascher came to Minnesota in 1974 for her 
surgery residency training. She completed 
her residency in 1982, including a fellow
ship under world-renowned transplant 
surgeon John Najarian, and joined the 
staff. '1 have to credit Dr. Najarian for 
giving me an opportunity to help with the 
liver program right out of my fellowship," 
she says. 'Tm really appreciative." 

Ascher now heads the liver transplant 
program. "They have to yell at one per
son, so they yell at me, but it's a huge 
team effort," she says. 

Other doctors-most often William 
Payne or David Dunn-go out in planes 
to "harvest" organs &om donors, a job 
Ascher had in her first years with the 
program . Ascher and Na jarian work 
together to place the organ in the recipi
ent. AnesthesiolOgists Jorge Estrin and 
Kumar Belani have developed techniques 
of anesthesia just for liver patients. T rans
plant coordinator Barbara Elick helps 
Ascher oversee the post-transplant care. 

"For me it's very gratifying that we had 
an 88 percent success rate last year, and 
it's gratifying to work with such a good 
team of doctors and nurses and social 
workers," Ascher says. 

"For me it's 
very gratifying 
that we had an 

88 percent 
ucce rate last 

work with uch 
a good team of 
doctor and 

'\"0119' Asche,.. 
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Ascher's insistence on sharing the credit 
widely 1!I.ouldn't surprise her patients. 
"Never once have I seen her stand up for 
recognition , when she deserves it so 
much," Kanneberg says. 

Last year, 26 liver transplants were 
performed at the University, and this year 
the team hopes to do about 35. At any 
given time, about twenty children and 
adults with end-stage liver disease are 
waiting for transplants . Some die before a 
liver is available . 

A transplant is "a straight ten- or 
twelve-hour event that usually occurs in 
the middle of the night," Ascher says. 
("She looks terrible when it's over, but 
then you see her three or four hours later, 
and she looks great, " Starcevich says. 
"She doesn't seem to need much sleep.") 

Ascher's teaching is on the wards . 'The 
way people learn how to be surgeons is 
through an apprenticeship, really, " she 
says. "I teach the residents how to do 
various procedures by showing them and 
watching them." Residents also take part 
in basic science research. 

"In our research, we're exploring ques
tions of immunology that are on the 
forefront of clinical medicine," Ascher 
says. Two research projects that she 
directs are on the mechanisms of graft 
rejection and on how to preserve livers 
longer so that organs and patients can be 
brought in from farther away. (A liver 
now lasts outside a body for only about 
ten hours .) 

Besides her work at the University, 
Ascher has served this past year on the 
national task force on organ transplanta
tion, which made its recommendations in 
April. 'That's been remarkable, " she says. 
"Here at University Hospital we look at 
the problems of distribution of organs and 
care of patients as a medical problem. 
Really, it's a political problem and an 
economic problem. It's been amazing to 
learn how the government works. " 

Aware of her accomplishments, Asch
er's patients talk about her with a mixture 
of affection and awe. Kanneberg and 
Starcevich have different memories of 
their first meetings with her . Kanneberg 
saw the confidence: "She was in charge, 
and I was glad she was in charge. She has 
that air about her. " Starcevich saw the 
casualness: "In bops this young woman in 
a pair of khakis and a green T-shirt and 
says, 'Hi, I'm Nancy Ascher .' She was real 
relaxed." 

Both women go back and forth 
between calling their doctor Nancy and 
Dr. Ascher. "She's my doctor first and 
foremost and above all , and I have the 
greatest respect for her," Kanneberg says. 
'There are times when I can call her 
Nancy and other times I can't. " 

"You get to be a personal friend of hers 
right away," Starcevich says. "She's one 
in a million." 
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James 

VanAlstine 
By Peggy Pal Iller 

When the U.S. Department of Energy 
(DOE) held hearings in west central Min
nesota's Stevens County on whether to 
locate the nation's proposed nuclear waste 
disposal site there, University of Minne
sota, Morris (UMM), associate professor 
of geology James Van Alstine was there . 

He explained to those gathered that a 
deep layer of glacial drift covers the 
bedrock there, just as it does throughout 
much of Minnesota. Little is known about 
what actually lies beneath it. However, in 
1975 an earthquake registering 5.0 on the 
Richter scale rippled through the area, 
indicating that the site may not be a wise 
choice as an underground nuclear waste 
repository . 

"It's a challenge to present scientific 
data to citizens in a way they can under
stand," says Van Alstine. "The sedimen
tation of the river basins threatens one of 
our most precious resources-water. Peo
ple want to change, but they have to be 
convinced. Similarly, the DOE must be 
convinced of the threat that a nuclear 
waste repository here would pose in this 
area . 

"So much of geology is based on 
common sense. It's real and tangible, and 
it relates to everything else. It's the one 
area where there is still room for the 
universal man or woman, because it 
draws on a broad base of information . 
UMM, as a liberal arts campus, provides 
an ideal setting to learn geology, because 
students are encouraged to gain a broad 
base of knowledge and to relate what 
they're learning to other areas." 

Geology, teaching, and research are a 
way of life for Van Alstine. And his 
willingness and ability to share, with both 
students and the community, his philoso
phy of the importance of geology have 
made his course a popular one at UMM . 

"You might say I was hooked on 
geology from the first course I took, the 
summer after I graduated from high 
school, " says Van Alstine. "Physical Geol
ogy, the intro course, is the most fun 
course I teach. I enjoy seeing the students' 
faces light up when they suddenly under
stand something they've never thought 
about before." 

Twelve years ago , when he joined the 
UMM faculty, Van Alstine was one-half 
of the geology discipline . UMM science 
and mathematics division chair James 
Olson remembers: "During his interview 
for the position, it was evident that he 
was an outstanding lecturer and was able 
to communicate ideas, which, for most of 

us, were quite far removed from our usual 
experience, in a manner that was most 
clear and concise. " 

Van Alstine "quickly established a rep
utation as a truly outstanding teacher and 
adviser," according to colleague and 
chemistry professor Joseph Latterell, who 
worked closely with Van Alstine on the 
Eagle Lake Pollution Control Project near 
Willmar, Minnesota . "Jim was the pn
mary person responsible for the growth in 
the quality of the geology major, for th 
introduction of new courses to the geol
ogy program, for acquisition ot neede 
laboratory space and equipment, and (or 
providing effective research leadership for 
geology majors, " says Latterello . "One of 
the main reasons Jim can so engagingl 
discuss geology is his involv ment in 
research and in geology field camp , 
which are extremely welJ organized an 
planned. His research projects are alway 

open to student participation, and they 
are all varied and important topics of 
current geological interest. Many of his 
students have presented papers on the 
work they have done together ." 

"The geology students are a clo e-knit 
group," says Van Alstine. 'They're like 
brothers and sisters-there's a lot of com
petition between them, but it's not cut
throat. They help each other get through 
the tough courses. And after they gradu
ate, they stay in touch- with me, the 
geology di cipline, and with each other." 

In 1983 Van Alstine was honored for 
his e celJence in teaching with the Horace 
T. Morse Amoco Foundati n Award. At 
that time he wa cited a "the primary 
force behind the remarkable increase in 
the quality and popularity f the UMM 
geology major" and a a "s ught-after 
teacher with the rare ability t make 
com pIe cientific id a und rstandable to 

nonscientists . " 
Alumnus Jane Pohtilla Ista, now a 

project geophy ici t, notes that "after thir
teen years of undergraduate and graduate 
work and continuing educati n within my 
profession, I can hone tly say that Jim 
was one f the best teachers I ha e ever 
had . Many people can teach, but very few 
can teach well, and Jim i one of those 
few. Through his efforts 1 went beyond 
memorizing theories; he taught me to 
think, to reason and evaluate." 

To what d es he attribute his cla -
room ucces? "1 don't put my elf on a 
pedestal," sayan Al tine . "I treat tu
dents a individuals and equal in the 
cla ro m and on field trip . In a ense, I 
put my elf in their hoes. It's fun to ee 
them realize how a mountain range wa 
f rm d or what dimentary r ck can tell 
y u. They are learning new thing at the 
same tim I am panding my knowl dge . 

JUL 
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They solicit my advice and I solicit theirs 
because I'm sure they can help me 
improve on the courses I teach." 

Outside of the classroom, Van Alstine's 
research relates to the environment of 
west central Minnesota . His study of the 
Pomme de Terre River Watershed reveals 
that over the past 50 years, sedimentation 
in the northern portion of the watershed 
has been minimal, but the southern por
tion, including the Appleton Mill Pond, 
has an alarming nine to twelve feet of 
sedimentation. "People don't realize that 
pollution and destruction of the river are 
being caused by sedimentation due to 
wind and water erosion of the land, 
chemical fertilizer, pesticides, and feedlot 
runoff. We are destroying the land by not 
using proper tillage conservation prac
tices, and we are choking off our water 
supply," Van Alstine explains. 

"Implementation of ridge tillage and 
other conservation practices are vital if we 
are to alleviate the devastating effect sedi
mentation is having on our water 
resources . The problem for the farmer is 
that with the current economy, it is diffi
cult to look at the long-term problem 
when the question is day-to-day survival. 
Economically, the farmer must get as 
much as possible out of the land. This, 
unfortunately, means plowing and tilling 
lands that should not be plowed and using 
chemicals for maximum production ." 

Van Alstine believes that educating 
citizens-young citizens-about how we 
interact with the environment is part of 
the solution to environmental problems. 
He is currently completing a project with 
the Minnesota Environmental Education 
Board, which will integrate what he has 
learned in his research of the river basin 
into elementary and secondary school 
education. Learning stations will include 
core sample and watershed maps with 
pertinent data, and will show how land 
use is affecting sedimentation and how 
geology dictates land use . These learning 
stations will be used in classrooms to help 
students understand why problems are 
occurring. 

"Our land, its geology and its terrain, 
shapes who we are, where we've been and 
the directions ahead . . . what we may 
become," says Van Alstine . "That's why 
the study of geology is so interesting. In a 
way it 's the ultimate hi story course, 
because the geology of land and the 
environment has dictated what people 
have done, what is important to them, 
how they 've lived, their culture, art , 
understanding of the world. How we use 
our resources determines whether we will 
be poor or powerful, whether we evolve 
or face extinction .... " 

Peggy Palmer is a University of Minne
sota, Morris , University Relations writer 
and public relations representative. 
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Eric 
Sheppard 

By Jlallreell mil/] 

An international reputation, one mark of 
achievement in an academic career, came 
early to associate professor of geography 
Eric Sheppard. 

"He's like a skyrocket in the discipline," 
says Fred Lukermann, dean of the College 
of Liberal Arts . "He's just risen to the top 
very fast ." 

"His work is internationally recog
nized," says Regents ' Professor John 
Borchert. "He's been on the lecture circuit 
in Europe." 

How does an academic skyrocket take 
off? "Besides being brilliant," as Luker
mann says, Sheppard's ability to combine 
perspectives not usually found in one 
person-the theoretical, the quantitative 
techniques for testing theory, and the 
practical applications that show how it all 
matters-helped light the fuse . 

Sheppard's work is in economic geog
raphy, and he has been challenging some 
traditional ideas . In classical economic 
theory, the assumption is that no social 
class divisions exist and that everyone 
starts with an equal chance . Society gains 
when individuals make choices for their 
own profit . Similarly, under free compe
tition, every region will find its niche, and 
no region in the long run will be left 
behind. 

Sheppard doesn ' t see it that way . 
'What I'm trying to do is say that we live 
iIl a society where there are some divisions 
and trace through the consequences of 
adopting that as an assumption," says 
Sheppard . His research, rigorous and 
quantitative, is attracting notice from peo
ple who may not like the assumption but 
see that his theories work. 

"Our role as academics is to ask critical 
questions," he says. "It's very important 
that we don't assume we live in a society 
that's working okay." At the same time, 
he says, "you don't want to just sit back 
and criticize, because there are immediate 
problems that you want to do something 
about. I see myself as a critical analyst, 
but I hope not destructively critical." 

When Sheppard was growing up in 
England, socialist politics and the class 
struggle were frequent topics of family 
conversation . Then he became a scholar 
with a quantitative emphasis . "For a long 
time I couldn't see any link between my 
values and my research, " he says . 
"Research is scientific and objective, and 
on the other hand, you have your values." 

More recently Sheppard has discovered 
that research can be guided by "the vision 
of society that you start with in the first 

place." 
Sheppard's colleague John Adams sees 

parallels between his work and Shep
pard's . Sheppard looks more at whole 
nations and regions, Adams more at cities 
and suburbs. In both cases, Adams say'" 
"we find that policies designed for one set 
of goals produce consequences that were 
not really intended." 

An example Sheppard gives is that 
military expansion has contributed to the 
shift of resources to the Southwest. "We 
tend to assume, particularly in North 
America, that we don't need any form of 
regional planning, but the government 
does get involved in all sorts of individual 
ways," he says. 

"Eric comes at this kind of issue from 
a vantage point that's rooted in socialist 
and Marxist theory, " Adams says. "I 
come at exactly the same problem and 
arrive at the same conclusion. I don't have 
any political agenda, and I don't think 
Eric does either. He's trying to understand 
how people and resources are combined 
in regions ." 

Sheppard took a year's leave in 1982 
to be in Vienna as an invited scholar at 
the International Institute for Applied Sys
tems Analysis . One result was a research 
project he is now working on with Aus
trian economists. 

'We have Austrian data that is much 
more detailed than anyone has had before 
about the link between company head
quarters and branch plants and whether a 
region with more headquarters is in a 
more economically advantageous posi
tion," he says. "That's a fundamental 
belief in the literature, and it is often used 
to argue the continued prosperity of the 
Twin Cities and New York. One thing 
we're learning is that things aren't as 
simple as that. " 

Sheppard gives a typical academic's 
answer to why he was drawn to a job in 
a highly ranked department at a major 
university . "It's the graduate students. 
That's what attracted me in the first place, 
and I've been very lucky to have a series 
of excellent students," he says. 

It works both ways. 
Sheppard was attracted by bright grad

uate students, and he attracts top graduate 
students himself. He is currently writing a 
monograph with Trevor Barnes, a gradu
ate student who left two years ago for th 
University of British Columbia. 

"He has the ability to bring ideas acros 
to students," Lukermann says. 'Wher 
he's most effective is in the advanced 
courses and seminars. That's where he 
shines." 

"He's an excellent teacher," Borchert 
says. "His work is very well received by 
students, both graduate students and 
undergraduates . He's a good teach r, a 
good adviser, a good all-around faculty 
member." 



"Our role as 
academics is to 
ask critical 
questions. It's 
very important 
that we don't 
assume we live 
in a society 
that's working 
okay.' 

Eric Sbeppard 
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"Commitment to Focus" Update 

I
n the midst of it , President Kenneth H. 
Keller's "Commitment to Focus" plan 
might be akin to the view from the 
ground of the lines Peruvian ancients 

drew on the desert plains of Nazca. It's 
hard to see more than several feet of the 
design at one time. 

But step back, take a look from a 
higher point, and Keller thinks the big 
picture appears . One of his jobs this past 
year has been to keep attention on the 
forest while the trees have been dissected 
and inspected piecemeal in the seventeen 
months since "Commitment to Focus" was 
proposed. "The difficulty in effecting a 
plan like 'Commitment to Focus' is that it 
is an integrated plan," Keller says. "It has 
many, many elements that fit together 
into a whole, and it's only if you proceed 
with that whole plan that you can bring 
about the changes ." 

After approving the plan's general 
direction of reducing undergraduate and 
professional school enrollments and beef
ing up graduate study, the Board of 
Regents asked to be kept up to date on 
changes being made because of the plan. 
Keller and his assistants put together a 
timetable for discussing each recommen
dation, and a systematic review of the 
plan 's components has come before 
regents each month since last September. 

"What I think has happened in the year 
since we put 'Commitment to Focus' in 
place is that it has pervaded the Univer
sity," Keller says. "People raise questions 
in terms of the ideas. It's gotten to the 
point where people use it to make jokes, 
it has so pervaded the culture. The Daily 
had this wonderful statement when Rudy 
Perpich talked about beautifying the cam
pus, they referred to it as his 'Commit
ment to Foliage.' 

"I thought that was a terrific line. " 
Looking at all the pieces may take 

time, but it needs to be done, Keller says. 
"Given the fact that it is appropriate and 
necessary in a public university to discuss 
each of these, it's been progressing as well 
as one could possibly hope." 

Keller believes the controversy sur
rounding changes proposed for General 
College is an example of a wide-ranging 
discussion that resulted in deeper under
standing and acceptance of "Commitment 
of Focus." Opponents argued that access 
to the University- particularly for minor
ity and low-income students- would be 
restric ted . Keller countered that most 
minority students at the University earned 
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degrees outside General College and that 
the open-admission high school-gradua
tion-only requirement wouldn't change. In 
the end, regents voted unanimously to 
discontinue the college's two- and four
year degree programs and focus its mis
sion as a port of entry for students who 
need help . 

"That's a mark that we've reached a 
state of public understanding and support 
of what we were trying to do that I 
certainly view as positive," Keller says. 

The question of access to the Univer
sity also surfaced during discussion of 
another important element of "Commit
ment to Focus": preparation standards for 
incoming students . A committee spent 
months talking with University faculty 
members, high school administrators, and 
state education department officials in 
deciding what courses high school stu
dents should take if they want to attend 
the University . The committee recom
mended four years of English, three years 
of mathematics, three years of science, 
two years of social studies, and two years 
of a second language, and also recom
mended that students take one year of 
arts classes and have computer skills. 
Students who don't meet the standards 
would have to make up courses before 
they reach advanced standing at the Uni
versity . Make-up credits would be added 
to the total a student needed to graduate. 

Again, concerns about the proposal 
centered on access. Critics worried that 
minority students and students from small 
schools would be hurt , especially by lack 
of classes in subjects like foreign lan
guages. In researching the proposal, the 
committee didn't find major opposition or 
fear that standards couldn't be met. In 
fact , the state education department 
already mandates that the courses be 
offered in school districts . The group 
acknowledged, however, that minority 
students fall short in preparation com
pared with the total student population. 

In September, one year after scrutiny 
of individual components began, "Com
mitment to Focus" will have come full 
circle. A committee set up to address one 
of the initial and most persistent concerns 
about the plan-effect on minority stu
dent enrollment-is expected to give its 
final report. 

Keller appointed the 22-member com
mittee in January with the charge of 
"ensuring that 'Commitment to Focus' will 
increase the University's success in attract
ing, retaining, and graduating minorit}' 
students." 

John Taborn, minority access commit
tee chair, says his group generally sup
p rts higher standards for pr spectiv( 
students but is "well aware of the con -
quences" for minority students. The com 
mittee p lans to look at how man) 



minority students were included in statis· 
tics cited to gauge the proposed standards' 
effects . 

Taborn told regents that members rec
ommended that the University concen
trate on getting information about 
preparation standards to counselors and 
teachers who advise young people. 

Committee members also questioned the 
use of standardized test scores, saying those 
exams generally don't predict success for 
minority students, and will recommend 
alternatives. What constitutes a foreign lan
guage for some minority students was 
another concern of the committee. 

Taborn's committee report may mark 
the end of the first phase of "Commitment 
to Focus," the birth of ways to implement 
Keller's suggestions. As the plan matures, 
the University can probably expect the 
usual growing pains and successes. 

Scores of University faculty members, 
students, and others have already been 
affected by the changes. What follows is 
a scorecard of actions taken in response 
to "Commitment to Focus." 

Institute of Technology. Future plan
ning for the institute and "Commitment 
to Focus" were concurrent. In response to 
Keller's proposals, institute administrators 
agreed in March of 1985 to leave a cap on 
enrollment. 

University Without Walls program . 
Keller proposed eliminating this individ
ualized, nontraditional program. Instead, 
he agreed with program staff members' 
recommendations presented last fall , 
which included a 25 percent enrollment 
reduction . A more active program for 
refening students to Metropolitan State 
University will be started. Staff members 
will have a greater role in counseling 
students in other colleges, and a name 
change will reflect its new role . 

General CoUege. In January, regents 
voted to end the college's two- and four
year degree programs. Regents are to hear 
recommendations for General College's 
future roles this month . 

Two-year degrees . Regents also elimi
nated the A sociate in Liberal Arts degree 
on the Twin Cities campus and the Asso
ciate in Arts and Associate in Applied 
Science degrees on the Duluth campus in 
January . Tho e degrees duplicated others 
offered at community colleges. 

Professional chools. La w School 
administrators argued succe fully that the 
current class size of about 250 tudents 
should remain the same. Planning for a 
School of Nursing undergraduate enr 11-
ment reduction preceded "Commitment to 
Focus" by about three years. In January, 
regents approved reducing the undergrad
uate nursing pr gram by 20 t 25 percent 
over four t five years and empha izing 
Graduate Sch I preparatory work . Th 
College of Vet rinary Medicine's enr 11-
ment will b r duced 10 percent this fall 

and another 10 percent in the fall of 1987. 
Crookston and Waseca campuses . 

Keller suggested phasing out nonagricul
tural programs and activities, transferring 
similar programs from other state higher 
education systems to these campuses, and 
incorporating the colleges into the Insti
tute of Agriculture, Forestry, and Home 
Economics. At Crookston, the institu
tional food service management program 
will end this fall . Retail and small business 
management will be consolidated into one 
program, and the general business admin
istration and family services program will 
also be eliminated this fall. Mathematics, 
science, and humanities courses will be 
added to develop a more specific general 
education component in the Crookston 
curriculum. 

At Waseca, administrators will moni
tor human services and agriculture courses 
at Mankato State University and work 
with officials there to avoid duplication . 

College of Education. College officials 
proposed that enrollment in teacher edu
cation programs remain between 1,000 
and 1,200 students, with about 400 to 450 
graduates each year. Selective reductions 
could be made in some areas, and college 
administrators said they would look at 
capping enrollments in social studies, 
speech and language arts, English, and 
physical education. Recruitment in math
ematics, the sciences, and foreign lan
guages might be appropriate, they said. 
Proposals for extending teacher education 
beyond four years will also be examined. 

Morris campus. A task force is work
ing to modify the current general educa
tion requirement. Morris administrators 
intend to explore whether a core curricu
lum should be developed. 

lower-division education. In "Commit
ment to Focus," Keller suggested coordi
nating undergraduate education to 
increase students' flexibility in moving 
from one college to another and to make 
available more special opportunities like 
honors or developmental programs. He 
suggested an alternative administrative 
arrangement such as an integrated lower 
division similar to the Graduate School 
model. Instead, an interim report from 
the committee charged with researching 
this component of the plan recommended 
establishing an undergraduate center as a 
single point of contact for new tudent
a recommendation met with little enthusi
a m from faculty group . 

The faculty senate's educational policy 
committee a ked that the goal of the 
prop ed center be spelled out to ee if it 
might make more sense to increase 
accountability within the pre ent adminis
tration rather that create a new tructure. 

Senate committee members disagreed 
with the special c mmittee's a es ment 
that "too much has been made" of ten
sion between the University' undergrad-

uate and graduate education. For 
example, the University is criticized for 
extensive use of graduate teaching assist
ants in lower-division classes. "How might 
a change in accountability for undergrad
uate education work to alter these pat
terns?" the senate committee asked. 

Another committee that is coordinating 
the work being done in implementing 
"Commitment to Focus," chaired by Kel
ler's assistant Richard Heydinger, advo
cated up to ten distinct curriculum tracks 
- such as natural science or fine arts
that would form the lower division. 

Heydinger's committee also suggested 
establishing a mechanism to coordinate 
class offerings across all colleges to avoid 
course overlap, limiting undergraduate 
enrollment to increase the ratio of students 
to faculty members and other resources, 
examining faculty and departmental poli
cies to ensure that undergraduate educa
tion receives the attention required to 
implement these changes, and establishing 
a "Provost's Council on Undergraduate 
Education" responsible for detailed plan
ning and implementation of proposals. 

School of Management. Administra
tors from the school and the Office of 
Academic Affairs spent much of this past 
spring discussing how a proposal to 
reduce enrollments would affect other 
University colleges and programs. Stu
dents in a variety of programs, from 
fashion merchandising to agribusiness, 
take classes in the management school. 
and an enrollment reduction would mean 
fewer courses available to them. On the 
other hand, school administrators told 
regents that "new management courses 
must be prevented from popping up in 
other units when the School of Manage
ment reduces its undergraduate size." 

Keller told the regents in March that 
he was concerned about the School of 
Management's proposed decrease in "ser
vice" to other units, and administrators 
are working to find a compromise. 

President Keller says he has given one 
or two speeches a week to various organ
izations during the past year , and 
although he gets questions about elitism 
and access, "1 almo t never get a negative 
reaction to the notion in 'Commitment to 
Focus'." Even people who don't under
stand the plan "are happy to see that there 
is direction at the University, that we're 
trying to do something. 

"People are talking for the first time 
about reducing undergraduate enrollments 
and not being horrified at the notion. 
That's an imp rtant change in attitude. 

ot everybody i a belie er, and a lot of 
people are nervou about it, but they are 
accepting the notion that getting smaller 
might be a u eful thing." 

Gwen Ruff is Q University ews Servic 
writ r. 
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A
t least since the time of the Greeks, 
Western thinking about the aims 
of education has been character
ized by tension between the devel

opment of the individual and the 
cultivation of learned traditions valued by 
the community capable of justifying the 
social investment that education requires . 

For hundreds-even thousands-of 
years, the temple priesthoods of ancient 
Mesopotamia were keepers of a vast body 
of lore about the movements of the heav
enly bodies, by which the will of their 
gods was made manifest. Far away in 
Britain, the same scrupulous observation 
of the skies, and careful memory, were 
cultivated among the builders of Stone
henge. For the "peoples of the book," 
starting with the Jews, God's word was 
proclaimed clearly and directly in the 
sacred pages of Scripture. This new form 
of divine revelation was studied and mem
orized with even more intensity than the 
Babylonians had devoted to their stargaz
ing. One reads of rabbinical schools in 
which the text was pricked with a pin to 
see if students could remember what word 
the pin would touch on the following 
page. 

These traditions of religious learning, 
different as they are, point up by contrast 
the relatively secular view of life that 
flourished in classical Greece . Greek 
thinkers conceived of "schooling" (pai
deia) as a process of self-development, 
both in body and in mind . In fifth-century 
Athens, Socrates was able to envision the 
pursuit of truth, unfettered by other obli
gations, as the highest form of paideia . 
But this independence of mind is precisely 
what caused uneasiness among the Ath
enians who sentenced him to death . Also 
clear is that what the Greeks called the 
arts of a free man (in Latin : artes liberales) 
were not deemed suitable for the hoi 
polloi: only men of noble birth possessed 
the self-esteem and the necessary leisure 
that such ventures required . Subsequent 
thinkers turned away from the pursuit of 
truth as an ideal, preferring to stress 
instead the art of rhetoric, of effective 
speaking, which claimed to offer young 
men useful training for public life in a city 
state. It was this later form of paideia that 
the practical-minded Romans, foremost 
among them the great orator Cicero, 
adopted for their own use. 

In the early medieval centuries, mon
astic schools introduced the novel element 
of disciplina, meaning strict subordination 
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of the wild impulses of the self to a moral 
norm . For Western monasticism, humble 
self-abnegation was a salutary counter
weight to the pride of soul that seemed an 
occupational hazard for those who 
steeped themselves in the pagan learning 
of the past. During the High Middle Ages, 
as cultural leadership passed to urban 
centers, maintaining a balance between 
humility of spirit and pride of learning 
grew more difficult. As the episcopal 
schools of towns like Paris and Orleans 
slowly transformed themselves into auton
omous corporations called "universities, " 
the traditional emphasis on Latin literature 
gave way to a new curriculum based on 
Aristotle's writing!' on logic, which were 
in tum instrumental to the Socratic ideal 
of the pursuit of truth . Peter Abelard (d . 
1143), one of the founders of scholastic 
philosophy and theology, was surely right 
in thinking he would "gain more glory 
with the armor of logical reasoning" than 
he could have done by fo ll owing a 

y 

knightly career. Church authorities in fac t 
took a dim view of Abelard's bold doc
trines, and were even less pleased by the 
roisterous behavior of young teenagers 
who, in this period, were deemed old 
enough to begin university training by 
enrolling in a faculty of liberal arts. Start
ing in the thirteenth century, residential 
"colleges" were established to induce stu
dents to return to a quasi-monastic reli
gious discipline . 

Meanwhile, Francesco Petrarca and his 
disciples were popularizing, at Italian uni
versities, a new conception of education 
based on the writings of Cicero . Thes 
Umanisti-that is, teachers of what Cicer 
called the "studies of humanity" -doubte 
the value of philosophical speculation 
based on Aristotle's logic, and contended 
that rhetoric provided a more useful train 
ing for practical life . Still following thei 
Roman models, other humanists devise 
and at some princely courts put int(, 
practice an idyllic vision of what school 



ing could be like: the tutor must draw out 
(Latin: educare) the individual talents of 
each pupil by games and kind words, not 
by threats or beatings. But the courtly 
setting betrays the aristocratic provenance 
of these ideas, which had little relevance 
for the large town schools of contempo
rary Germany and the Low Countries, 
where pupils might number over a thou
sand and where the schoolmaster might 
be listed in town records as "the rump
beater." 

During the sixteenth century, the reli
gious norms of the Reformation and 
Counter-Reformation achieved a modus 
vivendi between humanist ideals and the 
expectations of sturdy burghers about 
how their sons should be schooled. At 
least for boarding students, the new gym
nasia founded all across Europe by Jesuit 
fathers and Protestant ministers resembled 
the old colleges in their cultivation of a 
pious daily regimen. But they also 
adopted the humanist curriculum, empha
sizing classical languages and literature, 
and they indirectly promoted moral 
autonomy by accepting self-esteem as a 
legitimate norm for behavior; henceforth, 
boys were to be urged on to their best, 
not by threat of the rod but by the spur 
of competition. 

In the two centuries between 1550 and 
1750, aU of Europe's notable thinkers were 
products of gymnasia of the type just 
described, but nearly all of them in some 
way repudiated what they had learned . 
Galileo and Kant were university profes
sors, but most of their intellectual peers 
were gentleman scientists, amateur philos
ophers, or members of the new learned 
societies established by kings or princes. 
Gymnasium and university faculties shel
tered numerous polymaths who could 
manipulate the contents of classical and 
religious traditions with unprecedented 
skill, but whose works one might scan in 
vain for a single original idea. 

Against th is priesthood of established 
learning , the amateur savants of the 
French Enlightenment rose in rebellion. 
To point up the obscurantism of the 
learned caste, philosophes publicized the 
marvels of technological progre , as dis
played in loving detail in the illu trations 
of Diderot's Encyclopedie. They champi
oned religious toleration and spread a new 
gospel of univer al or "natural" religion, 
free from the sense of orthodo y that (in 
their view) filled both Judaism and Chris
tianity with a spirit of fanaticism. In fact, 
they had an orthodo y of their own, as is 
evident in their weakness for the myth of 
enlightened desp tism, in which a benev
o lent philosopher-ki ng (friendly , f 
course, to philosophes) t wered above th 
ignorant and superstiti us mas e . The 
one major philosophe who brooded over 
the vast cial distances of eighteenth
century Eur pe was Jean Jacques R us-

seau (d . 1778). Rousseau's critique of 
learning was that it justifies the established 
order: "it makes men love their chains." 
In Rousseau's prescription of the educa
tion of boys, "Emile" first learns to 
encounter nature and to regard aU men as 
his equals, and only then is deemed ready 
to read and write. (Rousseau wrote also 
on the education of girls, which was 
unusual enough at the time, except that 
he presumed the continuing seclusion of 
women from masculine pursuits such as 
learning.) 

The issues that preoccupied Rousseau 
are in some ways still contemporary. For 
one thing, Rousseau encouraged Romantic 
thinkers of the following generation to 
bring a new appreciation to variety and 
individuality at all levels of human expe
rience. Our culture, more than others that 
have gone before, is individualistic to the 
point that we often lose track of the way 
individuals draw strength from communi
ties . We certainly have no difficulty in 
believing that the sodal pwpose of edu
cation is best served precisely by develop
ing the individual talents of each person . 
If we follow the tenor of Rousseau's 
prescriptions, we might seek to foster 
individuality by shielding students from 
the influence of tradition. Yet how origi
nal can a young person be without having 

some sense of the paths where others have 
trod? 

Just as the language in which we think 
is more bequeathed to us than created by 
us, the thoughts we frame are often as not 
permutations on what others have 
thought before. Rousseau himself strug
gled, in his twenties, to acquire the same 
kind of classical education that the gym
nasia of the day made available to more 
fortunate youths. If a truly sound educa
tion is one that is capable of transcending 
itself, perhaps not so surprising is that the 
highly structured academies of the seven
teenth and eighteenth centuries produced 
not a few pupils (such as Montesquieu 
and Voltaire) who subsequently exposed 
with dazzling brilliance the limitations of 
what they had learned. 

lf we still insist on passing on the 
traditions of the past to new generations 
of students, we no longer do so in the 
belief that tradition is changeless truth, 
but rather in the hope that we, too, may 
be honored by such disciples . 

James Tracy, a professor of 11istory spe
cializing in the Renaissance-Reformation 
era, joined the University faculty in 1966. 
His publications include r<lJO books on 
Erasmus and one on public debt in the 
Habsburg etherlands. 
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Kings and dictators were ousted from 
society during the Enlightenment to 
make room for democracy and 
individual freedom . Drawbridges 

were lowered, and the people were given 
direct access to government to control it 
for their own purposes. Access to govern
ment is still essential to democracy, but 
sometimes finding the way is as uncertain 
as crossing a moat without a bridge. 

At the Hubert H. Humphrey Institute 
of Public Affairs, faculty, students, and 
administrators work to improve govern
ment by building bridges to ensure that 
government focuses on society's needs . 

The institute's policy research and anal
ysis program bridges the gap between 
theory and practice. The professors and 
senior fellows in the program include 
policymakers who have temporarily 
crossed over to academia. Drawing on 
academic resources and their public affairs 
experience, they formulate ideas about 
critical public policy issues and work to 
place these issues on the political agenda. 
Some of their research challenges existing 
ways of doing things. In other cases, it 
questions traditional ways of thinking 
about a problem. In all cases, it serves to 
improve the performance of government 
by anticipating public issues. 

Ted Kolderie, former reporter for the 
Minneapolis Star and Tribune and former 
director of the Minneapolis/ St. Paul Citi
zens League, is a senior fellow in this 
program. He believes that when it comes 
to public policy issues, the famous Bert 
Lance rule, "If it ain' t broke, don't fix it," 
is among the poorest advice ever offered. 
"If you took that advice literally, " says 
Kolderie, "you'd sit around and wait until 
something broke, when you really should 
work to improve systems and develop a 
form of preventative maintenance." 

What Kolderie is trying to fix that ain 't 
broke is public services and how they are 
paid for and produced. The response to 
budget cuts imposed over the last decade 
has been to cut services to the public . "It 
seemed pretty clear to me that there had 
to be other solutions to the problem," 
Kolderie says. "In between the resources 
coming in-money, time, people, ideas
and whatever is coming out-service, 
products, benefits- there's a whole set of 
factors that determine really how effi
ciently, effectively, and responsibly those 
resources are used ." Most people would 
admit that getting less for more is possible . 
"If that's true, " Kolderie says, "then it 
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A Better Deal 
BY MAGGI AITKENS 

must be possible to get more for less ." 
The question Kolderie raises is, "How 

can we do things differently so as to do 
them better?" 

Working with a special Minnesota leg
islative commission on public transit , 
Kolderie successfully proposed severing 
the Metropolitan Transit Commission's 
(MTC's) dual function as buyer and seller, 
creating new approaches in the way public 
transit is bought and sold, and helping to 
provide better service to the public more 
economically. Private operations subsi
dized by riders and brokered by the MTC 
will run smaller vehicles on more flexible 
schedules. 

E 

--------------------------------------

N T 

Kolderie doesn't just research topics in 
public service that pique his interest. "I 
try to be useful to the real problems 
people have- right now it's the system of 
public education," he says. "That doesn't 
mean you wait to be asked. You take the 
initiative and, from some point'> of view. 
intrude yourself into policy debates and 
do what is helpful to the state." 

In education, he asks what w uld 
happen if teachers structured themselv 
like the legal and medical professions
offered their services to the public, hired 
administrators, paid the expenses, an · 
retained the profit . How would teachi 
and learning change? How could adem 



onstration be arranged? 
Dean Abrahamson, professor of public 

affairs, is working to get the "greenhouse 
effect" on the public policy agenda before 
it becomes a problem of major propor
tions . His research concerns policy impli
cations of global climate change resulting 
from the release of carbon dioxide and 
other gases into the atmosphere-some
times referred to as the greenhouse effect. 
These climate changes are small now but 
will be very destructive within the next 
several decades unless major changes are 
made in energy policy. 

"Fifteen years ago, people who were 
involved with the biological effect of acid 
rain knew there was a problem," Abra
hamson says. "But it didn't get on the 
political agenda until it was obvious to 
anybody who had two eyes. The trees 
started falling over, and the public was 
paying the consequences." 

In December 1985, in a statement 
before the U.S. Senate Subcommittee on 
Toxic Substances and Environmental 
Oversight, Abrahamson painted a picture 
of the potential damages . Within 50 years, 
he explained, planetary temperatures 
could increase 4 to 5 degrees Celsius-the 
same amount believed necessary to melt 
tht' floating pack ice in the Arctic Basin . 
Throughout at least half the present com 
belt, temperatures would often exceed 95 
degrees .Fahrenheit, frequently taken as a 
deleterious peak July daily temperature 
for modem com production. Summer 
runoff would decline because of earlier 
snowmelt and enhanced evaporation, 
which would reduce groundwater 
recharge rates. Reduced summer stream 
flows and lake levels would affect fresh
water ecosystems. The atmospheric bur
den of windblown dust would 
significantly increase over the United 
States as drier conditions caused greater 
wind erosion of Great Plains sons. 

Abrahamson is trying to ensure that 
the greenhouse effect is explicitly taken 
into account when policies on energy are 
framed . He suggested to the Senate sub
committee policies that could limit the 
global effect. 

Abrahamson conducts a seminar on 
the greenhouse effect once a year at the 
institute, exposing students not only to 
the problem but also to critical analysi 
and ways to achieve policy objectives. 
'We train our students to approach their 
work in a critical way," says Abraham
son, "to think through what they're doing, 
and if innovation is what seems t be 
required, then to feel free to innovate. " 

The ultimate test of e ceIIence in gov
ernment, says Institute Ass ciate Dean 
Royce Hanson, is how well it serves the 
public. And the ultimate test f the insti
tute's contribution is how well it serve its 
students. "Government will serve the pub
lic better in carrying out publicly 

approved ends if it is populated with 
people who have good professional train
ing and a high sense of the ethical prob
lems involved in serving in a democracy," 
he says. '1£ we turn out 75 to 100 well
trained students a year who devote their 
lives to improving the quality of govern
ment, ultimately they are going to have a 
much larger effect on excellence in govern
ment than what anyone of us has as a 
lone researcher." 

RaDene Hatfield, senior student in the 
master's program, plans to devote her life 
to improving the quality of government. 
'10 be excellent at anything, you have to 
challenge yourself," she says. ''If you want 
to be a good runner, you have to chal
lenge yourself to go the extra few hundred 
yards. Government cannot be left unchal
lenged. As it is challenged, it will become 
better and more responsible ." 

Hatfield's motivation for pursuing a 
career in public affairs is based on a simple 
premise: "1 like where 1 live, 1 like our 
government, and I like what's happening 
here," she says, "but it could be better." 

Learning how to make it better and 
understanding that individuals can make 
the difference are part of what she has 
learned at the institute. "In our society," 
she says, "it just seems that individually 
we don't have any power and that we 
can't make a difference. But having the 
chance to be exposed to people here who 
are making it better, who are actually 
finding ways, taking the risks, taking the 
challenge, hitting the hard knocks and 
living through it-living through it is 
probably the biggest-really is encourag
ing. It gives me the feeling that, yes, I can 
make the difference. I can make as much 
difference, if not more, in the future 
because I've learned from them." 

Yvonne Cheek, director of the insti
tute's public education program, is work
ing to show citizens that they, too, can 
make a difference in shaping public pol
icy. By educating them for public respon
sibility and empowering them as leaders, 
she hopes to help them take an active role 
in creating good government. 

"If government is to reflect the public's 
view, then the public agenda should be 
set by the people," Cheek says. That is 
where ideas often start. 

The institute's public education pro
gram thrives in bringing unlikely allies 
together to discuss and debate critical 
policy issues , and building bridges 
between people who don't normally talk 
with one another. At one of institute's 
more than 80 public forums, Prospects f r 
Peacemaking, managed by Jane Mara
cek-and sponsored by the institute in 
cooperation with the League of Women 
Voter , the Committee for National ecu
rity / and Honeywell-homemakers, com
munity leaders, businesspeople, mini ters, 
and legislators came together to discuss 

alternatives for nuclear disarmament and 
arms control. 

The room and agenda were arranged 
so that thought did not flow from the top 
down or from the podium out. Citizens 
were given the responsibility of framing 
the problem, questions, and the solution. 
Policymakers, who are generally invited 
to perform, came to learn-to look at an 
issue from another perspective. Instead of 
coming armed with all the answers, they 
came armed with questions . '1t's a kind of 
nourishment for them," Cheek says. 

"A citizen-framed issue is often quite 
different from a policymaker-framed 
issue, and the two need to be more 
aligned/" Cheek says. "A lot of good 
policy ideas come from the people. Often 
they are ideas about how problems can be 
solved that many of the decision makers 
haven't thought of. 

"You can look at governments around 
the world and see that the more the 
citizenry is informed, usually the better 
government funct ions /" Cheek says . 
Because of its democratic system, the 
United States might be further ahead of 
many other countries/ but as Cheek points 
out, and in keeping with the common 
theme of the institute, there's still room 
for improvement. The bridges still need to 
be built. 

Maggi A itkens is a University Relations 
writer. 
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Managing the Eureka Factor 

L
ees say you manage a nuclear power 
plant with a good safety record . A 
serious accident at a plant 3,000 
miles away increases public and gov

ernment concern about safety in all 
nuclear power plants. You're pretty sure 
the Nuclear Regulatory Commission 
(NRC) will force plants to comply with a 
new rule; you also know your employees 
don't respond well to "government inter
ference ." 

You realize you have a problem. You 
might not realize you have an opportunity 
to innovate. 

Innovations can result from external 
forces such as government regulation, 
bankruptcy, mergers, or acquisitions, says 
Alfred Marcus, assistant professor of stra
tegic management and organization in the 
University of Minnesota School of Man
agement. His research focuses on the true 
stories of how nuclear power plant man
agers responded to government rules after 
the 1979 accident at Three Mile Island . 

Marcus's study is part of a long-term 
research program on the management of 
innovation being conducted in the Stra
tegic Management Research Center 
(SMRC)' sponsored by the School of 
Management, the Hubert H. Humphrey 
Institute of Public Affairs, and the depart
ment of agriculture and applied econom
ics . 

Unlike many management centers 
nationwide, SMRC encourages interdisci
plinary study and unites academic 
researchers with practitioners from the 
business world . SMRC which addresses 
the problems of general managers, grew 
out of discussions with more than 50 
corporate executives, who gave focus to 
the center's research agenda, stressing the 
need for more information about innova
tion . They join others nationwide who are 
looking at innovation-defined as a new 
idea created by people who become 
involved in an activity within a changing 
institution-as a key to corporate success 
in the eighties. 

"People are desperately searching for 
ways to remain competitive in the rapidly 
changing environment and rapidly 
expanding economy," says Andrew Van 
de Ven, center director and 3M professor 
of human systems management. 

SMRC's innovation studies, begun in 
1983, cover a range of topics-medical 
product development , hybrid wheat 
development, new business start-ups, 
human resources management, hospital 
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systems, public school processes , and 
human dynamics of mergers and acquisi
tions. A $500,000 grant from the Office 
of Naval Research and support from cor
porate sponsors fund most of the projects. 

In addition to its innovation studies, 
the center also conducts research on inter
national management, business develop
ment, mergers and acquisitions, strategic 
planning, information management , 
financial management, and organizational 
effectiveness. The center brings together 
55 faculty and student investigators from 
six different schools-the School of Man
agement, the Humphrey Institute, the Col
lege of Agriculture, the Medical School, 
the College of Liberal Arts, and the Insti
tute of Technology. 

At SMRC innovation is studied over a 
period of time. "Looking at people in the 
past gives you a totally different perspec
tive from observing people trying to make 
it, " says Van de Ven . 'Tracking innova
tion is a tremendous suspense story." 

Marcus's research story begin in 1982, 
when he was working in the Seattle office 
of Battelle Memorial Institute, a research 
and education firm . 

"After Three Mile Island, there was a 
concern with organizational safety and 
human factor issues, so the NRC hired us 
to do a lot of different studies on human 
factors ," Marcus says. He specifically 
examined the effect of one new regulation 
mandating the establishment of an Inde
pendent Safety Engineering Group (ISEG) 
in nuclear power plants licensed after 
Three Mile Island. 

ISEG consisted of five engineers who 
worked at a plant but reported to man
agers off-site. These engineers looked at 
events happening at power plants across 
the country as well as at the particular 
power plant to which they were assigned 
Based on nationwide developments and 
plant practices, ISEG made recommenda
tions for changes. 

Marcus interviewed plant personnel at 
thirteen different plants; half of whic 
were licensed after Three Mile Island an : 
were required to make the change. H( 
found that the new plants that had t 
comply with the regulation responded in 
three ways: they totally conformed to thE 
new regulation; they combined it wit 
practices that already e isted; or they 



ignored the regulation and used the 
requirement as an opportunity to create a 
new way to deal with the situation. 

For plants that didn't have to comply, 
Marcus also discovered three patterns: 
some anticipated the situation and imple
mented the requirement anyway; some 
planned, hired consultants , and had 
everything ready in case they needed to 
execute the plans; and some made incre
mental adjustments, such as adding a full
time safety-review person. 

Some plants followed the letter of the 
law but not the spirit. One company, says 
Marcus, did as regulations dictated: ISEC 
offices were technically on plant 
grounds-but ISEC members worked out 
of a trailer on the lot and wore visitor 
badges. The plant manager pointed to a 
pile of papers-recommendations from 
ISEC-only a few of which had been 
executed . 

Marcus also measured the resistance of 
people responsible for executing compli
ance and how it affected their perfor
mances . For companies required to 
comply, option one-conformity-cre
ated the greatest resistance. And the more 
the internal resistance, Marcus found , the 
lower the performance . 

Acceptance or resistance is a key issue 
to innovation, he says. "If people don't go 
along with the idea, they may conform, 
but it's unlikely that overall safety goals 
will be accomplished. In response to a 
situation of threat, different organizations 
are going to have different responses; 
there are a lot of choices involved, and 
those choices have implications." 

'What I would like to do ultimately is 
examine the differences between responses 
to eternally induced innovation and 
responses to opportunities that are inter
nal," he says. By comparing results of 
other SMRC innovation studies with his 
own, Marcus can begin to examine those 
differences . 

The corporate community has ea y 
access to Marcus's research, as well as 
other SMRC findings . SMRC outreach 
activities include regular colloquium , 
executive breakfast roundtables, and a 
yearly major conference . In addition , 
SMRC has published more than 50 discus
sion papers designed to quickly distribute 
research findings. An advisory board of 
chief executive officers from sponsoring 
companies meets once a year to review 
research agenda. 

"There are no neat, quick solutions," 
Van de Ven says. 'What we do today is 
help management reframe questions that 
need to be addressed rather than solve 
problems, but I think that i a very 
imp rtant contribution. It create a more 
enlightened management community." 

Darlene GorriU is a University Relations 
editor and writer. 
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, 'WhY not do for the cultivation 
of the oceans what wise men 
did for the better cultivation 
of the land a century ago? 

Why not have Sea Grant colleges?" 
-Athelstan Spilhaus, 1963. 
Land-grant colleges have existed since 

1862. But it wasn't until 100 years later 
that the same concept of university-based 
research and extension was applied to our 
water resources . Professor Spilhaus was 
dean of the University's Institute of Tech
nology when he suggested a national sea 
grant program to promote conservation 
of the oceans and Great Lakes. Within 
three years, his vision of a federal pro
gram was developed into legislation and 
signed into law . 

The Sea Grant Program is a good 
example of the University's impact on the 
state and nation. The University has been 
part of the National Sea Grant Program 
since 1974. Last year, Minnesota Sea 
Grant was recognized for excellence when 
it was awarded college status, the highest 
award given a sea grant program. The 
University also received its largest federal 
research award to date . A $1.5 million 
federal grant , plus $580,000 from the state 
legislature, will fund 22 projects during 
1985-87-a 30-fold increase from the pro
gram's beginning in 1974. 

Minnesota Sea Grant began as a Con
tinuing Education and Extension program 
with a staff of one agent and an annual 
budget of $35,000. Today, the program 
has five extension agents on the Duluth 
campus. The director's office, on the Twin 
Cities campus in the Graduate School, 
administers research and education pro
grams in biotechnology, water policy and 
law, economics, water quality, fisheries, 
aquaculture, and water safety. 

In the twenty years it has existed, Sea 
Grant has made the study of the oceans 
and Great Lakes a national priority. To 
the University, this not only is an impor
tant and unique source of funding for 
faculty and students to study the ecology, 
fisheries, and economics of Lake Superior 
and the other Great Lakes, but also has 
allowed faculty to work in new areas, 
such as cold water survival, aquaculture, 
and water policy-fields all supported for 
the first time by Sea Grant. 

"Sea Grant is the only program ever 
funded by the federal government with 
the independence to do what it thinks is 
important on a local and regional level ," 
says director Donald McNaught. "As a 
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result , Sea Grant can support research to 
solve specific regional problems, such as 
how to improve shipping at the Duluth 
harbor or how to exploit a new fish 
species, like pink salmon, in Lake Supe
rior." 

Sea Grant's emphasis on local prob
lems also allows the program to begin 
work in new areas as soon as they become 
important to the state. For instance, Sea 
Grant is funding Minnesota's first research 
on water diversion from Lake Superior. 
Several proposals have been made to 
divert water from the lake to supply 
western and southwestern states. Yet no 
research has been done on the issue in 
Minnesota. Sea Grant is funding two 

E 

projects: one on the legal aspects of divert
ing Lake Superior water, the other on the 
economic impact and potential for pre
venting diversion. This kind of policy 
research is generally not funded by other 
national or state agencies . 

"We need to know more about how 
diversion will affect Minnesota ," say 
Linda Bruemmer, a hydrologist with th 
Minnesota Pollution Control Agency . 
"There is lots of interest in this kind f 
work, especially in terms of the economi 
costs . But no one in Minnesota e cept Se 
Grant is doing research on thes issues, 
and I don't know of any state agencies 
that could afford to do it." 

Although water diversion from Lak 
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Superior will certainly affect Minnesota, 
it will also have an impact on the region 
and the nation . "Sea Grant's research may 
focus on local problems, but the answers 
it provides affect resources throughout the 
country," says McNaught. In addition, 
since many of those regional and national 
problems have long-range solutions, 
researchers need Sea Grant's commitment 
to long-tenn support . For instance, Anne 
Kapuscinski, an assistant professor in the 
department of fisheries and wildlife, is 
beginning research that may increase the 
dwindling populations of lake trout in 
Lake Superior. She is studying crossbreed
ing of trout to detennine whether hybrid 
fish can more successfully reproduce in 
the lake. 

"Long-tenn support is not a trivial issue 
in this kind of research," Kapuscinski 
says. '1£ you are trying to understand the 
response of an animal in its natural envi
ronment , you need time to continue 
through its life cycle." Lake trout do not 
reach maturity in Lake Superior until they 
are seven to ten years old, but most 
agencies fund research for only two years. 
Kapuscinski estimates the short-tenn need 
for her research is four years . "It could 
take an ildditional three to four years to 
release the fish in the wild and see how 
they respond." 

Kapuscinski's research results will be 
used throughout the Great Lakes region . 
Some of Sea Grant's other research is of 
national importance. For example, Min
nesota Sea Grant research was recently 
used as evidence to ban toxaphene, a toxic 
and carcinogenic pesticide. Toxaphene has 
been used since the 19405, especially in 
the Cotton Belt in the southern United 
States. Even though the pesticide was 
never heavily used in this region, mean 
concentrations of toxaphene in Great 
Lakes fish were as high as those found in 
highly contaminated fish in the Cotton 
Belt, according to the Environmental Pro
tection Agency (EPA). 

Sea Grant researcher Steven Eisenreich, 
a professor in the department of civil and 
mineral engineering, determined that 
major organic pollutants, such as PCBs, 
are deposited in Lake Superior by air
borne particulates. "From Eisenreich 's 
research, we concluded that major entry 
of toxaphene also came from the atmo -
phere," says Nelson Thomas, chief of 
water quality for the EPA laboratory in 
Duluth. 

Shortly after widespread to aphene 
contamination in the Great Lakes was 
discovered, the pesticide was banned. 

Although Sea Grant's research pro
duces the greatest immediate benefits, the 
program's graduate student are "our most 
important product ," McNaught says . 
Each year, Minnesota Sea Grant provid s 
tuition and stip nds for thirteen graduate 
students to work with researchers and for 

four American Indian undergraduates to 
study aquatic sciences. Five of the pro
gram's graduate students have won 
national awards for excellence in research . 

'1n the future, the water resources of 
this country are going to be managed, in 
part, by fonner Sea Grant students," 
McNaught says . " If we can train 
extremely innovative students, we will 
improve on our poor history of allowing 
toxic contaminants and other pollutants 
to harm our lakes. 

"These students go into careers as 
diverse as aquaculture, resource manage
ment, public health, and teaching. We 
hope they will be a testimony to the Sea 
Grant mandate: to promote the wise use 
of our water resources." 

Sea Grant's success in fulfilling its man
date has won praise from both Congress 
and independent agencies as one of the 
most efficient and cost-effective programs 
supported by the federal government. The 
National Sea Grant College Program, 
which receives 536.5 million in federal 
funding this year, has generated more 
than $230 million in annual gross revenues 
from new products developed by Sea 
Grant researchers and from savings in 
more efficient use of water resources. In 
Minnesota, one Sea Grant project on the 
safety of hypothermia suits stimulated 
production of three new products by a 
local manufacturer of suits and flotation 
devices. The company grosses $1 million 
on those products alone. 

Other Sea Grant research and exten
sion programs have stimulated construc
tion of new resorts and boating facilities 
on Lake Superior's orth Shore, increas
ing local employment and regional tour
ism. 

Unfortunately, Sea Grant's quality and 
achievements do not ensure that funding 
for the program will continue. Sea Grant 
is not included in President Ronald 
Reagan's 1987 budget and is lated to 
return money already allocated for 1986. 
So far, Sea Grant's strong support in 
Congre has allowed the program's fund
ing to continue. 

The Reagan administration has not 
questioned Sea Grant's success or effec
tiveness. Instead, it believes the program's 
work is primariJ of local interest and 
should be upported solely with local and 
state fund . 

Eliminating federal funding would kill 
the program, says McNaught. "In an era 
of financial cutbacks, it is doubtful that 
the University or the state could afford to 
pick up funding. In that case, no one 
would c ntinue the natural resources 
work that we support or our applied 
research in biotechnology and econ mics. 

"Sea Grant is a good federal invest
ment, " McNaught adds . "S me of our 
projects have paid off in dollar values . 
Many more will payoff in future ears . 

But like most university research, all the 
benefits of Sea Grant's research cannot be 
known when the work begins." 

This may be particularly true for Sea 
Grant's work, since so little is known 
about Lake Superior. 'We know so little 
about the potential of Lake Superior and 
our other water resources," McNaught 
says. "Remember, it was only last summer 
that the first submersible was used to 
explore the bottom of the lake, even 
though they have been used to study the 
oceans for several years." 

Even scientists like Professor Eisen
reich, who have studied the lake for many 
years, were surprised at what they saw 
from the submersible. '1 thought I had a 
good idea of what we would find at the 
bottom," Eisenreich says. '1 was totally 
wrong." 

Nationally and locally, Sea Grant con
tributes every day to our knowledge of 
the oceans and Great Lakes. But we still 
have a long way to go. As Athclstan 
Spilhaus said in 1963: 'With Sea Grant, 
we are inventing the future, not merely 
predicting it. When people ask, what will 
the new deep-sea research submarines 
look for, the best answer is, for things we 
don't yet know." 

Alice Tibbetts is communications coordi
nator for the Sea Grant Program. 
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The University of Minnesota has a 
long and rich heritage of excellence in 
teaching, research, and public service 
largely because thousands of individ
uals, organizations, and businesses 
have supported its endeavors. U you 
too would like to be part of this 
heritage, please write or call the Uni
versity of Minnesota Foundation, 
(6U ) 624-3333. 

Please send me infonnation on the Heritage Society 
and a comphmentary "'POrt on Life Insurance. 
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"Not since the early 
decades of the century 
. . . has there been 
between the Alleghen
ies and the Rockies so 
much excitement about 
writing books." That's 
what Life magazine 
said in 1948 when it 
focused on what it 
called " Minnesota ' s 

writing boom": a collection of authors 
who were University undergraduates in 
the years just before the bombing of Pearl 
Harbor. 

A lot of good literature came from 
University alumni in the 1940s-but Uni
versity authors have contributed in other 
times as well. Here are just a few Univer
sity writers who have made places for 
themselves in the literary world . 

Max Shulman, '42, took credit for 
discovering Tom Heggen, '41, "under a 
large, flat stone behind Pattee Hall ." Shul
man, screenwriter and author of Rally 
'Round the Flag, Boys, shared Minnesota 
Daily space with Heggen, author of Mister 
Roberts, before going on to give the world 
the television series "Dobie Gillis." 

Robert Pirsig's, '50, '58, Zen and the 
Art of Motorcycle Maintenance continues 
to be the book for college-age readers who 
are trying to find themselves . Pirsig has 
been a Guggenheim Fellow since the book 
was published in 1974, and he also 
received an American Arts and Letters 
Award in 1979 for Zen. 

Kate Murray Millett, '56, was a sculp
tor in Japan . But she had trouble making 
a living when she returned to the United 
States, so she worked as a file clerk at a 
New York bank, then became a kinder
garten teacher. Nter teaching college Eng
lish for several years, Millett wrote Sexual 
Politics in 1970 and established herself as 
a leading figure in the feminist movement. 

Harrison Evans Salisbury, '30, was 
suspended from the University for one 
year for smoking a cigarette in the library 
vestibule. Shortly into his first years as a 
United Press correspondent during World 
War II, Salisbury was marked as a troub
lemaker by the Federal Bureau of Investi
gation, which concluded that he was a 
code expert for the German government. 
But the internationally recognized corre
spondent and author, who has written 
more than 25 books on Russia, China, 
and Vietnam, overcame his 'bad press" to 
win a 1955 Pulitzer Prize for international 

B o o K s 

Headliners 
BY KIMBERLY YAMAN 

correspondence . 
Nobel Prize winner Saul Bellow taught 

at the University from 1946 to 1949 and 
returned to a temporary appointment in 
the English and humanities departments in 
1959. Bellow's first novel, The Adven
tures of Augie March , published in 1953, 
won a National Book Award. His 1964 
novel, Herzog, won at least four awards, 
including the International Literature 
Prize . Mr. Sammler's Planet, published in 
1969, won him another National Book 
Award . Humboldt's Gift won Bellow the 
1976 Pulitzer Prize for fiction, and the 
Nobel Prize for literature . 

Carl T . Rowan, MA '48, started as a 
copywriter for the Minneapolis Tribune in 
1948 and went on to a journalism career 
that earned him several awards, including 
a George Foster Peabody Award. Rowan 
wrote five novels on racial woes, includ
ing South of Freedom and The Pitiful and 
the Proud, which were on the American 
Library Association's annual list of best 
books . 

Public radio personality Garrison Keil
lor, '66, creator of "A Prairie Home 
Companion," says he lost the manuscript 
for his first novel on a train going west. 
He feared subsequent writing would never 
equal the quality of that first book, but 
hi5 1985 novel, Lake Wobegon Days, 
based on his popular radio program, 
topped the best-seller charts for months. 
"That 's at least as good as building a 
garage, " notes Keillor. 

Borghild Dahl , '12, 
was blind , but she 
obtained her bachelor's 
degree, became a col
lege English professor, 
and eventually became 
head of a university lit
erature and journalism 
department. Dahl was 
also a successful author 
and book critic. Her 

1944 book , I Wanted to See , was 
immensely popular, was translated into 
thirteen languages, and was used as a 
resource for teachers of the handicapped . 

Robert Penn Warren , Univer ity pro
fessor of English from 1942 to 1950, won 
three Pulitzer prizes for his fiction and 
poetry . Warren, a Guggenheim Fellow in 
writing from 1939 to 1940, ha written 
books of poetry and nearly 25 novels, 
including the Pulitzer Prize-winning All 
the King's Men , and has won more than 
25 awards for them. 

Eric Sevareid, '35, was a vocal campus 
politician, leading a successful fight 0 

abolish compulsory military training at 
the University . He made his writing debut 
in 1935 with a book that chronicled a 
2,OOO-mile canoe trip, Canoeing with the 
Cree . The title of his 1946 book, Not So 
Wild a Dream, was prophetic: the inter
nationally known news commentator has 
won, among other awards, three George 
Foster Peabody awards for his worK. 

Mark Harris, Ph.D. '56, published his 
first novel, Tnlmpet to the World, before 
obtaining his bachelor's degree at the 
University of Denver. The two-time Gug
genheim Fellow has written more than 
fifteen books, including the novel and 
screenplay for Bang the Drum Slow ly . 

Benjamin Spock 
was an associate pro
fessor of psychiatry at 
the University from 
1947 to 1951. His book. 
Baby and Child Care. 
published in 1946, tops 
international b t-s lier 
charts , having so ld 
nearly 25 million cop
ies in its paperback edi

tion. Spock went on to write more than 
ten books on child psychology, including 
A Baby's First Year (1954), Dr Spock 
Talks with Mothers (1961), and Dr. Spock 
on Vietnam (1968) . New parents world
wide continue to heed his child-raising 
advice. 

When John Berryman's publisher 
informed Berryman that he had won th 
1965 Pulitzer Prize for his 77 Dream 
Songs, the University humanities profes
sor paused and then asked, "Do you 
remember the boobs that used to get this 
stuff when we were kids?" Berryman, who 
taught humanities at the University from 
1954 to 1972 and was awarded a Regents' 
professorship in 1969, accepted the 
Pulitzer with equanimity and late r 
received nearly ten other national awards 
for his poetry. His novel Recovery wa~ 
published posthumously in 1973. 

Sinclair Lewis taught summer course. 
in English at the University in the 1930 , 
after the 1920 publication of Mail1 Street 
The winner of the 1930 Nobel Prize f I 

literature wrote s me of the most signifi 
cant novels f the twentieth century
including Babbitt and Elmer Gantry . 

Kimberly Yamal1 is editorial assistal1t fOl 
Minnesota. 
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WITH KINGS. 
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C! MINNESOTA 
ALUMNI 
ASSOCIATION 
100 MORRILL HALL 
100 CHURCH ST. S.E. 
M I EAPOLlS, M 55455 

"The 
• • unIversIty 

• eXIsts 
to find 
and to 

communicate 
the 

truth." 
Robert Maynard Hutchins 

The University's quest for 
knowledge is a long-standing tradi
tion . Faculty and staff, students 
and alumni , have all worked to 
preserve and enhance this tradi
tion-securing a place for excel
lence in years to come. 

The Minnesota Alumni Associa
tion believes that the strength of 
your future and that of the Univer
sity go hand-in-hand. Both require 
a commitment to a better future 
and the financial security on which 
to build it. 

Group Term Life Insurance, one 
of many benefits offered through 
the Alumni Association, provides 
flexible, affordable security for you 
and your family. It 's the kind of 
security you can take with you, job 
to job, as you grow. 

Become a member of the Alumni 
Association and secure for yourself 
a piece of the University tradition . 
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